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The importance of teamwork and understanding: a study of shared learning between 
undergraduate dental students and trainee dental technicians. 
 
by Michael G Reeson 
 
ABSTRACT 
This researcher investigated the professional experiences and development of trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students during a shared learning exercise in a combined 
UK university dental school and hospital. Two purposes framed the investigation: 1. To gain an 
in-depth understanding of the experiences of trainee dental technicians and undergraduate 
dental students during shared learning opportunities and 2. To examine whether 
interprofessional learning between trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental 
students offered any professional and occupational specific disciplinary developmental benefits 
or disadvantages. 
 
Using a qualitative approach with a phenomenological framework, data sources included 
reflective diaries, focus group interviews and other salient material. Dialogue between the 
researcher and participants played a major part in ensuring the rigour of the study, participants 
having the opportunity to review the central concepts and excerpts within the thesis. 
Results indicated that both trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students were 
pragmatic but positive in terms of their expectations of shared learning. In particular, they 
UHJDUGHGWKHH[HUFLVHDVXVHIXOLQWHUPVRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQDQGXQGHUVWDQGLQJHDFKRWKHU¶VUROH
Overall there was little evidence arising from the data to support issues of power and perceived 
social and interprofessional hierarchies as impediments to learning. Findings from this study are 
consistent with previous research into interprofessional education, which demonstrate the 
significance of preconceptions based upon traditional and perhaps stereotypical perceptions of 
their own professional status. The students regarded the processes of shared learning as 
having a positive impact on future interprofessional teamwork. 
 
This empirical study assists in creating understandings about the benefits and limitations to 
shared learning between these two groups within the dental team. It also contributes to a 
currently under-theorised account of how relationships developed between these two groups 
may affect longer-term professional development. Implications are offered for future research 
involving the investigation that such learning may have on patient care. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background to the study 
High standards of both technical and clinical work in dentistry are important to the 
comfort and health of patients and to the function and appearance of their mouths. 
Patients do not experience their treatment and care as separate episodes (Fox et al, 
2003): the clinical and technical aspects of any procedure, for example the fabrication of 
a single tooth restoration, are complementary and, while distinct, should not be seen as 
separate (Pietrobon et al, 2007). Ultimately the professional behaviours, abilities and 
skills of dentists, technicians and dental technologists reflect the quality of their 
education, training and experience. The effectiveness of the team is limited both by the 
standard of the least skilful of its members as well as by the degree to which they co-
operate (Nuffield Foundation, 1993). As such a successful outcome of treatment in a 
health or care setting for the patient depends on two or more people working together. 
Historically, the working relationship between dentist and dental technician has always 
rested on a basis of communication by written prescription with little face to face 
dialogue, due to the fact that the majority of dental technicians work in laboratories 
separate from the dental surgery. As a result, both parties have made assumptions, 
based on their own experience, about the others approach to the needs of the end user, 
the patient.  
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Unsurprisingly, this sometimes unreliable means of communication resulted in a 
variable quality of service (Davenport et al, 2000) and a body of literature exists 
describing the unsatisfactory interface between clinician and laboratory (Leith et al, 
2000; Schneider, 2000; Warden, 2002; McGarry et al, 2004; Tamamoto, 2005; 
Christensen, 1995; 2005; 2009; Reeson et al, 2005; 2009; Juszczyk et al, 2009; Evans 
et al, 2010).  
There is also a significant body of literature highlighting the poor nature of prescription 
patterns that contravene the European Union Directives for the fabrication of oral 
prostheses (Afsharzand et al, 2006; Lynch et al, 2003; Grey et al, 2004; Newsome, 
2011). Indeed, in 2007 and 2010 a number of cases, were highlighted in the media (Mail 
Online, 2007; The Independent, 2010) regarding dentists having fitted potentially 
dangerous crowns to patients, provoking allergic reactions. In these particular cases 
work had been sent to overseas dental laboratories where there was no quality control 
of the materials used and lack of regulation meant there was no way of finding out the 
exact fabrication materials and construction. As a dentist, there is an obligation to obtain 
consent for the treatment that is being provided and this means offering the patient a 
choice of materials. It is professionally unacceptable to make assumptions and worse 
still to cut corners in the interests of personal gain (GDC, 2005). Dentists and dental 
technicians do not have an equivalent Hippocratic Oath and it is critically important to 
point out that this lack of professional testimony and regulation is one of the predicates 
to the research in this thesis.  
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Today, patients have become both arbitrators and consumers of medical care (Weiss, 
2007), and this necessitates the need to satisfy the demands of well informed and vocal 
individuals who are prepared to question medical and dental professionals at every turn.  
The involvement of the patient in his or her own treatment has become common 
currency in health care (McCarthy, 1996), and, because expectations have been raised, 
they must also be met. Although there is substantial literature showing the damaging 
effect on immediate patient care when interprofessional working is less than effective, 
(Colwell Report, 1974; Bristol Royal Infirmary Inquiry, 2001; Victoria Climbé, 2003) the 
longer term view both on patients and the professions suggests that there are perhaps 
more fundamental reasons why such concerns continue to exist. The literature 
demonstrates significant conceptual gaps in the relationship between the dental 
professionals (Nuffield Foundation, 1980, 1993; GDC, 1997, 2006; Lovas et al, 2008; 
Morison et al 2008; Ross et al, 2009; Evans et al, 2010). This thesis occupies itself with 
the development of that relationship, and the longer term effect of being exposed to 
other professionals; considering what residual effects, if any, are the most desirable? 
The training of both dentists and dental technicians in the United Kingdom has normally 
been structured in such a way that the trainee dental technician has only minimal 
contact, if any at all, with clinical undergraduates during their training. This is due to the 
wide variety of education providers offering dental technology programmes, many of 
which do not have established links with dental teaching hospitals. As a result, there is 
little day to day contact between professionals, the segregation leading to potential 
difficulties when dentist and technician meet in daily practice (Davenport et al, 2000; 
McGarry et al, 2004; Christensen, 1995; 2005; 2009).  
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However, it is essential that a dialogue consisting of informed communication and 
discussion between technician and dentist takes place in a way that allows the expertise 
of both to be used to achieve the best possible outcome for the patient (Pietrobon et al, 
2007). For example, when a try-in of a denture or a framework try-in for a removable 
partial denture requires some changes, the dentist should be able to call the technician 
and describe the changes while the case is fresh in his or her mind; conversely when a 
decision is made about a complex treatment pathway an informed meeting should take 
place where each discusses the implications of the decision on overall patient care. 
Indeed, accurate interpretation of messages is made easier when nonverbal and verbal 
communications complement each other. Nonverbal cues can be used to elaborate on 
verbal messages to reinforce the information sent when trying to achieve 
communicative goals; messages have been shown to be remembered better when 
nonverbal signals affirm the verbal exchange (Knapp & Hall, 2007). Communication and 
decision making by writing alone is seldom sufficient (Christensen, 2009; Davenport et 
al, 2000).  
In other professions, such as pharmacy, students work alongside other health and 
social care students in training for issues as diverse as terminal care planning for 
example. This type of co-training approach emphasises the importance of 
communication skills and the importance of listening effectively. Interprofessional 
dialogues enable students to realise the extent of their differences as well as their 
similarities, resulting in a rich appreciation of the reason for team working (Lakhani et al, 
2008). The study of dispositions has highlighted that there are certain qualities 
associated with effective relationship building.  
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This is critically important in professions such as medicine, teaching and social work for 
example, where the qualities of empathy (Cooper, 2002), caring (Walker-Gleaves, 
2010), compassion (Mickel, 2008) and active listening (Fassaert et al, 2007) are 
essential. Students cultivate and practice such qualities in their day-to-day activities and 
in their relationships with others within and beyond the classroom.  
Closer cooperation between trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental 
students during their otherwise disparate courses of training has been suggested as a 
solution to actual and perceived difficulties in the quality of provision of dental health 
(Christensen, 1995; 2002; 2005; 2009; McGarry et al, 2004; Reeson et al, 2005; 2009; 
Evans et al, 2010; Maryan, 2011) and there is a growing belief that training without 
exposure to clinical dentistry is incomplete (Barrett et al, 1999). For effective team work 
to take place, it has been established that the team members should have a clearer 
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI RQH DQRWKHU¶V UROH WKDQ KDV SUHYLRXVO\ EHHQ WKH FDVH (Nuffield 
Foundation, 1980; 1993; General Dental Council, (GDC) 1997; 2001; 2002; 2004; 
2006). In the light of this it seems sensible to conclude that bringing together the 
combined training and experience of both clinician and technician, in other words 
undergoing interprofessional training during pre-service training, will bring greater 
benefit to the patient (Challoner, 2002; Warden, 2002; McGarry et al, 2004; 
Christensen, 2005; 2009). Such interprofessional education is the focus of this thesis. 
Interprofessional education is a challenge to all professional educators and participant¶s 
as the participants inevitably bring with them their essential professional differences and 
as a result both practical and philosophical barriers exist.  
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Ginsburg & Tregunno (2005) point out that the strong professional cultures that hinder 
realization of effective and widespread collaborative practice in the wider health context 
co-exist, often problematically, with the personal values and priorities. 
Historically, health professionals have been established to function as specialised 
groups, each with their own assumptions, beliefs, identities and practices that constrain 
WKHZD\VWKDWWKH\LQWHUSUHWDQGDFWRQSUREOHPV'¶$PRXUHWDO2DQGDVDQHWDO
2005). However, functioning as specialized groups leads to complex cultural 
developments that begin during training and continue through into practice, such as the 
formation of well defined professional boundaries (Glen et al, 2002), the presence of 
stereotypes (Hind et al, DQGOLPLWHGNQRZOHGJHDERXWHDFKRWKHU¶VUROHVGXHWRWKH 
relative isolation on novice professionals during training (Reese et al, 2001; Drinka et al, 
2000). These factors collectively work against effective interprofessional collaboration 
and it is therefore important to acknowledge the risk of entrenching negative attitudes 
rather than fostering constructive ones, or at least questioning existing beliefs. Indeed, 
for interprofessional learning to be successful, prejudices must be broken down, values 
and beliefs must be explored and practices examined. Above all, there must be 
willingness among all involved to engage in the process.  
Contact theory is one of the theories underpinning much thinking about interprofessional 
education. According to this theory, interaction between different members of different 
groups under a controlled set of conditions can lead to a reduction in prejudice (Brown 
& Hewstone 2005; Allport, 1954). Reduction in prejudice and modifying negative attitude 
is one of the aims of interprofessional education (Barr, 2002; Carpenter, 1995).  
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5HIOHFWLRQRQ WKH UROHDQG LPSRUWDQFHRI ³RWKHUV´ OHDGV WREHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJDQGD
more reinforced acquaintance, which in turn, lessens prejudice and breaks stereotypes, 
thus facilitating environments conducive to collaboration (Lakhani et al, 2008; WHO, 
1988). In sum, shared learning with the aim of longer term impact on interprofessional 
working is clearly important. This researcher investigated the challenges faced by both 
trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students during a shared learning 
experience in a UK university dental school/hospital.  
Two purposes framed this investigation: 
x To gain an in-depth understanding of the experiences of trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students during shared learning 
opportunities. 
x To examine whether interprofessional learning between trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students offered any professional and 
occupational specific disciplinary developmental benefits or disadvantages. 
1.2 The Nature of this thesis 
The central thesis of this study is concerned with the challenges faced by both trainee 
dental technicians and undergraduate dental students during a shared learning 
experience in a UK university dental school/hospital. Three threads of research are 
examined: 1. Professional identity formation in the medical and dental profession. 2. 
Professional training in shaping professional practices and working. 3. Professional 
educational curricula design.  
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Currently there is a paucity of research into shared learning between trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students and arguably it is both a consequence 
and a reflection of, the professional practice and learning impediments as well as the 
contested substantive nature of such curricula. To address shortcomings in the 
research literature, the experiences of trainee dental technicians and undergraduate 
dental students working together is the major focus of this thesis and accordingly, 
examines the experiences and challenges faced by both these groups of students 
during a shared learning experience in a UK university dental school/hospital.  
3URFHHGLQJIURPWKHVWXG\¶VSXUSRVHVWKHUHVHDUFKKDGWKHIROORZLQJREMHFWLYHV 
x   To examine the experiences and development of trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students during shared learning opportunities. 
 
x   To examine professional and occupational disciplinary developmental benefits 
or disadvantages of the shared learning opportunity. 
 
This study therefore explored four main research questions: 
 
x :KDWDUH WKH LQGLYLGXDOVWXGHQWV¶H[SHULHQFHVDQGSHUFHSWLRQVRI WKHLU WHDP
working skills and group dynamics? 
x What are the possible consequences for future team working in both clinical 
and laboratory settings as a result of the shared learning programme? 
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x 'RHV VKDUHG OHDUQLQJ SURPRWH D EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶
professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork? 
x How far are these aims successfully accomplished as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by the programme in this study?  
Adopting a qualitative methodology, the overall goal of this study is to understand 
WUDLQHH GHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQV DQG XQGHUJUDGXDWH GHQWDO VWXGHQWV¶ experiences of shared 
learning opportunities and its possible benefits and longer term consequences. As with 
most qualitative based studies, this study is designed to examine a small group of 
LQGLYLGXDOV¶OLYHGH[SHULHQFHVLQDVSHFLILFFRQWH[W5RVVPDQHWDO7KHSDUWLFXODU
and unique characteristics of this setting and the selection and number of the 
participants are recognized in that they may therefore limit the transferability of the 
findings. However, it is hoped that the depth and rigor of this study will illuminate issues 
which may be concealed in other settings. A single and specific context will be studied, 
i.e., a Dental Teaching Hospital in the North of England.  
Furthermore, the small group of participants will be selected purposefully as they will be 
students currently enrolled on a recognized training course within a University Dental 
School/Hospital. It is also important to point out that it is not the purpose of this study to 
research the effects of the study upon patient care; this will be the subject of a further 
research study. Figure 1 is a diagrammatic representation of how the research 
TXHVWLRQV DGGUHVVHG WKH VWXG\¶V PDMRU SXUSRVHV )LJXUH  LV D GLDJUDPPDWLF
representation of the whole study, showing the relationship between Research 
Purposes, the research Questions, the Conceptual Content and Data Collection. 
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Figure 1. Representations of how the research queVWLRQVDGGUHVVWKHVWXG\¶VWZR
major purposes 
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the experiences of trainee dental 
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students during shared learning 
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technicians and undergraduate dental 
students offered any professional and 
occupational specific disciplinary 
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disadvantages.  
 
  3&4 
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Research Questions 
 
1. What are the LQGLYLGXDO VWXGHQWV¶
experiences and perceptions of 
their team working skills and group 
dynamics? 
2. What are the possible 
consequences for future team 
working in both clinical and 
laboratory settings as a result of the 
shared learning programme? 
3. Does shared learning promote a 
better understanding of each 
RWKHUV¶ SURIHVVLRQDO UROHV DQG
effective interprofessional 
teamwork? 
4. How far are these aims successfully 
 accomplished as a result of the 
 opportunities afforded by the 
 progamme in this study? 
 
1 
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Figure 2.  Representation of the whole study 
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1.3 The Contribution of this thesis 
 
Interprofessional learning (IPE) is well documented in the literature. Across the National 
Health Service, clinical teams from a variety of professions work together in delivering 
patient care, with traditional professional roles becoming increasingly challenged by new 
working practices. Indeed, shared learning between health care professionals in the 
NHS has been advocated as a means of improving the ability of individuals to work 
together in optimising patient outcomes (Department of Health (DH) 2000; 2001).  
7KH LPSRUWDQFH RI LQWHUSURIHVVLRQDO ZRUNLQJ LV D FHQWUDO WKHPH LQ WKH *RYHUQPHQW¶V
health and social care policy (Department of Health (DH) 2000; 2001). Nationally, the 
promotion of interprofessional learning at all levels is a key UK Government strategy to 
improve communication and collaborative working to enhance quality care for all service 
users. One way of contributing to this is for students from different professions to learn 
together. The General Dental Council (1997LQLWVGRFXPHQWµThe first five years 
7KH XQGHUJUDGXDWH GHQWDO FXUULFXOXP¶ suggests that learning opportunities and 
experiences should enable dental students and those of the professions complementary 
to dentistry to work and train together. The report goes on to say that there is a need for 
undergraduates to gain experience of working with Professionals Complementary to 
Dentistry (PCDs) during the undergraduate programme.  The report recommended that 
funding streams should be identified to ensure those dental students and students of 
the professions complementary to dentistry (PCDs) have significant and appropriate 
opportunities to train and work together. This may require dental schools to devise 
innovative mechanisms through which such experience can be gained.  
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Within the context of dentistry, there is perhaps the greatest need for a sophisticated 
account of the importance of interprofessional learning. One of the most important 
issues arising from the literature is the concept of the dental team (General Dental 
Council 1998; 2001; 2002; 2004; 2006) and few issues have engendered stronger or 
more divergent views.  For effective teamwork to take place, the team members should 
KDYHDFOHDUHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROHWKDQKDVSUHYLRXVO\EHHn the case. 
In other words, if each can acquire a better understanding of the work of the other, a 
higher standard of oral health care should result.   
This thesis evaluated student experiences of shared professional learning using themes 
from both the litHUDWXUHDQGWKHVWXGHQWV¶RZQQDUUDWLYHVDQGGHYHORSHGDQHZSUDFWLFH
based perspective on shared training between trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students. Through these insights, this study may well provide a 
framework for shared learning between these two groups within the dental team. Within 
the qualitative design, these student experiences and perspectives upon shared 
learning and what it may contribute to their own learning will be examined.  
Therefore, the study does not simply add to existing research on shared learning 
between these two professional groups; it contributes new knowledge and original 
insights into the complex and significantly under-UHVHDUFKHG DUHD RI VWXGHQWV¶ RZQ
values, relationships, beliefs and practices resting on their developmental journey. The 
research does this in three particular ways. First, this research illuminates the shared 
learning experiences of trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students. 
Second, this research adds to the limited body of information as to whether there are 
barriers to such learning.  
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Finally, data gathered as part of this study will be of importance to both academic and 
vocational educators involved with the training of both dental technicians and dentists. It 
will also offer information regarding the quality of dental care provision to patients and 
move forwards the theoretical literature on interprofessional learning. Through these 
insights a framework for shared learning between these two members of the dental 
team may well provide a benchmark for other institutions nationally. 
The review of the literature that follows is divided into three sections; 
x Professional identity formation in the medical and dental profession.  
x Professional training in shaping professional practices and working.  
x Professional educational curricula design.  
The literature review concludes by summarising past and current salient research into 
interprofessional learning. 
1.4 Defining the terms used in this thesis 
In this thesis, there are many references to the main participants in the study ± the 
students. In most sections of the thesis, the results for example, for the sake of 
simplicity the term trainee dental technician is used to describe those students who 
upon prescription from a dentist construct custom made restorative dental appliances. 
These students are on a three year technical training programme leading to a 
qualification as a dental technician.  
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Likewise the term undergraduate dental student refers to those students enrolled on a 
five year undergraduate degree programme leading to a qualification as a dentist. The 
term clinical tutor refers to qualified clinical academics involved in the teaching of the 
undergraduate dental students. It should also be noted that since the introduction of 
statutory registration for dental technicians in 2006, WKH WLWOH µGHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQ¶ DQG
µGHQWDO WHFKQRORJLVW¶ DUH SURWHFWHG E\ ODZ 2nly those persons with the relevant 
qualification in dental technology and who are registered with the GDC can use this title. 
However, there are, for example, researchers in dental materials who call themselves 
GHQWDOWHFKQRORJLVW¶VHYHQWKRXJKWKH\KDYHQRIRUPDOWUDLQLQJDVDGHQWDOWHFKQLFLDQ 
1.5 Organization of this thesis 
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 presents an introduction and 
background of the problem as well as an overview of the purposes, research questions, 
methodological details and limitations of the study. Chapter 2 contains the major 
conceptual and theoretical framework. Three threads of research are examined: 1. 
Professional identity formation in the medical and dental profession. 2. Professional 
training in shaping professional practices and working. 3. Professional educational 
curricula design. Chapter 3 contains a description of the qualitative methodology 
undertaken, justifying the phenomenological approach adopted. In addition, the chapter 
discusses the procedures and methods of collecting and analyzing the data. Chapter 4 
includes the findings in the shape of detailed narratives from the participants. Chapter 5 
contains a discussion of the findings aligned with the two original purposes of the study 
and located within the original conceptual threads of the field of literature.  
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Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and implications of the research study related to its 
original aims and purposes as well as suggestions for further work in the field. 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
2.0       Literature overview 
The review of the literature was undertaken with two purposes in mind. Firstly, to situate 
this study in the body of scientific and expert knowledge on the currently under-
theorised literature about the benefits to shared learning between trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students. Secondly, to treat the literature as an 
additional data source for answering the research questions:  
x :KDW DUH WKH LQGLYLGXDO VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV DQG SHUFHSWLRQV RI WKHLU WHDP
working skills and group dynamics? 
x What are the possible consequences for future team working in both clinical and   
laboratory settings as a result of the shared learning programme?                                                 
x 'RHV VKDUHG OHDUQLQJ SURPRWH D EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶
professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork? 
x  How far are these aims successfully accomplished as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by the programme in this study?  
In order to make sense of the focus of this study, it is important to pursue a theoretical 
framework in which to place the study. Without a framework, it is difficult to make sense 
of the subject matter, understand the issues in their broader context, and indeed to 
place the study findings in an informed and insightful context.  
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Within the current study in their journey towards becoming healthcare professionals, 
students develop a range of beliefs and attitudes about the professions for which they 
are preparing themselves. They develop an understanding about the boundaries of their 
profession, and the ways in which they may interact with others as part of an 
interprofessional healthcare team. These sets of beliefs, attitudes and understanding 
about tKHLUUROHVZLWKLQWKHFRQWH[WRIZRUNJHQHUDOO\UHIHUWRWKHLUµSURIHVVLRQDOLGHQWLW\¶
(Adams et al, 2006; Lingard et al, 2002), a concept that is a gradual and evolutionary 
process of construction and synthesis. The process of professional identity forming is 
neither linear nor necessarily coherent, resting as it does on individual experience of 
cultural strength of collective professional identity in training, and underpinning ethos of 
the training programme. In contrast many studies of professional group formation draw 
heavily on elements of Communities of Practice research, and in particular, are 
predicated upon Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) (Lave & Wenger, 1990). In 
the LPP framework, professional identity is conceptualised as a matter of discursive 
identity formation as an individual negotiates the norms, beliefs, attitudes and 
behaviours of an already formed professional group. In so doing, individuals gain entry 
WR HVWDEOLVKHG &RPPXQLWLHV RI 3UDFWLFH WKURXJK WKH µSHUIRUPDQFH¶ RI D SURIHVsional 
identity that becomes more rehearsed and nuanced over time. 
Within this study however, I adopt the Professional Identity formation analytical 
framework, since the individuals in my study are in the process of encountering a 
profession, through learning and exposure to others also undergoing the process of 
evolution and change.  
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A professional identity development framework therefore allows me to examine the 
dynamic and responsive nature of identity, and observe this as a function of critical 
elements RI WKH µGHULYDWLRQ¶ RI SURIHVVLRQDO LGHQWLW\ VXFK DV UHODWLRQVKLSV ZLWK RWKHU
trainees, learning and reflective experiences and exposure to key professionals and 
their values. As such, there are three main sections in this chapter. In the first section, 
literature is examined concerning the history of dentistry, and the historic and culturally 
specific working relationship between dentist and dental technician.  For this, journal 
articles, chapters, books, legislative reports and other publications were surveyed 
covering the major databases Informaworld, Swetswise, Project Muse. Secondly, I 
present literature that examines the evolution, development and changes in the 
education and training of dental technicians along with the introduction of statutory 
registration with the GDC. Thirdly, the literature review examines past and current 
concepts and practices in interprofessional learning. Finally, threads are drawn together 
from the major conceptual areas to establish the analytical framework for the thesis 
findings.  
2.1 Dentistry: professional roles and identities of dentists, and dental 
technicians. 
Modern dentistry reflects its origins clearly: in medicine and surgery and in the crafts 
traditionally associated with the making of jewellery, for example gold and 
silversmithing. It is easy traceable to antiquity, to the Phoenicians and Egyptians. In the 
VHYHQWHHQWK FHQWXU\ µRSHUDWRUV IRU WKH WHHWK¶ PDGH WKHPVHOYHV VSHFLDOLVWV LQ GHQWDO
work. They had a clear identity as a single group, although some scraped and pulled 
teeth as pupils of barber-surgeons and others were gold smiths and ivory turners. 
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These were crafts that became particularly useful with the realisation that the highest 
incomes came from supplying the rich with false teeth. These teeth were not functional 
in the sense of being used to eat as they are today, but they were thought to improve 
WKHZHDUHU¶VDSSHDUDQFH In the nineteenth century improvements in technology made it 
more difficult for any one individual to develop the skills to do everything. The notion of 
dental and oral health linked to hygiene was seen as a part of dentistry distinct from the 
mechanical aspects of restorative and prosthetic dentistry. As a result, some people 
tended to specialise in the clinical side and others in the mechanical, though many 
FRQWLQXHG WR FDUU\ RXW ERWK ,Q WKH 8QLWHG .LQJGRP DOWKRXJK WKH WLWOH µ'HQWLVW¶ ZDV
protected under the 1878 Dentists Act as implying a special training and qualification, 
the practice of dentistry itself was not. While there was a trend for an increasing number 
of practitioners to hold the Licentiate in Dental Surgery, introduced by the 1858 Medical 
Act denoting an examined clinical skill, dentistry continued to be carried out by people 
from a variety of backgrounds. Most of this changed in the aftermath of the Acland 
Report (1919), quoted in the Nuffield Report (1993 p.68), which inquired into the extent 
and gravity of the evils of dental practice by persons not qualified under the Act. This 
report was the basis of the Dentists Act of 1921 being passed. The stricter controls laid 
the foundations for the current system of regulation with offenders liable to a £100 fine. 
The act also prohibited corporate bodies from carrying on the business of dentistry 
unless certain conditions were met. The 1921 Act gave the profession a measure of 
DXWRQRP\E\VHWWLQJXSWKHµ'HQWDO%RDUG¶ 
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The 1921 Act permitted unqualified dentists to register if certain conditions were met, 
such as age over 23 years, being of good character and if dentistry was their principal 
means of livelihood in five of the seven preceding years.  
The 1921 Act also introduced statutory separation between dentists who could legally 
carry out any aspect of dentistry, both clinical (inside the mouth) and mechanical 
(outside the mouth), and dental mechanics, who could carry out only mechanical work 
and who were barred from clinical work. Dental mechanics would now support the role 
of the dentist, by undertaking only mechanical work, for example, the construction of 
dentures. This separation was confirmed in the 1956 and 1984 Dentists Acts. This 
segregation leads to the education and training of dentists and dental technicians 
becoming relatively disparate. Not until 1998 was the GDC¶s approach to all members 
of the dental team working together on a collaborative basis founded on the positive 
response to its 1998 consultation paper on PCDs: Professionals Complementary to 
Dentistry ± A Consultation Paper. Following this response the Council decided to 
register all groups of PCDs under an amendment to the 1984 Dentists Act and regulate 
their work through educational curricula and ethical guidance, rather than through 
prescribed duties. They also recommended that funding streams should be identified to 
ensure students of the Professions Complementary to Dentistry and dental students 
have significant and appropriate opportunities to train and work together. This they 
suggested may require education providers to devise innovative mechanisms through 
which such experience can be gained.  
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One of the most important issues arising from the literature is the concept of the dental 
team and few issues have engendered stronger or more divergent views. As long ago 
as 1980 the first Nuffield Committee Inquiry into Dental Education made 
recommendations that the concept of the team approach to dental care should be 
fostered and studies into the most effective composition of the dental team should be 
undertaken (paras 7.18-19, 7.36). The inquiry also suggested that the training and work 
of dental technicianVVKRXOGEH³PRUHFORVHO\LQWHJUDWHGZLWKWKDWRIWKHGHQWDOVXUJHRQ´
(Nuffield Committee, 1980, p.79). In 1993 a further inquiry by the Nuffield Committee 
into the training of personnel auxiliary to dentistry made a number of recommendations 
regarding their education and training: 
³$OOHGXFDWLRQDQGWUDLQLQJIRUDX[LOLDULHVVKRXOGEHFHQWUHGRQGHQWDOVFKRROVDQGGHQWDO
teaching hospitals to promote one of our main aims ± that of ensuring that close 
integration of the education and training of everyone working in oral health care, 
GHQWLVWVDQGGHQWDODX[LOLDULHV´(p.111) 
In a direct reference to the training of dental technicians, the report stated: 
³,WLVLPSRUWDQWWKDWDVLJQLILFDQWSDUWRIWKHSUDFWLFDOH[SHULHQFHVKRXOGEHXQGHUWDNHQLQ
dental hospitals or recognised dental practices so that trainees can appreciate the 
FOLQLFDOVLJQLILFDQFHRIWKHLUZRUN´ (p.112) 
The importance of teamwork was further reaffirmed in the Report of the General Dental 
Auxiliaries Review Group (1998), when it was reported that the team concept for future 
practice should be ³SURPRWHG WKURXJK WUDLQLQJ GHQWLVWV DQG SURIHVVLRQDOV
FRPSOHPHQWDU\WRGHQWLVWU\3&'VLQFORVHDVVRFLDWLRQZLWKHDFKRWKHU´ (p.11)  
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In October 2001 the GDC produced a consultation paper on regulating all members of 
WKH GHQWDO WHDP LQ WKLV SDSHU WKH *'& UHSRUWHG WKDW WKH JRYHUQPHQW¶V DSSURDFK WR
UHJXODWLRQRIWKHGHQWDOWHDPLVFRQVLVWHQWZLWKWKH*'&¶VYLVLRQVWDWLQJ 
³:HFDQLPSURYHWKHTXDOLW\DQGFRVWHIIHFWLYHQHVVRIGHQWDOFDUHE\LPSURYLQJWHDP
woUNLQJDQGGHYHORSLQJWKHVNLOOVRIHYHU\RQHLQYROYHG´(p.3) 
McGarry et al (2004) suggests that the rehabilitation services to patients who 
experience dental disease is being jeopardized due to the lack of cooperation between 
dentist and dental technician. For effective teamwork to take place, the team members 
VKRXOGKDYHDFOHDUHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROHWKDQKDVSUHYLRXVO\EHHQWKH
case. In other words, if each can acquire a better understanding of the work of the 
other, a higher standard of oral health care should result. Indeed, many would regard 
dental technician training as incomplete without exposure to clinical dentistry (Barrett et 
al, 1999). Perhaps there is room for improvement in the present situation. For example, 
the undergraduate dental student in the United Kingdom will by the end of their training, 
have spent a relatively short time on laboratory work compared to the dental technician 
in training (Cameron et al, 2006; Juszczyk et al, 2009; Clark et al, 2010). The claim is 
that reduced laboratory instruction for dental students is achieved at the expense of 
repetitive laboratory exercises rather than a reduction in the relevant techniques 
FRYHUHG 7KHDLP LV WRSURGXFH µODERUDWRU\DZDUH¶ UDWKHU WKDQ µODERUDWRU\ FRPSHWHQW¶
dental students (Lynch et al, 2007). This reduced experience diminishes the ability of 
dentists to partner with dental technicians (McGarry & Jacobson, 2004). New materials 
and technologies will increase the need for dental technicians to be highly educated to 
provide support to dentists.  
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This is especially true for procedures such as the newest computer-aided 
design/computer-aided manufacturing technologies, which will demand greater 
cooperation between dentists and dental technicians (McGarry et al, 2004). With dental 
students having little or no experience with many of the newest materials and 
techniques, dental technicians will be the source of information for general dentists. A 
greater familiarity with laboratory work should lead to better understanding of the 
technical difficulties faced by the technician, which in turn may lead to clearer 
communication and more thoughtful prescribing by the dentist (Lynch et al, 2003; 2005; 
2006; 2007; Rahdi et al, 2007; Afsharzand et al, 2006). One of the problems described 
to the Nuffield Committee in (1993), was the poor communication between dentist and 
technician. The report pointed out that; 
³2QO\UDUHO\RXWVLGHKRVSLWDOVGRWHFKQLFLDQVKDYHWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRVHHWKHSDWLHQWIRU
whom they are working during the making RUILWWLQJRIDQDSSOLDQFH¶7KLVLVQRWLQWKH
interest of the patient, the dentist or the technician, who fails to gain an appreciation of 
WKHFOLQLFDOVLGHRIGHQWLVWU\ZKLOHWKHGHQWLVWPD\IDLOWRDSSUHFLDWHWKHWHFKQLFDOVLGH´ 
(p.73). 
The Nuffield Foundation (1993) held the view that the most effective way of improving 
RUDO KHDOWK FDUH DQG GHOLYHULQJ D QDWLRQDO VWUDWHJ\ ZDV ³through teams led by 
dentists´S$VLPLODUYLHZ LVDOVRKHOGE\%HQQLQJWRQ ,&TXRWHG LQ7KH'HQWDO
Technician (1995), who believes that the dental team should as far as possible; 
³share its training with other members so that part of the training will take place 
in centres of excellence (the dental schools and hospitals) and that dental students, 
technicians, nurses and K\JLHQLVWVZLOOPXWXDOO\EHQHILWIURPWUDLQLQJ´(p.5). 
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He goes on to suggest that it is important that the dentist appreciates the fact that a 
technician is aware of clinical problems and their importance in dealing with clinical and 
technical difficulties and therefore should be brought into the clinical situation to discuss 
these problems with the dentist and therefore, through a fuller understanding, be better 
able to construct the appropriately designed appliance to a higher standard. In 1997 
Dame Margaret Seward of the General Dental Practitioners Association (GDPA) defined 
the dental team as: ³DOO PHPEHUV RI WKH SUDFWLFH FOLQLFDO RU KRVSLWDO VWDII ZKR DUH
LQYROYHG LQ WKH SURYLVLRQ RI RUDO KHDOWKFDUH WR WKH SDWLHQW¶´ S 'DPH 0DUJDUHW D
director of Teamwork, and who has worked tirelessly to improve the recognition of 
individual members of the dental team says that: ³)XQGDPHQWDO WR VXFFHVV LV D
realisation that decision making must be taken by the team and free discussions must 
be held amongst teaPPHPEHUVDWUHJXODULQWHUYDOV´(p.31).  
The General Dental Council (1997) in its document µThe first five years. The 
undergraduate dental curriculum¶ suggests that learning opportunities and experiences 
should enable dental students and those of the professions complementary to dentistry 
to ³ZRUNDQG WUDLQ WRJHWKHU´ (p.9). The report goes on to say that there is a need for 
XQGHUJUDGXDWHV WR JDLQ H[SHULHQFH RI ³working with Professionals Complementary to 
'HQWLVWU\ 3&'V GXULQJ WKH XQGHUJUDGXDWH SURJUDPPH´ (p.15). The report 
recommended that funding streams should be identified to ensure those dental students 
and students of the professions complementary to dentistry (PCDs) have significant and 
appropriate opportunities to train and work together. This may require dental schools to 
³GHYLVHLQQRYDWLYHPHFKDQLVPVWKURXJKZKLFKVXFKH[SHULHQFHFDQEHJDLQHG´(p.9).  
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Confidence about the growing importance of the dental team was further strengthened 
by the opinion expressed by the General Dental Council in (1998), that few issues 
facing dentistry today can be as important as the development of the dental team. 
Whateley (1998) in the preface to his book, A Very Special Team suggests; 
³3URIHVVLRQDO WHDPV DUH EXLOW DURXQG SURIHVVLRQDO UHODWLRQVKLSV DQG HYHU\ UHODWLRQship 
DIIHFWVHYHU\RWKHUUHODWLRQVKLS´(pix). He goes on to define the dental team as, ³DJURXS
of individuals able, willing and prepared to work with others while taking responsibility 
IRUWKHLUFRQWULEXWLRQWRWKHGHQWDOFDUHRIDQLQGLYLGXDOSDWLHQW´(p.2). ,QWKH*'&¶V
Developing the Dental Team (Curricula Frameworks for Registrable Qualifications for 
Professionals Complementary to Dentistry (PCDs) was published its aims were to direct 
and guide the authorities who award PCD qualifications, and the educational institutions 
which provide programmes, in the design and implementation of examinations and 
courses of study. It would also be used as a bench mark for quality assuring future PCD 
education.  
Developing the dental team built upon reports of the Nuffield Foundation (1980, 1993) 
DQG RI WKH &RXQFLO¶V 'HQWDO $X[LOLDULHV 5HYLHZ *URXS  7KH GRFXPHQW DOVR
FRPSOHPHQWHG WKH &RXQFLO¶V IUDPHZRUN IRU XQGHUJUDGXDWH HGXFDWLRQ IRU GHQWLVWV The 
First Five Years (second edition, August 2002). Within the curricula frameworks set out 
in this document, the Council were keen to encourage a variety of approaches to the 
ZD\VLQZKLFK3&'¶VDUHHGXFDWHGDQGWUDLQHGLQWKHIXWXUH 
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For the provision of comprehensive oral care within a team environment the report 
SRLQWHGRXW WKDW VWXGHQWGHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQVVKRXOGKDYH WKHRSSRUWXQLW\ WR ³work with 
other members of the dental team´ S DQG LW ZDV FRQVLGHUHG LPSRUWDQW WKDW WKLV
should include, ³ZRUNLQJZLWKDFWXDOSDWLHQWFDVHV´ (p.44) and gaining experience in ³a 
FOLQLFDOVHWWLQJ´ (p.44). The document also wished to encourage the further development 
of progressive ideas and improved methods in what should be a dynamic educational 
process. It welcomes, for instance opportunities for the broadening of PCD education 
and the associated enhancement of the curriculum.  
 
Student PCDs should be provided with the opportunity to gain experience of working 
with other members of the dental team, and mechanisms will need to be explored 
through which experiences can be gained. Closer cooperation and teamwork seem to 
be the way forward and such change would result in the present day dental technician 
being regarded as a clinical health worker, and this would further emphasise the need 
for training to be closely linked and coordinated with clinical dental courses, thus 
acknowledging the role of the dental technician in the dental team. 
 
2.2 Dental Technicians: an examination of the development and training of 
dental technicians 
After the First World War, dental mechanics ± they became known as dental technicians 
only in 1942 - were trained in either private dental practice or in commercial laboratories 
as apprentices over a period of five years. But, by the outbreak of the Second World 
War, the number of apprenticeship schemes had fallen partly because of the changes in 
dental practice.  
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This situation received comments in 1940 by a Committee of Inquiry set up by the three 
professional dental associations: the British Dental Association; the Incorporated Dental 
Society and the Public Dental Service Association. The Inquiry looked into the training, 
conditions of service and wages of dental mechanics. At the same time the National 
Joint Council for the Craft of Dental Mechanics was anxious to revive apprenticeships, 
provided that the apprentices received adequate training and wages. This was noted by 
the Teviot Report (1946), which advised that apprenticeships should be supplemented 
by additional theoretical and practical instruction, in both dental mechanics and in the 
sciences related to them. 
Formal training for dental mechanics was available in the British Army from 1921, when 
the Army Dental Corps was formed. The training included courses of lectures as well as 
practical classes. Outside the armed forces, the first systematic training was the dental 
mechanics course of the City & Guilds of London Institute (CGLI), which began in 1936 
at the borough polytechnic in Southeast London. Courses were also available before 
the Second World War at Hull Municipal College and the North-Western Polytechnic. 
Glasgow Education Authority also began evening classes for dental mechanics, though 
these were limited to those who lived in the city.  
The 1944 Education Act required young people leaving school to receive further 
education for one day a week. The Teviot Committee (1944) expressed the hope that 
the 1944 Education Act would cover further education for apprentice dental technicians, 
and the further education they received should not be limited to evening classes.  
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In 1951 CGLI replaced the dental mechanics course by a dental technology course. 
These courses, which were externally examined by the CGLI, were seen as craft level 
courses. In 1950, a draft bill was prepared to introduce registration for dental 
technicians, but it did not get through parliament. At the same time a voluntary register 
was begun by the National Joint Council for the Craft of Dental Mechanics, but later the 
responsibility for the register was transferred to the Dental Technicians Education and 
Training Advisory Board (DTETAB). 
In the late 1960s, government concern about the unsatisfactory nature of training for 
technicians in all fields of work led to an attempt by the Haslegrave Committee (1969) to 
bring uniformity to their education and training. The Technician Education Council, 
established in 1973, fulfilled a recommendation of the Haslegrave Committee on 
Technician Courses and Examinations, which reported in 1969. In its report, the 
committee proposed a plan to administer and keep under review the development of a 
unified national system of courses for persons at all levels of technical occupation in 
industry and elsewhere. Its aims were to replace what had previously existed in the 
fields of higher technical education with rational and relevant programmes designed to 
meet the needs of students, industry, and other technician occupations in the 
community.  
)XUWKHUPRUH LWZDVWKH7HFKQLFLDQ(GXFDWLRQ&RXQFLO¶VLQWHQWLRQWKDWLWVDZDUGVZRXOG
be acceptable to the appropriate professional and educational bodies. In 1973, the 
Secretary of State for Education and Science set up the Technician Education Council 
(TEC) and the Scottish Technical Education Council.  
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These organisations developed to form the Business and Technology Education 
Council (BTEC) and Scottish Vocational Education Council (SCOTVEC).  
These changes led to arguments about whether education and training should remain 
linked to CGLI or whether it ought to become part of the new organisations. The Dental 
Laboratories Association (DLA), representing owners of commercial dental laboratories, 
complained that trainees coming from full-time courses, or courses involving colleges 
and dental hospitals were knowledgeable, but unable to work at the speed required by a 
commercially run business. It was said by many laboratory owners within the 
commercial sector that BTEC courses were much too academic.  
Nevertheless, at the onset of TEC, all interested parties were invited to participate in the 
many consultative meetings to allow all shades of opinion to be expressed. It is a matter 
of great regret that not everyone took advantage of the opportunity to participate 
especially those laboratory owners within the commercial sector but were quick to 
deride claimed weaknesses in the subsequent programme. The argument about training 
remains unresolved today, because there are many who regard the dental technician 
more as a dexterous craftsmen rather than a technician whose skill is underpinned by a 
sound knowledge base. Although the decision to switch training courses and 
examinations to BTEC and SCOTVEC remained controversial, these courses provided 
an opportunity for dental technology to change direction. Instead of being regarded only 
as a craft skill, it would develop as part of engineering into a technical profession. Since 
the introduction of the National Health Service in 1948, the whole emphasis in the basic 
training of dental technicians had been founded on a thorough knowledge of the 
techniques required in the production of acrylic dentures.  
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Metal dentures, crowns, bridges and orthodontic appliances were regarded as matters 
for advanced courses and training.  
The first TEC guidelines introduced in 1978 replacing those of the CGLI made an 
attempt to reflect the changing pattern of modern dentistry and to suit the training of 
technicians to the likely demands of the dental service in the 1990s. For example, 
simple metal dentures, orthodontic appliances and crowns were introduced into the 
course. The first BTEC and SCOTVEC courses began around 1979, but within five 
years, the problem of how to train and educate the general technical work force was 
being considered again.  
In 1985 the government began a review of vocational qualifications sponsored by the 
Departments of Employment and Education and Science. The report of the review body 
was followed immediately by the White Paper Education and Training for Young People 
(DES/DE, 1985), and in 1986 by the setting up of the National Council for Vocational 
Qualifications (NCVQ) which was fully endorsed by the government in the White Paper 
Working Together  - Education and Training  '('(67KH&RXQFLO¶VUHPLWZDV
to establish a national structure for vocational qualifications and relate them to the 
needs of industry. In dental technology, new guidelines were introduced for the BTEC 
National Diploma, which replaced the TEC guidelines published in 1978.  
These new guidelines had two purposes; to bring dental technology courses into line 
with the policies of BTEC and, more importantly, to revise the content of the courses to 
reflect changes in clinical dentistry and dental technology since 1978.   
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All courses continued to be offered by BTEC and SCOTVEC: the National Diploma in 
Science (Dental Technology), Higher National Certificate (HNC) in Science, Dental 
Technology, and the Higher National Diploma (HND). In 1996, Edexcel was formed by 
the merger of BTEC and the University of London Examinations and Assessment 
Council (ULAEC). This brought about a rewrite of the BTEC qualification enabling 
everyone with an interest in dental education and training - the Dental Laboratory 
Association, the General Dental Council, educators, registered dental technicians, 
specialist technician groups - to contribute to the content and express their views 
throughout the rewrite process. This new Edexcel National Diploma in Dental 
Technology was expected to provide the vital broad-based knowledge and 
understanding which technologists generally require to develop their careers and 
vocational skills.  
However, within five years of the rewrite of the new Edexcel National Diploma in dental 
technology a number of sources within the dental technology sector namely the Dental 
Laboratories Association (DLA), the Dental Technicians Association (DTA) and the 
education providers had suggested that unless urgent action was taken to address 
workforce and related education and training issues in dental technology, the ability of 
WKHKHDOWK FDUHVHFWRU DQG WKH1+6 LQSDUWLFXODU WRPHHWSDWLHQWV¶RUDO KHDOWKQHHGV
would be severely compromised.  
There was a need to raise the status of the current baseline qualification (i.e. the lowest 
level of academic award) for dental technicians as the National Diploma was 
inconsistent in length and demand with other compatible awards. 
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2.21  Development of new qualification 
Employers and others in the sector supported a rise in the academic level to recognize 
the knowledge and skill demands inherent in the work. In addition policy developments 
in health care, regulation, and in education and training, supported the need for change. 
As a result initial plans to build a new dental technology qualification by a wide-ranging 
consultation; to thereby meet the demands and needs of the profession were initiated. 
The requirements laid down by Government departments, Skills for Health, the GDC, 
Dental Technicians Association and the Dental Laboratories Association for appropriate 
qualifications for dental technicians were uppermost in the minds of those involved.  
After numerous meetings came some guiding influences that the new qualification must: 
x Build on current best practice  
x Meet the registration requirements when registration becomes compulsory 
x Provide for various academic entry points 
x Build opportunities beyond the registrable qualification and have academic value 
x Recognise the high level technical skills held by professional dental technicians 
x Be dental technology focused linked to Professions Complementary to Dentistry 
(PCD) developments and access new opportunities in team dentistry 
x Recognise real workplace training and also academic achievement 
x Be deliverable from the existing dental technology academic training centres 
within the UK 
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With such a demanding set of requirements, the consortium set forth to bring together 
WKH HPSOR\HUV¶ QHHGV PDWFK WKH SURIHVVLRQDO QHHGV RI GHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQV, drive 
forwards recognition by the higher education/university academics and to meet 
UHJXODWRU¶V UHTXLUHPHQWV 7KH XVH DQG UHFRJQLWLRQ RI WKH VNLOOV WDXJKW ZLWKLQ WKH UHDO
dental laboratory workplace and guided by highly skilled dental technician mentors 
VHHPHG WKH ORJLFDO ZD\ WR HQVXUH µILWQHVV IRU ZRUN¶ RI WKH WUDLQHHV 'LVFXVVLRQV DQG
consultations occurred locally and nationally with employers, the DLA, the DTA, dental 
technicians, trainees, etc and press articles were distributed, ideas were discussed in 
forums and what emerged was a logical and common sense direction to formally 
recognise work place training as provided by dental technicians to their apprentices.  
The new registrable Foundation Degree qualification must, said the development group, 
µQRWRYHUEXUGHQWKHUHDOZRUNSODFHZLWKH[FHVVLYHWUDLQLQJGHPDQGV¶ (Griffin, 2004). It 
should naturally link to the existing formal trainee development plans in the workplace 
and it must support the laboratory managers/owners who provide such dedicated 
traLQLQJ1DWXUDOZRUNSODFH WUDLQLQJ LVDOZD\VRIIHUHG WR µDSSUHQWLFHV¶DQGQRZFDQEH
structured and recorded as higher educational modules when linked to set pieces of 
quality, competently manufactured, custom-made dental devices. This workplace 
element is an essential requirement of all validated foundation degrees.  
The new registrable Foundation Degree qualifications have to have formal auditable 
OLQNV WR µUHDO ZRUN¶ DQG WKH GHYHORSPHQW RI ZRUN-based competence is an essential 
component to the achievement of this academic qualification just as the dental 
laboratories have always wanted.  
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When Skills for Health (National Training Organisation NTO) working in the Department 
RI+HDOWK¶VPRGHUQLVDWLRQSURJUDPPHVLQGLFDWHGWKDWWKH)RXQGDWLRQ'HJUHHVKRXOGEH
its preferred vehicle of base level qualification for dental technicians, and the General 
Dental Council (GDC) also published the team curriculum for registrable qualifications, 
indicating the required competencies, the Foundation Degree Dental Technician 
Consortium (FD-DTC) development team went to work. Their remit was: (1) work 
together using input from groups such as the Dental Laboratories Association (DLA) the 
Dental Technicians Association (DTA) and individuals to develop the qualification in the 
time given. (2) be innovative and push at the academic boundaries and restrictions; and 
(3) see it through to validation as a consortium development team (FD-DTC).  
The consortium was driven to find a university that would seriously take forwards a new 
form of GHQWDO WHFKQRORJ\ IRXQGDWLRQ GHJUHH WKDW PDWFKHG WKH *'&¶V UHJLVWUDWLRQ
requirements, accepted the necessity to value the real work activities as normally 
provided by employers, and also meet the DLA, DTA and Skills for Health demands to 
HQGXSZLWKD µZLn-ZLQ¶QHZGHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQ¶VTXDOLILFDWLRQ7KLVZRXOG WKHQXVH WKH
best of educational support with the normal guidance naturally being given to trainees in 
the workplace under the quality standards of the Medical Devices Directive (MDD), 
International Standards Organisation (ISO) or Dental Appliance Manufacturers 
Appliance Scheme (DAMAS).  
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7RGD\ WKLV QRZ SURYLGHV D µVWHS ODGGHU¶ IURP HQWU\ DW HLWKHU *&6( RU $-level, 
recognising both work-based and academic achievement, and allows personal 
development beyond the Foundation Degree to the full BSc (Hons) Degree in Dental 
Technology, all this built by a wide-ranging consortium team of mainly dental 
technicians and providing a foundation degree to be offered in the current FE colleges 
dotted around the country.  
2.22  Statutory registration 
At the same time as the consortium were developing this new qualification the GDC 
were developing a policy for the statutory registration of dental technicians. In 
September 2003 the first meeting of the Gateway Group took place at the Gateway 
Hotel in Nottingham with representatives from the Dental Technicians' Association 
(DTA), the Dental Laboratories' Association (DLA), the Orthodontic Technicians' 
Association (OTA), the British Institute of Dental Surgical Technologists (BIDST), the 
Central Council for Health Authority Dental Technology (CCHADT) and the Clinical 
Dental Technicians' Association (CDTA).  
The objective was to consider the policy that the GDC were putting forward for the 
statutory registration of Dental Technicians. All the major dental technology 
organisations supported the meeting and all agreed that the existing policy was 
fundamentally flawed if the GDC were to achieve their main objective, that being the 
protection of the patient. The flaw stemmed from the proposal to protect only the title of 
dental technician and not the actual work that was carried out. This would mean that 
anybody would be permitted to produce a dental appliance but only those calling 
WKHPVHOYHVDµGHQWDOWHFKQLFLDQ¶ZRXOGEHUHJXODted.  
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This would result, in effect, in only qualified dental technicians having to pay a 
registration fee, undertake CPD, and face the possibility of disciplinary hearings. Those 
who were not qualified would not be subject to any of the above and would do more 
GDPDJHWRSXEOLFKHDOWK,WEHFDPHREYLRXVWRWKHGHQWDOWHFKQLFLDQV¶RUJDQLVDWLRQVWKDW
comprised the Gateway Group that here was a very attractive loophole to avoid 
UHJXODWLRQ%\QRW UHJLVWHULQJDQGZRUNLQJDVD µGHQWDOPHFKDQLF¶ IRUH[DPSOHGHQWal 
appliance manufacturers would escape all the rigorous protocol attached to statutory 
registration and this would NOT help protect the patient, NOT encourage education and 
training and NOT provide the status that dental technicians rightly deserve. At the 
meeting in September the Gateway Agreement was drafted and it was finalised at a 
second meeting in November 2003. The Gateway Group then formulated an action plan 
for making sure that the GDC and other influential organisations and individuals 
understood the problems posed by the existing policy.  
Representatives from the Group met with representatives from the GDC and they were 
invited to prepare a supporting paper to explain the Agreement, so that it could be 
WDEOHGDWWKH*'&¶V5HJLVWUDWLRQ&RPPLWWHHPeeting in February 2004. The paper was 
prepared and submitted, but the Group received a negative response. It appeared that 
the main problem perceived by the GDC, to taking the Gateway Agreement forward, 
was the capacity of the various education establishments to be able to cope with the 
anticipated increase in demand for education and training places, leading towards the 
registrable qualification.  
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This seemed to be a weak argument by the GDC when it is considered that colleges 
providing dental technology qualifications have been closing at an alarming rate over 
the last 20-30 years, due to lack of demand. The reasons for this are complex but seem 
to relate to the comparatively poor status of the present award (National Diploma) the 
amount of public funding attracted by the status of the award given the length of time it 
takes to complete and the impact of relatively low levels of reward within the industry for 
the investment that individuals make in their education and training (Skills for Health, 
2002).  
Undeterred and truly believing in what their agreement had to offer for the protection of 
the patient, a further strategy was agreed and this included a reply being sent to the 
GDC and a letter to the Chief Dental Officer. These letters had a positive effect and the 
subject was revisited at the following Registration Committee meeting in May 2004.  
Leading up to this meeting support was enlisted from the Professions Complementary 
to Dentistry (PCD) representatives on that Committee and more and more support was 
gathered for the Gateway Agreement, from attending PCD Road shows, putting forward 
the pertinent points and raising awareness generally. The outcome of the May meeting 
of the Registration Committee was that two representatives from the Gateway Group 
were requested to attend the next meeting at the end of July to receive questions 
directly. The Gateway Group managed to show how a significant rise in demand could 
be catered for and, in addition, put forward the opinion that the economics of supply and 
demand would prevail.  
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It is further anticipated that by adopting the agreement, opportunities for learning, at all 
levels, will increase as more individuals are attracted to a career in dental technology 
and wish to continue to develop their professional competence through Continuing 
Professional Development (CPD).  
7KLV DUJXPHQW ZRQ RYHU WKH *'&¶V 5HJLVWUDWLRQ &RPPLWWHH LQ -XO\  DQG WKH\
agreed to recommend that the GDC adopt the Gateway Agreement as policy for the 
statutory registration of Dental Technicians at its next full Council meeting. In 
September 2004, less than a year after its inaugural meeting, DLA representatives were 
present to hear the Gateway Agreement being recommended for approval. Following 
PXFK GLVFXVVLRQ LQ WKH *'&¶V &RXQFLO &KDPEHUs, both for and against the 
recommendation, it was approved.  
In July 2004 the Green Paper from the Department of Health setting out the proposed 
legislation for the Statutory Regulation of the Dental Team arrived. This Draft Order, 
under Section 62(10) of the Health Act 1999, would now undergo a three month 
consultation period and the Dental Laboratory Association would be compiling a 
response on behalf of its membership. The Green Paper, Strengthening the General 
Dental Council, outlines plans to bring enabling powers to the GDC to regulate all 
members of the dental team. This Green Paper represents a culmination of 30 years of 
discussions, consultations and lobbying by Associations representing Professionals 
Complementary to Dentistry (PCDs) to Government and their representatives.  
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It is now over 15 years since the Nuffield Enquiry and its Report that recommended 
statutory registration for the whole team. Following the consultation period and the 
confirmation of the legislation, the GDC began to implement the policy and procedures 
long awaited by dental technicians in the UK, such as, for example, the Gateway 
AgreemenWZKLFKZDVDFFHSWHGE\WKH*'&¶V5HJLVWUDWLRQ&RPPLWWHHDQGUDWLILHGIRU
implementation at the full Council Meeting in September 2004. The registers opened on 
31st July 2006 with a transitional period until the end of July 2008. After this date 
statutory registration required that all individuals involved in the manufacturing process 
of dental technology, must be either registered with the GDC or enrolled on a course 
OHDGLQJ WR D TXDOLILFDWLRQ WKDW ZLOO HQDEOH WKHP WR UHJLVWHU 7KH *'&¶V FXUULFXOXP LV
conWDLQHG LQ µ'HYHORSLQJ WKH 'HQWDO 7HDP &XUULFXOD )UDPHZRUNV IRU 5HJLVWUDEOH
Qualifications for Professionals Complementary to Dentistry (PCDs). All registrable 
qualifications must meet the criteria set by this document and be validated against it on 
an ongoing basis in order for the qualification to be recognised for the purposes of 
statutory registration. 
2.3      Interprofessional Learning: curricula, pedagogy and professional training 
Most healthcare education (particularly in the preregistration university or classroom 
setting) is uni-professional, in which students learn together as a single group, e.g. 
nurses, doctors, dentists, midwives, allied health professionals or social workers, and do 
not learn with or alongside other professional groups. While the uni-professional context 
is an important arena in which learners develop knowledge, skills and behaviours 
relating to their own and other professional groups, it does not achieve the additional 
outcomes of interprofessional education.  
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As early as 1988, the World Health Organization (WHO) highlighted that if health 
professionals learned together, and learned to collaborate as students, they would be 
more likely to work together effectively in clinical or work based teams. The challenges 
of healthcare are increasingly complex and subject to frequent change. Meeting these 
demands requires that health professionals work in partnership with each other and the 
patient. Across the National Health Service today clinical teams from a variety of 
professions work together in delivering patient care, with traditional professional roles 
becoming increasingly challenged by new working practices.  
 
Shared learning between health care professionals in the NHS has been advocated as a 
means to improve the ability of individuals to work together in optimising patient 
outcomes. The importance of inter professional working is a central theme in the 
Governments health and social care policy (Department of Health, (DOH) 2000; 2001). 
Nationally, the promotion of interprofessional learning at all levels is a key UK 
Government strategy to improve communication and collaborative working to enhance 
TXDOLW\ FDUH IRU DOO VHUYLFH XVHUV 7KH GHOLYHU\ RI WKH 1DWLRQDO +HDOWK 6HUYLFH¶V
modernisation agenda requires robust and integrated working and learning by way of 
well established interprofessional practice (DOH, 2000; 2001). One way of contributing 
to this is for students from different professions being brought together to learn about 
HDFKRWKHU¶VSURIHVVLRQInterprofessional Education is defined by the UK Centre for the 
Advancement of Interprofessional Education (CAIPE, 1997) as µRFFDVLRQVZKHQWZRRU
more professions learn from and about each other to improve collaboration and the 
TXDOLW\RIFDUH¶ 
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This may include aspects on developing respect for other professions, trust and 
communication skills in working with other professions, appreciation of different ways of 
working, and the strengths of a diverse workforce. Barr (2002) defines interprofessional 
learning as µPHPEHUV VWXGHQWV Rf two or more professions associated with health 
DQGRUVRFLDOFDUHHQJDJHGLQOHDUQLQJIURPDQGDERXWHDFKRWKHU¶ (p.6). This definition 
implies interaction between students of different professions during the learning 
process. Reynolds (2005) defined interprofessional teamwork as collaborative working 
and the sharing of common goals in relation to the patient/client care or therapy. Barr et 
al (2005) reports that within health and social care there is an ongoing change in 
practice, requiring collaborative and interprofessional working.  
 
Several high profile health care investigations have criticised staff for not being able to 
communicate effectively, such as the Bristol Royal Infirmary Inquiry (2001) into the 
deaths of children undergoing cardiac surgery. The inquiry suggested that one of the 
most effective ways to foster an understanding about and respect for various 
professional roles and the value of multi-professional teams is µWRH[SRVHPHGLFDODQG
nursing students, other healthcare professionals and managers to shared education and 
WUDLQLQJ¶(Para. 18). The Inquiry recommended that a number of pilot projects should be 
developed in universities to take forward the radical reform of pre-registration education 
by bringing students from differing professions to learn.  
The need to promote effective team working across organisations and professions 
through interprofessional education was substantiated further by the findings of the 
inquiry into the death of Victoria Climbié (2003).  
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It recommended not only the establishment of a National Agency for Children & 
Families but that such an agency should require each of the training bodies covering 
services provided by doctors, nurses, teachers, police officers, officers working in 
housing departments and social workers to demonstrate that effective joint working 
between each of these professional groups features in their national training 
programmes. These inquiries identified the need for radical reform of the education and 
training of professionals and the need to promote patient/client focused collaborative 
working (Humphris et al, 2004, p.25).  
The Department of Health response to these issues was: 
µWKDWWKHUHVKRXOGEHPRUHRSSRUWXQLWLHVIRUGLIIHUHQWKHDOWKFDUHSURIHVVLRQVWRVKDUH
learning and that more emphasis should be placed upon non-clinical aspects of care, 
such as communication skills, in the education, training and development of those 
ZRUNLQJZLWKLQWKH1+6¶(Department of Health, 2001). 
This intention appears in the publication of Working Together-Learning Together the 
'HSDUWPHQWRI+HDOWK¶VOLIHORQJOHDUQLQJVWUDWHJ\,WKLJKOLJKWHGDFRPPLWPHQWWRHQVXUH
the implementation of common learning in all pre-registration programmes across all 
universities in England by 2004. This was accompanied by a commitment to improve 
the regulation of health and social care education and training. In response, the bodies 
responsible for standard setting for the educators of doctors and nurses now require pre 
and post-qualifying curricula to provide students and trainees with interprofessional 
learning opportunities (General Medical Council, 2002; Nursing & Midwifery Council, 
2004).  
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It has additionally been suggested that continuous quality improvement skills such as 
team working and communication should be learned as core skills and that 
interprofessional clinical placements can provide the appropriate environment in which 
this might occur (Heard et al, 2001; Wilcock et al, 2002; Morison et al, 2003). As a 
result, the education of health care professionals emphasises the importance of 
interprofessional learning; this has been supported by government policy advocating the 
LPSRUWDQFH RI SURIHVVLRQDOV XQGHUVWDQGLQJ DQG UHVSHFWLQJ HDFK RWKHU¶V UROHV '2+
2001).  
Calls for better teamwork and better liaison between professionals and agencies are 
nothing new. The interprofessional education movement in the UK began in the sixties. 
0RUHSUHFLVHO\DVHULHVRIGLVFUHWHµLQLWLDWLYHV¶RFFXUUHGZKLFKZLWKEHQHILWRIKLQGVLJKW
can be seen to have been the beginnings of parallel interprofessional movements in 
different fields of practice with the same objective, to overcome ignorance and prejudice 
amongst health and social care professions. By learning together the professions would 
work more effectively together and thereby improve the quality of care for patients. They 
would understand each other better, valuing what each brought to collaborative practice 
whilst setting aside negative stereotypes. The need for this was more apparent in 
primary and community care than secondary care. In primary care many GPs had 
formed group practices and were recruiting other professions such as district nurses, 
health visitors and sometimes social workers into their teams, as long-stay hospitals 
began to close. Highly vulnerable and institutionalised patients were being discharged 
(Jay, 1979), whose survival in the outside world depended upon flexible, responsive and 
well co-ordinated support from community mental health and mental handicap teams.  
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Rigid demarcations and hierarchical relationships which may have worked well enough 
in hospitals had no place in community-based services where boundaries between 
professions needed to be more permeable (Barr, 2004). As relationships became more 
flexible, risk of territorial disputes increased. For mental health, efforts to improve 
collaboration went hand in hand with those to promote a new model of care. The same 
was true in mental handicap (as the field of learning difficulties was then called) where 
moves were afoot to retrain staff to be re-deployed from hospital to community and to 
replace nursing awards by social care awards (Jay, 1979). In these and other fields of 
community care, e.g. palliative care, HIV/AIDs and the care for the frail elderly in the 
community, interprofessional education contributed to efforts to improve the quality of 
long-term care (Jay, 1979). Teamwork had arrived in both primary and community care, 
teamwork which could be either frustrated by rivalry and miscommunication or become 
a mutual learning experience through which each profession understood better what the 
others could contribute in a spirit of trust and mutual support.  
Community and primary care were treated as one in the earliest reports about 
interprofessional education, but the distinction between them became an issue following 
the creation of social services departments in the wake of the Seebohm Report (1969). 
Conferences explored ways in which interprofessional education might help to heal the 
bureaucratic rift between GPs and social workers (see, for example, England, 1979; 
Barr, 2002). Pietroni (1994) remarks that the Griffiths Report (1988) drew a clear 
distinction between the provision of health care and community care, but recognised the 
critical importance of the responsible authorities to collaborate.  
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µ,WLVFOHDUWKDWLIWKLVFROODERUDWLRQLVWRRFFXUMRLQWWUDLQLQJSURJUDPPHVZLOOEHFRPHD
QHFHVVDU\ SDUW RI DQ\ PDQDJHPHQW SODQ¶ *ULIILWKV LQ 3LHWURQL S 0HDQZKLOH WKH
enquiry into the death of Maria Colwell (Colwell Report, 1974), like others later, pointed 
to failures in communication between professions, health visitors, doctors, social 
workers, teachers and police officers in reporting warning signs and acting soon enough 
to prevent abuse and sometimes death of children. Concern led to the creation of Area 
Child Protection Committees whose brief included the promotion of joint training to 
improve communication and collaboration.  
2.31 Curriculum models and mechanisms in professional education 
This chapter will examine how curriculum models and mechanisms can be developed in 
professional education to teach interprofessional groups. Within the context of health 
science education health care work patterns are rapidly shifting towards being team-
based (Cribb, 2000). Effective teamwork has been shown to improve the quality of 
patient care, and prevent the development of negative stereotypes which may inhibit 
interprofessional working (Tunstall±Pedoe et al, 2003) yet until recently this has not 
been included in preregistration curricula (Borrill et al, 2000). As a result, students in 
health care professions, including students of nursing, medicine, allied health and social 
work professions are entering the workforce poorly prepared for the inevitable teamwork 
in which they will be required to engage (McNair, 2005). The difficulties encountered in 
working with professionals from different disciplines arise from a lack of knowledge of 
different roles, lack of skills in teamwork and variable levels of respect, all of which are 
amenable to change through education (McNair, 2005).  
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However, interprofessional education is not easy to implement for a number of reasons, 
for example, the length of professional education; time-tabling differences and conflicts 
across professional programs (Gilbert 2005). Providing interprofessional learning 
experiences that promote and foster teamwork and collaboration is therefore difficult. 
Finding space in diverse curricula, and times at which students may engage in joint 
activities, needs creative thinking. For example, McNair (2005) describes a model for 
learning professionalism as it applies to interprofessional practice at a pre-registration 
level (Table. 1). The elements listed should be seen as a shared curriculum for health 
care professions, incorporating curriculum outcomes that are meaningful for future 
health care practice.  
The curriculum material would be new to some health professional courses, or would 
partially replace a uni-professional curriculum that is the pursuit of goals for single 
health care professional disciplines to the exclusion of other disciplines. Rather than 
XVLQJFRPSHWHQFLHVZKLFKWHQGWRPHDVXUHDVWXGHQW¶VDELOLW\DJDLQVWDVHWRIPLQLPXP
standards, a capability framework has been chosen, which is more dynamic (Holmes, 
1999). Fraser et al, (2001) inform us capability is µWKH DELOLW\ WR DGDSW WR FKDQJH
JHQHUDWH NQRZOHGJH DQG FRQWLQXRXVO\ LPSURYH SHUIRUPDQFH¶ (p.799). It includes 
principles of reflectiveness and lifelong learning, and uses immediate feedback about 
performance to enhance capability. The Sainsbury capability framework was used as 
the basis for the proposed model (Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health, 2001). 
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Table. 1 A framework for learning professionalism and interprofessional practice 
Areas of 
capability 
 
1 Values  Interprofessionalism and 
interprofessional practice curriculum  Methods of evaluation of outcomes 
  The elements of professionalism which 
form the joint value system (see Table 1) 
 
Attitudes towards collaboration   Observation of interprofessional behavior 
during shared tasks as measure of values 
 
Attitudes towards other disciplines    Longitudinal tracking by student reflective 
diary through course 
 
 
2 Ethics  Interprofessional ethical principles   Self-appraisal 
(e.g. Tavistock: rights, balance, 
comprehensiveness, improvement, safety, 
openness and co-operation)   Peer appraisal 
 
 
3 Knowledge  Understanding of health care professional  Pre- and post-questionnaires 
of perceived learning roles 
Principles of effective teamwork 
 
 
4 Skills for the Interpersonal communication   Objective structured clinical examination 
process of care between disciplines    involving interprofessional practice 
   
Skills for collaboration, and teamwork   Observation and group appraisal of shared 
including dealing with error and joint   tasks such as problem solving and group 
decision-making     presentation of learning task 
      
Skills for appropriate and respectful leadership   
Including change management decision-making 
 
Reflectiveness      Reflective diary 
 
5 Application Adaptability across a range of health care  Patient satisfaction measures 
(mostly  settings and health care teams 
post-registration) 
Ability to shift personal role in different teams  Teamwork: quality of meetings, 
leadership, division of roles, 
measured by peer appraisal and 
external observation 
Clinical audit cycle 
 
 
 
*Adapted from the Capability Framework (Health, 2001) 
(Includes measures of effective teamwork described by Borrill et al, 2000) 
ki ls for collaboration, and teamwork 
i l i  dealing with error and joint 
decision- aking 
ervation and group appr isal of shared 
t    r l  l i   r  
presentation of learning task 
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The model has five areas, starting with ethical practice, followed by knowledge, the 
process of care (which is largely about teamwork), interventions (which include 
biopsycho-social care), and, finally, application to various health care settings. The 
capabilities are listed in Table. 1, in order of acquisition. This is designed to be 
incorporated throughout the pre-registration course, alongside the necessary uni-
disciplinary learning. The ultimate aim of a professionalism curriculum should be for 
students to adopt a value-based perspective (Cruess et al, 2002) that will then have a 
powerful influence on professional behavior; therefore, the model starts with values. 
Virtue ethics suggests that behavior is determined by internally adopted qualities or 
values (in this context, the shared elements of professionalism) rather than by concepts 
or external rules (Association of Teachers of Ethics and Law in Australia and New 
Zealand, 2001). It moves beyond a desire purely for attitudinal change as a learning 
outcome, which remains difficult to measure and highly vulnerable to the influences of 
WKHµKLGGHQFXUULFXOXP¶ 
Ethics educators emphasize the dynamic nature of ethics teaching and learning: µHWKLFV
offers a place for the consideration of values and for dialogue across boundaries and 
EHWZHHQGLIIHUHQWSHUVSHFWLYHV¶ (Association of Teachers of Ethics and Law in Australia 
and New Zealand, 2001, p.205). Similarly, social identity theory suggests that group 
membership is dynamic and context-dependent, in that the group boundaries can shift. 
So it is possible for students to learn values applicable to their own distinct discipline, as 
well as those that apply to all health care disciplines, and in this way see their own 
discipline merely as a subgroup, broadening the group boundaries to regard themselves 
as members of the more inclusive group that is the health care profession.  
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Students may begin to learn elements of this shared curriculum within their uni-
disciplinary courses; however, students from different disciplines must be brought 
together periodically to create a true interprofessional learning community. The IPE 
method used would vary according to the sophistication of student understanding and 
could include everything from class-based, common learning tasks, to combined clinical 
placements and shared patient-care activities. At regular points throughout their courses 
students would also ideally have opportunities to learn and apply the shared curriculum 
in an interprofessional clinical setting. Learning objectives and their linked assessment 
tasks would overtly include the interprofessional curriculum, with an emphasis on 
measurable outcomes. The assessment should be behavioural, in order to observe 
students enacting the values in their day-to-day practice with each other, their patients 
and professional colleagues. As part of this behavioral approach, students can be 
encouraged to recognize role models as negative or positive and to make active and 
reflective decisions about their own behaviours. 
Another model of developing health science students into integrated health 
professionals comes from the University of Cape Town's Faculty of Health Sciences. 
Two multi-professional courses "Becoming a Professional" (BP) and "Becoming a 
Health Professional" (BHP) form part of the core curriculum and are compulsory for all 
first year medical, physiotherapy, occupational therapy, audiology and speech and 
language students (Duncan et al, 2005; Olckers et al, 2006). Both courses use a 
conceptual model for framing students' learning by focussing their attention on the three 
central qualities of professionalism namely; knowledge attainment, empathic practice 
and reflective thought.  
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The model (Fig. 3) is used to frame the dimensions, relevance and dynamics of 
professionalism as these pertain to each student's personal learning journey, not only in 
the BP/BHP courses but also across the other courses they take in becoming a 
professional healthcare practitioner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure. 3 Model of integrated health professional 
 
The knowing health professional ± relates to the knowledge and technical skill 
dimensions of professional practice.  
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The empathic health professional ± the development of inter-personal skills based on 
social understanding and moral-ethical sensitivity and finally the reflective health 
professional ± the development of the intra-personal dimensions of self-awareness and 
culturally sensitive attitudes. A sense of professional identity emerges as students 
engage iteratively with being able to do something through gaining knowledge, technical 
skills and problem solving abilities (the knowing dimension), to being able to do it with 
understanding within the context of self and others (the empathic dimension) to being 
increasingly self aware and culturally sensitive (the reflective dimension).  
The Integrated Health Professional model is an innovative, dynamic and multi-layered 
visual and conceptual tool that can help frame students' development as professionals 
within their environments of learning. The three dimensions of this model are clearly 
delineated and deliberately equal in size so that students understand that the Integrated 
Health Professional focuses equally on all three areas of professionalism. Implicit in the 
model is the need for health professionals to be comfortable and competent in the 
dimensions of knowledge; empathic interpersonal skills and reflective practise. The 
model provides students with a conceptual tool for learning about professionalism by 
starting with the self, with focus on the reflective dimension, and moving outwards via 
small group experiential exercises through which the empathic and knowing dimensions 
are engaged and developed. Finally, the cycle is completed with a return to the 
reflective domain in which the student must ask: "what does this experience mean for 
PHDVDIXWXUHKHDOWKSURIHVVLRQDO"´ 
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Each iterative cycle of learning interrogates the unifying features of the integrated 
professional so that students come to recognise that professionalism is dynamic and 
multifaceted (Hager et al, 1993). Figure 4 depicts the unifying features of the integrated 
practitioner. 
 
Figure. 4 Unifying features of the integrated practitioner 
The knowing, empathic and reflective domains of the professional are integrated 
through the dynamic interchange between knowledge, technical skill, understanding, 
problem solving, attitudes and ethics. A further exemplar of a pre-registration 
interprofessional education model can be found in the Interprofessional Education (IPE) 
Curricula Models for Health Care Providers in Ontario.  
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The conceptual framework diagram appears in two parts, one for pre-registration and 
one for post-registration/continuing education. Put together (Figure 5), they represent a 
continuum from early exposure to life-long learning.   
Figure. 5 Conceptual framework diagram (Health Force Ontario, 2009) 
The student moves from exposure to immersion, and then to mastery. Exposure is 
defined as the initial stage of interprofessional learning, experienced by junior level 
students, with activities largely of a parallel nature, where students learn together, but 
with less interaction than future stages.  
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Immersion describes activities geared toward senior level students that are 
collaborative. Students now have a strong understanding of their own professional role 
and can be more open to the roles and views of their peers. Mastery is more complex 
and integrative, learning at the mastery level calls for a strong sense of professional 
identity. It is important to note that mastery is a concept that a health professional 
continually strives for, and represents the integration of judgments, attitudes, skills and 
values.  
Within the context of dentistry, Evans et al, 2010 reports on a project currently being 
trialled at Griffith University in Australia. The university has established the first dental 
technology baccalaureate program which is run concurrently and collaboratively with 
programs in dentistry and in oral health therapy (Cripps et al, 2005; School of Dentistry 
& Oral Health, 2004). The three year dental technology program is structured to build 
theoretical knowledge that can directly contribute to experiential and contextual learning 
in both laboratory and a range of clinical environments, across all the oral health 
professional groups. The framework that underpins this approach is the Three Foci of 
Interprofessional Education (Barr et al, 2005): individual preparation (skills development 
and knowledge), collaborative team work and improving services. Consistent with the 
model proposed by Barr et al, 2005 all students enrolled in the first year of the Bachelor 
of Oral Health in Dental Science, Bachelor of Oral Health Therapy or the Bachelor of 
Oral Health in Dental Technology are provided with a solid foundation in health and 
human sciences, communication and one dental specific course as seen in figure 6.  
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At this stage students learn general knowledge and develop skill sets in their own 
discipline (individual preparation as discussed by Barr et al, 2005) and learn about 
communication.  
This first year learning is undertaken in a multiprofessional education environment. 
Second year features oral biology, microbiology, public health and community research, 
where multiprofessional education continues from the first year. The community 
research course allows students to learn with, from and about each other. Also in 
second year, clinical and prosthetic laboratory practice is specific for each of the 
disciplines and incorporates team based learning opportunities that focus on 
collaborative practice and patient outcomes. The dental technology specific practical 
laboratory courses provide opportunities for interprofessional learning as dental 
technology students construct oral prosthetic appliances for real patients being cared for 
by students in the other dental clinical streams and/or professional clinicians (dentists, 
prosthodontists and clinical dental technicians/prosthetists). The third year of the 
program includes the conduct of a defined research project, oral health practice 
management, oral pathology, oral medicine and further theoretical and practical 
prosthetic technology and the laboratory practicum. In their final semester, dental 
technology students work collaboratively with dentistry students to complete a range of 
prosthetic cases. Such interprofessional learning opportunities enhance communication 
and facilitate meaningful interactions when each of these professionals enter the 
workforce. The Community research course continues throughout the three years and 
also promotes collaboration, built through team projects and assessment. 
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Figure. 6 Streaming of Interprofessional Education within the Griffith University 
Dental Technology Curriculum 
 
With growing recognition, worldwide, of the benefits to be gained from better integration 
of professional work practices the above models provide a menu of possibilities for the 
creation of an interprofessional curriculum in the education of future health 
professionals. A core set of values for professionalism can provide an agreed 
framework through which our students can form respectful relationships not only with 
their patients, but also with the other health care professionals with whom they will work. 
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2.32 Constraints on professional training and examples of initiatives in 
interprofessional education 
6KDSLUR 	 6WHINRYLFK  DFNQRZOHGJH WKH WHQVLRQV LQ UHFRQFLOLQJ µLQQHU¶ DQG
µH[WHUQDOO\ LPSRVHG¶YDOXHVV\VWHPVDQGVXJJHVW WKDWDFDGHPLFVDQGWHDFKHUVVKRXOG
critically compare their own values to certain ethical paradigms to see how best theirs 
fit, bearing in mind professional codes of practice and institutional accountability. This 
trend of institutional ethical awareness is underpinned by the increasingly central role 
that universities now play in the development of society and the cultural role that they 
play in the lives of people that take part in higher education in greater numbers than 
ever before. The Bucharest Declaration (2004) concerning Ethical Values and Principles 
for Higher Education in the Europe region frames this ethical and moral dimension of 
XQLYHUVLWLHV¶ ZRUN ,Q DGGLWLRQ VXFK HWKLFDO UHIRUP DJHQGDV KDYH EHJXQ WR SHUPHDWH
frameworks for Academic Development and Training, and have recently emerged as 
being a critical concern to the whole way in which higher education academics practice 
(Stephen et al, 2008). 
 
Certainly, early µLQLWLDWLYHV¶ LQ LQWHUSURIHVVLRQDO HGXFDWLRQ ZHUH LVRODWHG UHDFWLYH DQG
often short-lived. Local initiatives were complemented by nationwide programmes 
(Charles et al, 2000), many were work-based and lost in the mists of time, but some are 
RQ UHFRUG -RQHV IRU H[DPSOH UHSRUWHG RQ µQRYLFH GD\V¶ LQ 'HYRQ ZKHUH QHZO\-
appointed nurses, health visitors, social workers, GPs and therapists learned how to 
appreciate what each other brought to community-based practice (Jones, 1986). The 
first initiative took place in a medical setting and was built around log diaries. Outcomes 
were the opposite of those expected.  
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&RQILGHQFH H[SUHVVHG E\ WKH RWKHU SURIHVVLRQV LQ GRFWRUV¶ DELOLW\ WR GR HYHU\WKLQJ
reportedly increased. The doctors, however, placed less confidence in the other 
professions. Subsequent workshops were relocated to a nursing setting and the 
programme radically revised with reciprocal presentations. Feedback was more 
positive; doctors, health visitors and therapists reportedly appreciated the roles and 
skills of social workers better, doctors also appreciated the roles and skills of nurses 
better and social workers those of health visitors (Jones, 1986). Other initiatives were 
college-based, either before or after qualification.  
Conventional wisdom had long held that interprofessional education was better left until 
after qualification, by which time workers would have secured their professional 
identities and have experience to share. Joint qualifying studies were nevertheless 
reported during the seventies (Mortimer, 1979). Hasler & Klinger (1976) described a 
residential course for trainee GPs and student health visitors designed to introduce 
each group to the other, modify attitudes, increase kQRZOHGJHRIHDFKRWKHU¶VZRUNDQG
induce a positive approach to teamwork. Most of the three days were spent in 
discussion in small groups augmented by guest speakers. Assessment took the form of 
questionnaires completed by participants including the identification of situations where 
each profession could help the other.  
Teachers at Moray House in Edinburgh found that students entering qualifying courses 
in community work, social work and primary education already held prejudices about 
each other, prejudices reinforced by the time they finished their courses.  
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They tried one interactive method after another to provoke exchange between the 
student groups in the hope that negative stereotypes would shift in a positive direction 
(McMichael et al, 1984; McMichael et al, 1984 a&b) with variable success. Two Moray 
House initiatives were evaluated. The first was a common course in psychology built 
around interactive workshops. Questionnaires before and afterwards compared 
attitudes held by the three professional groups towards each other. Only a quarter of the 
students reported any change in attitude towards the other groups. Student teachers 
became more positive toward student community workers and social workers, but this 
was not reciprocated. Staff attributed these disappointing findings to the limited duration 
of the learning together, the large group and the imbalance in numbers from each 
profession. The second included the same mix of professions. Students worked in small 
groups where they discussed a video about communication problems, a case study, 
work priorities, a do-it-yourself collaborative project and the management of conflict. 
Student teachers developed greater awareness of how social workers could help them 
in their work, but this did not extend to community workers. For their part, student 
community workers and social workers remained critical of primary education, but 
EHFDPHPRUHDZDUHRIVRPHRIWKHWHDFKHUV¶IUXVWUDWLRQV 
In Bristol medical and social work students came together in one initiative, medical and 
nursing students in another, during the latter stages of their pre-registration courses 
(Carpenter, 1995 a&b; Carpenter et al, 1996; Hewstone, 1996; Hewstone et al, 1994). 
Learning during the first of these initiatives included the joint assessment of patients and 
YLGHRFDVHVWXGLHV%HIRUHDQGDIWHUTXHVWLRQQDLUHVHYDOXDWHGVWXGHQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQVRI
the learning by their own group and the other.  
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Medical and social work students started by being more positive about their group than 
the other, but attitudes towards the latter improved. Learning during the second initiative 
was again based upon a video, pairs from each profession discussing what they had 
observed and reporting back. Attitudes towards the other profession changed for the 
better during the learning, but those of nurses towards doctors did so more than of 
doctors towards nurses. Comparing the two projects, the researchers noted that the 
doctors had improved their academic rating of social workers, but not of nurses.  
 
Practice learning came to be seen as a promising setting for interprofessional 
education, notably in Thamesmead (Jacques, 1986) where student doctors, health 
visitors and social workers on placement took part during lunch time gatherings in role 
plays, case discussions and games that simulated collaboration. Convinced of its 
importance, the Central Council for Education and Training in Social Work, the English 
National Board for Nursing, Midwifery and Health Visiting and the College of 
Occupational Therapists launched a rolling programme to prepare practice teachers and 
clinical supervisors (Bartholomew et al, 1996; Brown, 1993; Weinstein, 1997). 
7KURXJKRXW WKH ¶V DQG ¶V LQWHUSURIHVVLRQDO HGXFDWLRQ ZDV EHFRPLQJ OHVV
reactive and remedial, more proactive and preventive.  
 
The Health Education Authority (HEA), for example, mounted a travelling circus of 
nation-wide workshops attended by groups from primary health care teams, each of 
which chose a health promotion project to develop and implement (Lambert, 1988; 
Spratley, 1990 a&b).  
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Subsequently the effect was not only to reinforce health promotion in primary care, but 
also teamwork. Many of the freelance trainers who ran the HEA workshops were hired 
subsequently by primary care teams to facilitate development.  
 
Interprofessional education was being invoked to help effect change, to implement 
policies and legislation, for example, in child care and community care, as workers from 
different professions and agencies learned together about proposals and weighed 
implications for their roles and relationships. Collective learning was reinforced in 
primary care by the Calman Report (1998) which recommended Practice Professional 
Development Plans to develop each primary care centre as a human resource for 
health care and to increase capacity for quality development. These provided a way to 
plan the integration of organisational development in general practice with the personal 
educational needs of team members (Carlisle et al, 2000). However, the current 
government agenda calls for a radical shift away from old style team working to new 
ways of working on an interprofessional basis. This need for a change in the way 
professionals work together has led to the identification of interprofessional education 
(IPE) or interprofessional learning (IPL) as a way of establishing interprofessional 
working (IPW). There is an ongoing debate about whether students need to become 
socialised into their chosen profession before they can usefully engage in IPL or 
whether early involvement in IPL prevents the setting up of barriers which oppose 
successful IPW.  
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2.33 Background and current policy 
Since the World Health Organisation identified interprofessional education as an 
important component of primary health care in 1978, health sciences educators 
continue to debate when it might be best to introduce IPE into the training of health 
professionals, that is, whether it is more effective during pre- or post-qualifying 
education (Freeth et al, 2005). Government policy and literature suggest that this 
learning should take place at an early stage in professional education and is best done 
both in practice placements and within Universities (Higgs et al, 1999; DH, 2000; 2001; 
Freeth et al, 2002; Reynolds, 2005).  
Alsop & Ryan 1996, Reynolds 2005 recognised that profession-specific placement 
OHDUQLQJ FDQ IDFLOLWDWH VWXGHQWV¶ FRPPXQLFDWLRQ DQG WHDP ZRUNLQJ VNLOOV 1RGGLQJV
(1986) argues that real caring relationships develop, not only through taught curriculum 
but through the normal conversations and interactions which take place between 
people. Sometimes these may be lengthy conversations but other times they may be 
simple interactions that affirm and recognise students as valued people and their 
importance should not be underestimated (Watson and Ashton, 6XFK µRII-WDVN¶
interaction is more likely to enhance liking and feeling of community than purely task-
related engagement (Klein cited in Clark, 1996).  
Coster et al 2008, suggests that introducing interprofessional education at the start of 
the heDOWKFDUH VWXGHQWV¶ SURIHVVLRQDO HGXFDWLRQ FDQ FDSLWDOLVH RQ WKH VWXGHQWV¶
readiness for IPL and professional identities, which appear to be well formed from the 
start.  
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However, the study also suggested that students who enter with negative attitudes 
towards interprofessional learning may gain the least from IPE courses and that an 
unrewarding experience may further reinforce their negative attitudes.  
Carpenter (1995) proposes interventions as early as the first year of training to inhibit 
the formation of QHJDWLYH DWWLWXGHV E\ QHZ VWXGHQWV RI HDFK RWKHU¶V SURIHVVLRQV
Horsburgh et al (2001) undertook a study to quantify the attitudes of first-year medical, 
nursing and pharmacy students' towards interprofessional learning at course 
commencement. The Readiness for Interprofessional Learning Scale (RIPLS) 
questionnaire (University of Liverpool, Department of Health Care Education), was 
administered to first-year medical, nursing and pharmacy students. The differences 
between the three groups were analysed and the results showed the majority of 
students reported positive attitudes towards shared learning. The benefits of shared 
learning, including the acquisition of team working skills, were seen to be beneficial to 
patient care and likely to enhance professional working relationships. However 
professional groups differed: nursing and pharmacy students indicated more strongly 
that an outcome of learning together would be more effective team working. Medical 
students were the least sure of their professional role, and considered that they required 
the acquisition of more knowledge and skills than nursing or pharmacy students. The 
authors concluded that developing effective team working skills is an appropriate focus 
for first-year health professional students. However, the timing of learning about the 
roles of different professionals needs to be resolved.  
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Pollard et al (2004) presented the initial findings from a longitudinal quantitative study of 
two cohorts of students who entered the 10 pre-qualifying programmes of the Faculty of 
Health and Social Care, University of the West of England (UWE), Bristol, UK. The 
overall aim of the study was to explore students' attitudes to collaborative learning and 
collaborative working, both before and after qualification. On entry to the faculty, 852 
students from all 10 programmes completed the UWE Entry Level Interprofessional 
Questionnaire, which gathered baseline data concerning their self-assessment of 
communication and teamwork skills, and their attitudes towards interprofessional 
learning and interprofessional interaction. Comparative analysis of this data was 
undertaken in terms of demographic variables such as age (i.e. older or younger than 
21 years), experience of higher education, prior work experience and choice of 
professional programme. The results indicated that most students rated their 
communication and teamwork skills positively, and were favourably inclined towards 
interprofessional learning, but held negative opinions about interprofessional interaction. 
Some student groups differed in their responses to some sections of the questionnaire. 
Mature students, and those with experience of higher education or of working in health 
or social care settings, displayed relatively negative opinions about interprofessional 
interaction; social work and occupational therapy students were particularly negative in 
their responses, even after adjustment for confounding demographic variables.  
Rudland & Mires (2005) in a study of students entering medical school found that first 
year medical students perceived nurses to be more caring despite similar life 
experience to doctors, but with the same perception that nurses had a lower academic 
ability, competence and status.  
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They felt that shared learning would help to develop an understanding of doctors and 
nurses roles and therefore improve team work, although they were concerned that in a 
shared setting they would be taught skills irrelevant to their role.  
The body of evidence reported in this review of the literature however, is primarily 
concerned with nursing, medical and associated professionals and students, and there 
are few studies that include dental students and particularly where learning occurs with 
oral care professions (Cannavina et al, 2000; Reeson et al, 2005; 2009; Cameron, 
2007; Morison et al, 2008; Ross et al, 2009; Evans et al, 2010, Maryan, 2011). These 
studies will now be discussed. 
Cannavina et al (2000) undertook a study to identify the level of shared learning on a 
Bachelor of Medical Science in Dental Technology (BMedSci) course at the University 
of Sheffield, School of Clinical Dentistry. A summative evaluation of the course was 
carried out, using semi-structured nominal group interviews. BMedSci students, BDS 
students and recent graduates were questioned and their answers analysed to identify 
shared learning activities. The results revealed that different levels of shared learning 
opportunities occurred within the different departments which delivered the course 
modules. Shared learning was viewed favourably by the students. The authors felt it has 
the potential to maximise the use of resources and offered the opportunity for 
developing an integrated dental team.  
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Reeson & Jepson (2005) examined whether the training of dental technicians should be 
linked with that of the dental undergraduate. The purpose of this study was firstly to 
ascertain the number of dental teaching hospitals in Great Britain and Ireland currently 
involved with the training of dental technicians and to find out how many of these bring 
technician and undergraduate dental student together at some time during training. 
Secondly, action research was carried out in the form of a linking exercise in a 
University Dental School/Hospital in the North of England. This involved third year 
trainee dental technicians and third year undergraduate dental students working 
together to provide complete dentures for a patient within the formal undergraduate 
course in complete denture construction. The trainee technicians also attended a series 
of lectures relevant to this course alongside undergraduate dental students. The 
outcomes of the exercise were evaluated by means of focus groups, observations and 
semi-structured interviews. The main findings revealed that although a number of dental 
teaching hospitals were involved with the training of dental technicians and had 
encouraged links between undergraduate dental students and trainee dental 
technicians, few had formalised these links within the curriculum in any way. The 
outcomes of the linking exercise indicated that both trainee dental technician and 
undergraduate dental student benefited to some extent from closer collaboration during 
training. For example, the trainee dental technicians had the opportunity to observe the 
different stages of treatment in the clinic.  
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This allowed them to gain a better understanding of the significance of their own work, 
and, at the same time, it gave them the opportunity to improve their communication 
skills with the patient and other members of the dental team. Of equal importance, was 
the opportunity it gave to the dental undergraduates to discuss requirements face-to-
face with the technician. 
Cameron (2007) reported on a pilot scheme for vocational training of dental technicians 
within the Glasgow Dental Hospital and School. This involved 10 newly qualified dental 
technicians observing and working with BDS fourth year students in removable 
prosthodontics. This scheme provided the technicians with an introduction to the clinical 
environment and an opportunity to work closely with undergraduate dental students and 
clinical teachers thereby developing and fostering good communication between 
members of the dental team. 
Morison et al (2008) investigated the attitudes of dental and dental care professional 
(DCP) students to IPE and highlighted some of the barriers to developing programmes 
IRU WKHVH VWXGHQWV 8QGHUJUDGXDWH GHQWDO VWXGHQWV VWXGHQW K\JLHQLVW¶V DORQJ ZLWK
student nurses took part in the study. Two questionnaires, the Readiness for 
Interprofessional Learning Scale (RIPLS) and a dental roles and responsibilities 
questionnaire were distributed. The results show that undergraduate dental students 
and DCP students had a positive attitude to IPE as a means to improve teamwork and 
communication skills but there are potential obstacles as demonstrated by the differing 
perceptions of each of the three groups about the roles of the other.  
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Some aspects of practice, involving personal care and advice to patients, were 
regarded by all groups as a shared role but the dental hygiene students regarded 
themselves as having a shared role in several tasks identified by dental and dental 
nurse students as the sole role of the dentist. Dental hygiene students in this study did 
not see their role as primarily to support the dentist but more as a partner in care. 
Professional identity and its development are issues that must be considered by dental 
and DCP educators developing IPE initiatives.  
5RVV HW DO  XQGHUWRRN D VWXG\ WR UHODWH ILQDO \HDU 8. GHQWDO XQGHUJUDGXDWHV¶
experiences of team working-related training and their views of the clinical roles of 
dental care professionals. Results of the study showed that students who had received 
such training were more knowledgeable about the clinical remit of other dental care 
professionals and generally positive about the experience. The study suggests that 
acceptance of non-dentists providing patient care lags behind the comparable situation 
within the primary care medical team. The authors propose with the rise of multiple 
different oral health professionals other than dentists, teamwork and collaborative skills 
and communication skills within the dental team setting is critical.  The authors 
concluded that if we are to succeed in the delivery of a modernized dental care system, 
it is crucial that dental education promotes awareness and acceptance of the 
professional status and ability of dental care professional colleagues. This needs to start 
during undergraduate training µWR SURPRWH DZDUHQHVV DQG DFFHSWDQFH¶ of the 
professional roles and abilities of non-dentist oral health professionals.  
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Evans et al (2010) reported on a programme of interprofessional learning currently 
being trialled at Griffiths University Dental School in Australia. By providing students 
from each of the oral health professions with the same basic science knowledge 
content, and ensuring that both dental technology and dental students have comparable 
knowledge of the principles of dental prosthetics, enables them to discuss patient cases 
and communicate more effectively. The authors posit that formalised interprofessional 
education is an effective strategy to improve interaction among oral health professionals 
leading to improved patient care.  
Maryan (2011) described a two year pilot programme into the development of team 
learning between Bachelor of Dental Surgery students (BDS) at Manchester University 
Dental School and BSc technology students at Manchester Metropolitan University 
(MMU). This pilot programme allowed BDS students the opportunity to pair with the BSc 
technology students in the fabrication of complete dentures. The dental technology 
undergraduates would observe and discuss the clinical stages at the dental school, and 
the BDS students would observe and discuss the technical stages at MMU. Because of 
timetabling issues in the first year of the programme, the pairing could only be done for 
half the BDS students. Feedback from the students at the end of year one was 
generally excellent. In the second year of the project timetable changes meant that all 
BDS students could pair with the BSc technology students. The second year of the 
project was again very successful with some outstanding work being produced by the 
students.  
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The success of the programme has attracted further funding which has included the 
appointment of more teaching staff to support the extension of the project into fixed 
prosthodontics (crown and bridge technology).  
 
Inter-professional learning is in itself seen as one way of modelling the interdisciplinary 
skills required of the next generation of health professionals. The use of common 
FXUULFXODDFURVVKHDOWKSURIHVVLRQVVLPLODU WR WKH*'&¶V'HYHORSLQJ WKH7HDP 
will help in the development of a common worldview including common values, 
language, and perspectives. Interprofessional learning has been said to improve 
communication and trust between different professions by improving collaborative skills, 
thereby enhancing professional relationships and facilitating more creative and 
integrative responses to healthcare.  
2¶1HLOO HW DO ) argue that meaningful interprofessional learning experiences can 
better prepare students for encountering the complexities of real-life interprofessional 
problems in the work environment. Inter-professional learning and education deals with 
the knowledge, skills and attitudes (that is, competency) required for collaborative inter-
professional learning and clinical education. It provides students with the knowledge of 
the contribution of other disciplines, the skills to seek out, communicate with and work 
with other professionals, and the ability to value such contributions. However, there is 
still a need to provide evidence that shared learning does have the impact on practice 
and the benefits to patient care that it purports to (Mattick et al, 2003; Barr et al, 2005).  
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Interprofessional education has been criticized IRUODFNLQJµFRQFHSWXDOFODULW\¶&DPSEHOO
et al, 1999) and, therefore, being merely a trend in medical education. In particular there 
is still a lack of evidence in relation to the effects of pre-qualification programmes (Page 
et al, 2004; Zwarenstein et al, 1999; 2004; Barr et al, 2005).  
Finch (2000) suggests that training courses will continue to marginalize IPE until a clear 
and unified set of objectives are agreed upon. Campbell and Johnson (1999) also 
challenge proponents of interprofessional learning to develop a robust conceptual basis 
with agreed (and measurable) goals. In a climate of increasing pressure on all pre-
registration health care curricula to deliver more content in less time, it is not surprising 
that, without a strong argument that IPE content is unique and essential, a significant 
proportion of educational establishments will continue to resist its incorporation.  
Moreover, debate continues as to which elements of the undergraduate curricula benefit 
from health students learning together, whether the setting in which it occurs is 
important, and whether benefits can be sustained in the longer term (Finch, 2000; 
Freeth, 2001). The main advantage of introducing interprofessional education within 
undergraduate curricula is the opportunity it provides to quash negative stereotypes at 
DQHDUO\VWDJHLQDQLQGLYLGXDO¶VSURIHVVLRQDOVRFLDOLVDWLRQ%DUU%DUUHWDO
McMichael and Gilloran, 1984; Miller et al, 1999).  
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However, numerous authors consider it inappropriate to introduce interprofessional 
education at such an early stage, given that most students in this category have not 
acquired a sense of their own professional identity or sufficient practical experience to 
be able to take full advantage of the interprofessional initiatives offered (Carpenter, 
1995; Fraser et al, 2000; Mariano, 1989; Miller et al, 1999). Similarly, many critics warn 
the premature introduction of interprofessional education is not only inefficient but 
negative, as it interferes with the establishment of distinct professional identities by 
preventing individuals from focusing on the uniprofessional elements of their role 
(Areskog et al, 1995; Miller et al, 1999; WHO, 1988). The predominance of such 
opinions delays the introduction of interprofessional education until students have 
reached a more advanced stage of their education, perhaps until they become 
postgraduates (Barr, 2000b; Carpenter, 1995; Miller et al, 1999). 
Currently there are no studies demonstrating that early exposure to interprofessional 
education leads to the dilution of professional identity. Conversely Pollard et al, (2005, 
2006) in their longitudinal multimethod study involving students from 10 undergraduate 
health and social care programmes provide evidence to suggest that interprofessional 
education does not interfere with the development of distinct professional identities. 
Perhaps more importantly they found those students exposed to interprofessional 
curricula held more positive perceptions of their own professional relationships than 
those exposed only to uniprofessional curricula (Pollard et al, 2006). 
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2.34      Challenges and constraints  
 
Whilst the NHS currently promotes interprofessional teamwork as a means of providing 
more patient-centred care (Department of Health, 1998a; 1998b; 2000), this approach 
to health care is not without problems. Difficulties have been identified with shared 
learning between health professionals (Arlton et al, 1990; Ling et al, 1990; Zungolo, 
1994). It has been found that professional and organisational barriers such as previous 
single-disciplinary training, differing educational experiences, and professional 
socialisation can negatively impact on the shared learning process (Ling et al, 1990). 
However, it is noted that such barriers can be overcome and students can share these 
differences and use them constructively in their learning (Zungolo, 1994). Health care 
professionals, by virtue of their training and professional socialisation tend to have 
professional allegiances that cut across institutional allegiances (Handy, 1993).  
 
Status, identity and a sense of role security may be maintained by marking boundaries 
EHWZHHQ SURIHVVLRQDO JURXSV WKDW DUH GHILQHG DV µWKHP DQG XV¶ ZLWK QHJDWLYe 
consequences for collaboration (Turner, 1991; Brooks et al, 2002). Skilful, collaborative 
interaction with colleagues from diverse professional backgrounds requires not only 
UHVSHFW IRU HDFK RWKHUV¶ UROHV EXW DQ DZDUHQHVV WR DGRSW D KROLVWLF DSSURDFK WR
treatment, and sound communication skills (Carpenter, 1995; Harbaugh, 1994; Leaviss, 
2000; Mathias et al, 1997). Membership of a professional group is said to form part of a 
SHUVRQ¶VVHOIFRQFHSW(OOHPHUVHWDOZKLFKKHOSVH[SODLQZK\SHUFHLYHGWKreats 
to that group, or to membership causes hostility towards others (Spears et al, 1997; 
Hind et al, 2003).  
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The creation of professional identities is part of the socialisation process of health 
professionals, a process which begins with undergraduate education (Harter et al, 
2001), but which continues in the workplace. A study of nurses, for example, suggested 
that their mentors (senior nurses) had more of an impact on their professional identity 
than their undergraduate training. Doctors are also said to model their professional 
behaviour on their mentors (Anspack, In Conrad et al, 1990). As Apker & Eggly (2004) 
note ³5HVHDUFK LQGLFDWHV WKDW WKHRFFXSDWLRQDO LGHQWLW\GRFWRUVGHYHORSGXULQJ WUDLQLQJ
has critical implications for their future professional UHODWLRQVKLSV´ (p.414). This 
socialisation process quickly develops into professional boundaries and territories 
(Beattie, In: Soothill et al, 1995). Interprofessional rivalry, tribalism and stereotyping are 
known to operate (Mandy et al, 2004; Braithwaite, 2005) as is turf protection. These 
have significant influence on the ability of team members to work in multidisciplinary 
fashion, as professionals struggle to come to terms with differences in values, language, 
and worldviews (Becher, 1994). Add to this the differing accreditation and licensing 
regulations, which act as barriers to cross-disciplinary learning, then what has occurred, 
LV WKH GRPLQDQFH RI UROH RYHU WKH PHHWLQJ RI SDWLHQWV¶ QHHGV *UHLQHU HW DO 
Moreover the stated objectives of multidisciplinary teamwork and interprofessional 
practice, including the sharing of power as well as expertise, means that this can be 
perceived as a threat to professional and personal identity, although a number of 
authors would argue that genuine collaborative practice actually leads to the 
empowerment of all the health professionals involved (Sullivan, 1998; Cowan et al, 
1994). There may be for example, strong professional identities, creating barriers that 
have long been impermeable.  
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Atwal 2002, Barr et al 2005, Reynolds 2005 suggests the concepts and processes 
involved in interprofessional working are complex and can be influenced by many 
variables, such as a lack of understanding of, and respect for, different team roles, 
rivalry and the influence of team hierarchies. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge 
the risk of entrenching negative attitudes rather than fostering good ones. For inter 
professional learning to be successful, prejudices must be broken down, and there must 
be willingness among all involved to engage in the process. Of course, one of the aims 
of inter professional learning is to remove such prejudices, thus allowing effective 
collaboration.  
 
For example, in the implementation of this study there are historical and social-status 
tensions between dentist and dental technician which unlikely as they are to be resolved 
without radical change must also be taken into consideration. Relatively low pay and 
low status have been problems shared by many dental technicians (Bower et al, 2004), 
who are aware that dentists are µUHOXFWDQW WR DFFHSW WHFKQLFLDQV DV HTXDO SDUWQHUV¶
(Nuffield Foundation, 1993). In contrast research by Gallagher et al, (2007) into the 
professional expectations of dentists found they chose dentistry because they perceived 
that it provides a financially lucrative, contained career in healthcare, with professional 
status, job satisfaction and the opportunity to work flexibly. It is also important to the 
good understanding of this study to know that there used to be strong emphasis on 
dental laboratory techniques in the training of dentists. Today, however, there is no 
expectation that dentists will ever have to carry out their own laboratory work. In fact, 
laboratory instruction for dental undergraduates has fallen in the last 25 years by 75% 
(Cameron et al, 2006; Reeson et al, 2005; Lynch et al, 2007).  
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McWhinney (1997) informs us there are a number of possible reasons why trainee 
dental technicians and undergraduate dental students might resist change. For 
example, they both might regard change as a threat to their sense of competence. 
Being comfortable with the status quo, they might fear that they will fail at new tasks. 
Tucker et al (2003) revealed that fear of failure in front of others is felt by students 
regardless of their professional background. Bringing about change can be difficult; 
Scott & Jaffe (1990) inform us that ³SHRSOH GR QRW QRUPDOO\ FKDQJH WKHLU EHKDYLRXU
VLPSO\E\EHLQJJLYHQLQIRUPDWLRQ´(p.33). Others are not always willing to take on board 
the good ideas of others. If we are to bring about change, others must be encouraged to 
WDNHRZQHUVKLS RI WKH FKDQJH LWVHOI3DUWO\ WKLV LV GXH WR $M]HQ 	)LVKEHLQ µ7KHRU\RI
5HDVRQHG $FWLRQ¶  LQ WKDW SHRSOH UDWLRQDOLVH WKHLU EHKDYLRXU DFFRUGLQJ WR KRZ
they think they are behaving. It is far more common for people to change because of the 
support and encouragement given to them, in order to modify behaviour and values. 
Change, in any organisation can be difficult to bring about. Prejudice and entrenched 
working practices do not always facilitate change. Thus the agent of change runs the 
risk of µXSVHWWLQJWKHERDW¶, and in an organisation such as the dental profession, barriers 
to change can be difficult to overcome. Interprofessional learning has the potential to 
improve the effectiveness of team working between healthcare professionals and 
ultimately the quality of patient care (CAIPE 2006). It does, however, require a high 
degree of commitment from all those involved in its implementation requiring careful 
planning and organisation.  
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Barriers that could be encountered, both in terms of practicalities and student attitudes, 
need careful consideration prior to the implementation of interprofessional learning, as 
an ineffective programme could potentially further ingrain negative stereotypes.  
 
Increasingly, educational initiatives in which students from different health care 
professions follow a common curriculum for part of their course are seen as an 
important means of fostering mutual respect, understanding one anRWKHU¶V UROH DQG
effective skills for working collaboratively in the multidisciplinary teams that they will 
encounter in the clinical context.  
 
Leaviss (2000) investigated whether a two-day interprofessional course (including 
students of medicine, radiography, nursing, dentistry, occupational therapy and 
physiotherapy) in the final year of training, had influenced their practice on qualification. 
Respondents felt that their greater understanding of the professions had led to more 
appropriate referrals, increased their awareness of profession specific skills, and 
improved understanding of professional pressure and of holistic care. However, 
participants also reported negative professional attitudes which had not been changed 
by the inter-professional experience.  
 
,Q5HHYHVHWDO¶V HYDOXDWLRQRIDQ LQWHU-professional training ward, focus group 
findings indicated that communication and team work skills had increased, but from 
practice observations, the researchers noted that medical students were not as 
engaged in team duties as the nursing, occupational therapy and physiotherapy 
students.  
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Most students felt that the intervention had been too short (two weeks) to form any 
lasting inter-professional effect, but on questioning a year later they reported that the 
training ward had given them a valuable insight into the roles of other professions and of 
inter-professional working. In a longer intervention over a seven week period, Lindqvist 
et al (2005) organised experimental group meetings between professionals to discuss 
inter-professional learning and working, finding afterwards that they were significantly 
PRUHOLNHO\WRYLHZHDFKRWKHU¶VSURIHVVLRQDVEHLQJµFDULQJ¶ than students in a control 
group. It appears from these studies that students are generally positive about the 
concept of inter-professional learning and that there is a greater understanding of other 
professions and an improvement in communication and team work.  
 
Effective inter-professional education (IPE) requires much more than students or 
practitioners from different professions simply listening together in shared lectures 
(Freeth et al 2002). Participants need to work actively together on tasks for which they 
take joint responsibility. Lucas (1990) suggests students learn by doing, making, 
FUHDWLQJDQGSUREOHPVROYLQJSDVVLYLW\GDPSHQVVWXGHQWV¶PRWLYDWLRQDQGFXULRVLW\)RU
that reason it is important to engage students in tasks that stress active participation. 
Therefore IPE arguably requires close attention to team-building among students 
(Gilbert et al, 2000). Social psychological theory and evidence suggests that group 
FOLPDWH DQG FRKHVLYHQHVV FDQ KDYH PDMRU LQIOXHQFHV XSRQ SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ EHKDYLRXU
productivity and commitment within groups (Napier et al, 1999). Group climate tends to 
be characterised by the presence of engaged, avoidant or defensive behaviours (e.g. 
Stockton et al, 1992).  
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A defensive group climate in which participants feel judged, or in which they believe 
there are hidden agendas, tends to inhibit open sharing of ideas (Johnson et al, 2000). 
Respectful behaviours help to promote a positive group climate which in turn tends to 
encourage full participation and good quality decision-making (Mayer, 1998). Poor 
cohesion is another feature of group dynamics that can diminish the productivity of a 
group. It is usually manifested by fragmentation, cliques and dislike among some group 
members. Groups that suffer from poor cohesion, not surprisingly, usually generate little 
commitment from their members (e.g. Wech et al, 1998). 
  
Any difficulties in forming cohesive groups during educational sessions (including any 
failure to settle interprofessional conflict) may encourage students to develop negative 
attitudes towards joint working in the clinical setting. A few studies suggest that 
LQWHUSURIHVVLRQDO HGXFDWLRQDO H[SHULHQFHV FDQ HQKDQFH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI
teamwork, although participants have mostly been professionals already working in the 
clinical setting. For example, Nash & Hoy (1993) reported that GPs and nurses believed 
that a three-day residential workshop on the interprofessional delivery of terminal care 
had enhanced their capacity to work collaboratively. Gilbert et al (2000), Hilton & Morris 
(2001) found that students were found to be highly motivated when given opportunities 
to participate in shared interprofessional learning experiences.  
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Hilton & Morris (2001) found for example that physiotherapy students rated positively 
the opportunities that they had for interprofessional working whilst on placement. A 
study of final year students of occupational therapy, physiotherapy and other allied 
health professions found that two-day interprofessional workshops had a positive 
LQIOXHQFHRQSDUWLFLSDQWV¶XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWHDPZRUN3DUVHOOHWDO1HYHUWKHOess, 
there have been rather few studies of undergraduate students engaging in IPE. A recent 
review of published evaluations of IPE has shown that less than 30% of the studies 
selected for the review had addressed the experiences of pre-qualification students, and 
that most of those had been concerned with students in the later phases of their 
courses, usually in the placement setting (Freeth et al, 2002).  
 
 
7KHUHKDYHEHHQYHU\ IHZTXDOLWDWLYHVWXGLHVRI VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHVDQGDOVR YHU\
few that follow-up students over time to determine whether any of the attitudes and 
skills learned in IPE are taken into the clinical setting. According to Freeth et al (2002), 
the various studies reviewed suggested that learners are generally very positive about 
their experiences of IPE. However, there is relatively little information about how 
students learn through interaction with peers and tutors during IPE, particularly the 
processes whereby students apply skills and attitudes acquired in university-based 
education to collaborative team working in the practice setting. It is clear from the wide 
range of literature available on interprofessional learning that the potential benefits are 
great, not only to patients and clients, but also to learners, educators and other 
stakeholders. It would seem that the workplace, including the clinical environment, is an 
appropriate place to bring learners together in interprofessional groups or teams.  
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After all, they are working together collaboratively and so learning together would seem 
logical. Vygotsky (1978) argues that the highest level of learning comes through human 
relationships and this fits well within the current study. 9\JRWVN\¶V DVVHUWLRQ WKDW
cognitive development is embedded in the context of social relationships has become a 
widely held belief (Lave & Wagner, 1991; Newman, Griffin, & Cole, 1989; Rogoff, 1990; 
Wertsch, 1985). 9\JRWVN\¶VWKHRU\LVRQHRIWKHIRXQGDWLRQVRIFRQVWUXFWLYLVP,WDVVHUWV
three major themes: 
1. Social interaction plays a fundamental role in the process of cognitive 
GHYHORSPHQW,QFRQWUDVWWR-HDQ3LDJHW¶VXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIFKLOGGHYHORSPHQWLQ
which development necessarily precedes learning), Vygotsky felt social learning 
precedes development. +H VWDWHV ³(YHU\ IXQFWLRQ LQ WKH FKLOG¶V FXOWXUDO
development appears twice: first, on the social level, and later, on the individual 
level; first, between people (interpsychological) and then inside the child 
LQWUDSV\FKRORJLFDO´9\JRWVN\1978). 
2. The More Knowledgeable Other (MKO). The MKO refers to anyone who has a 
better understanding or a higher ability level than the learner, with respect to a 
particular task, process, or concept. The MKO is normally thought of as being a 
teacher, coach, or older adult, but the MKO could also be peers, a younger 
person, or even computers.  
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Within the current study the (MKO) could relate to how the undergraduate dental 
students have a better understanding of the clinical implications with regard to their 
patients work while the trainee dental technicians will have a greater knowledge of the 
technical aspects in the treatment process. 
3. The Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). The ZPD is the distance between a 
VWXGHQW¶V DELOLW\ WR SHUIRUP D WDVN XQGHU DGXOW JXLGDQFH DQGRU ZLWK SHHU
FROODERUDWLRQ DQG WKH VWXGHQW¶V DELOLWy solving the problem independently. 
According to Vygotsky, learning occurred in this zone.  
Once again the (ZPD) could refer to how both groups of students in the current study 
ZHUH DEOH WR UHVROYH SUREOHPV ZLWK WKHLU SDWLHQWV¶ ZRUN GXH WR WKH IDFW WKH\ Kad the 
opportunity to communicate and collaborate with one another face-to-face. Vygotsky 
focused on the connections between people and the sociocultural context in which they 
act and interact in shared experiences (Crawford, 1996).  
According to Vygotsky, humans use tools that develop from a culture, such as speech 
and writing, to mediate their social environments. Initially children develop these tools to 
serve solely as social functions, ways to communicate needs. Vygotsky believed that 
the internalization of these tools led to higher thinking skills. Many schools have 
traditionally held a transmissionist or instructionist model in which a teacher or lecturer 
µWUDQVPLWV¶ LQIRUPDWLRQ WR VWXGHQWV ,Q FRQWUDVW 9\JRWVN\¶V WKHRU\ SURPRWHV OHDUQLQJ
contexts in which students play an active role in learning.  
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Roles of the teacher and student are therefore shifted, as a teacher should collaborate 
with his or her students in order to help facilitate meaning construction in students. 
Learning therefore becomes a reciprocal experience for the students and teacher. 
 
2.4 Literature and analytical framework overview 
 
This review of the literature examines firstly the history of dentistry, and the historic and 
culturally specific working relationship between dentist and dental technician. Secondly, 
it identifies the changes in the training and education of dental technicians over the past 
89 years, from the introduction of formal education in the Army Dental Corps in 1921, 
through the systematic training of the CGLI to the first TEC guidelines introduced in 
1978 replacing those of the CGLI to the present day Foundation Degree qualification. It 
also examines the introduction of compulsory registration for dental technicians with the 
General Dental Council. Thirdly, it examines past and current concepts and practices in 
interprofessional learning.  
In the literature review, I have established that the role of trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students can be disparate. Studying their contribution within an 
established framework would allow a more rigorous demonstration of their usefulness 
(or otherwise) within a team, and would help clarify what other team members 
contribute by way of their professional background. As such the theoretical framework 
for this sWXG\KDVEHHQEXLOWDURXQGWKHSURIHVVLRQDO LGHQWLW\IRUPDWLRQRI WKHVWXGHQW¶V
relationships with one another and their reflective learning experiences and exposure to 
key professionals and their values during a shared learning experience.  
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Through these insights, a framework for shared learning between these two members of 
the dental team may well provide a benchmark for other institutions nationally. The next 
chapter provides details of how the theoretical perspectives and analytical frameworks 
were translated into practical methods and study procedures.  
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Research design 
Overview 
This study is designed to examine the challenges faced by both trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students during a shared learning experience in a 
UK university dental school/hospital in the northern region of England.  
The study had two purposes: 
1. To gain an in-depth understanding of the experiences of trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students during shared learning 
opportunities. 
2. To examine whether interprofessional learning between trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students offered any professional and 
occupational specific disciplinary developmental benefits or disadvantages. 
This study explored four main research questions: 
1. :KDW DUH WKH LQGLYLGXDO VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV DQG SHUFHSWLRQV RI WKHLU WHDP
working skills and group dynamics? 
2. What are the possible consequences for future team working in both clinical and 
laboratory settings as a result of the shared learning programme? 
3. 'RHV VKDUHG OHDUQLQJ SURPRWH D EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶
professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork? 
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4. How far are these aims successfully accomplished as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by the programme in this study?  
In this section, I will address the research design. 
3.12 Research design in practice  
Professional identity formation concerns group interactions in the workplace and relates 
to how people compare and differentiate themselves from other professional groups. 
This helps students to gain a more informed view of the profession in which exploration 
of alternative perspectives and beliefs is central to identity development. Students are 
seen as active participants in the formation of their professional identity (Niemi, 1997). 
In the health care context, social identity theory suggests that the attitudes and 
behaviours of members of one professional healthcare group towards another group are 
governed by the sWUHQJWKDQGUHOHYDQFHRIWKHPHPEHUV¶LGHQWLW\LQDZLGHUVRFLDODUHQD
(Tafjel and Turner, 2001; Turner, 1999).  
 
Healthcare teams have always been described µat the centre¶ of both the clinical 
education of new healthcare professionals and patient care (Lingard et al, 2002). The 
information flow that team members engage in (the verbal and non verbal 
communication that they engage in during the course of both activities) is a key way in 
which new health professionals are socialised into teams (Sinclair, 1997; Haber and 
Lingard, 2001). During early participation, they obtain gradual responsibility and 
supervised involvement within the field, developing an overview of their profession, and 
an understanding of professional goals, values and limitations.  
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However, there are many challenges associated with professional identity formation, for 
example, encountering critical situations is part of the daily practice of medical students 
and when confronted by contradictory and ambiguous situations, these experiences 
may induce self-reflection and questioning of their personal views and as a result 
identity is reshaped (Ryynanen, 2001). Professional identity is constructed through 
communication between individuals, and identities are continually being constructed 
and altered and subject to competing discourses of power, politics and personal 
agendas (Bleakley, 2006). Power processes in team-based work are processes of 
meaning and identity formation (Bleakley, 2006). These induce the team members to 
consent to dominant organisational views even if these pose potential disadvantages 
(Doorewood and Brouns, 2003). Despite professional socialization and identity 
development being an implicit outcome of dental and medical education (Slotnick, 2001; 
Jaye et al, 2005; Masella, 2005 & 2007; Wagner et al, 2007), these education programs 
focus more on the systematic development of scientific knowledge and place very little 
emphasis, time and effort toward professional socialization and identity development 
(Lovas et al, 2008). 
 
A study carried out by the researcher in 2005 (Reeson et al, 2005) assisted in the 
design and development of this study and identified many of the issues related to the 
difficulties of implementing shared learning between trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students. The research demonstrated that although a number of 
dental teaching hospitals were involved with the training of dental technicians and had 
encouraged links between undergraduate dental students and trainee dental 
technicians, few had formalised these links within the curriculum in any way.  
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The research also revealed that exposure of trainee dental technicians to clinical 
dentistry through placements in various clinical settings had been previously reported by 
a number of training institutions; however, the exact nature of these placements was 
unclear and could not be assumed to involve the examples of direct linkage described in 
this study. As a result, there were important methodological considerations in studying a 
concept that is often the subject of limited disclosure.  
 
+LVWRULFDOO\DQGSURIHVVLRQDOO\GHQWDOWHFKQLFLDQVKDYHRQO\KDGDQLGHQWLW\DVDµOLYHG¶
experience, not as a planned and systematic induction into a long-established 
µSURIHVVLRQ¶ $V VXFK WKH LPSOLFLW QDWXUH RI WKH µOLYHG¶ H[SHULHQFH LV FULWLFDO WR
understanding their role and identity. Bearing in mind these considerations, the research 
design chosen for this study is interpretative in nature and falls within the 
phenomenological tradition. Phenomenology has its roots in the philosophy of Husserl 
(1977), Heidegger (1962), Sartre (1956), Merleau-Ponty (1996) and others. The 
discipline of phenomenology may be defined as the study of structures of experience, or 
consciousness. Literally, phenomenology is the study RI µSKHQRPHQD¶DSSHDUDQFHVRI
things, or things as they appear in our experience, or the ways we experience things, 
thus the meanings things have in our experience. Phenomenology studies conscious 
experience as experienced from the subjective or third person point of view.  It has been 
influential in several social sciences as well as applied fields such as nursing and the 
health sciences (Nieswiadomy, 1993). It has also had a major influence on the general 
development of qualitative methodology, and provides the philosophical basis for 
interpretative research strategies (Holstein & Gubrium, 1994).  
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Interpretive research seeks to understand the lived experiences of people and to 
establish the everyday meanings of phenomena in their lives, thoughts, and ideas 
(Lowenberg, 1993). Meaning can be established by undertaking multiple data 
collections through interviews and observations, and by analyzing and understanding 
transcriptions (texts). Fundamentally, it is a mode of establishing meaning, and in a 
sense, all research is based on interpretive studies (Koch, 1995; Nystrom Dahlberg & 
Segesten, 2002). To understand a phenomenon, we need to probe for meanings 
unexpressed in a text or conversation (Denzin, 2002; Koch, 1995).  
 
For that reason, this research fits into the phenomenological tradition. The phenomenon 
under study is the professional identity formation of dental technicians, specifically to 
interpret the meanings of phenomena that hide behind expressions of experience. 
Indeed, the different interpretations that can flow from the text which bring richness and 
variability to it, as well as revealing its emergent meaning. Interviews or observations 
may generate rich descriptions of the lived experiences. These descriptions provide 
substantive data for the researcher to identify main themes and key metaphors of the 
events and phenomena in question (Denzin, 2002; Koch, 1995). Based on the intact 
texts, interpretive research establishes the meaning of the texts and arrives at an 
understanding of the phenomenon to which it implicitly refers. Understanding the 
relevant relational structure and configuration of the context also enables the researcher 
to have a more complete interpretation of the significance that things have for a person 
(Walker, 1996).  
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The goal of interpretative research is to understand properly the meaning of a 
phenomenon rather than to generalise or predict outcomes from data (Cranton, 2001; 
Walker, 1996). The interpretive approach can generate new knowledge and provide 
valuable information for future work and practice.  
 
)RU H[DPSOH LQ WKH FXUUHQW VWXG\ VWXGHQWV¶ SHUVSHFWLYHV FRQFHUQLQJ WKHLU VKDUHG
learning can be revealed and understood by asking them to describe their lived 
experiences during the steady progress of the learning experience. Such information 
expressed in terms of process, role socialization, and barriers to practice is also 
valuable because it can inform new understandings in dental education, and 
government regulation (Koch, 1998). Balkon (2000) advocates that the interpretive 
approach should be employed to reveal healthcare practitioners' role experience. 
Another way by which interpretive research can provide valuable information for future 
work is story telling. For most people, storytelling is a natural way of recounting 
experience, a practical solution to a fundamental problem in life, creating reasonable 
order out of experience (Moen, 2006). We continuously create and share stories of what 
happened, why, and what might happen next (Bruner, 1992; Weick, 1979). In life we 
create narrative descriptions about our experiences for ourselves and others, and we 
also develop narratives to make sense of the behaviour of others (Zellermayer, 1997). 
Bruner (1990) suggests that people make sense of their lives by thinking about 
themselves and the events around them in story-form; ³SHRSOH QDUUDWLYL]H WKHLU
H[SHULHQFH RI WKH ZRUOG DQG WKHLU RZQ UROH LQ LW´ (p.115). We all compare stories to 
incidents we have previously experienced and understand events in comparison to 
events we have already understood.  
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Narrative research is thus the study of how human beings experience the world, and 
narrative researchers collect these stories and write narratives of experience 
(Gudmundsdottir, 2001). Therefore the narrative approach is a frame of reference, a 
way of reflecting during the entire inquiry process, a research method, and a mode for 
representing the research study (Moen, 2006). Thus, it is maintained that a 
phenomenological study may have a narrative form of representation (Cresswell, 1998). 
This narrative phenomenological structure has been facilitated through the design and 
theorisation of the research questions and methods. 
 
,Q SXUVXLQJ +XVVHUOLDQ SKHQRPHQRORJ\ +XVVHUO¶V VWDUWLQJ SRLQW ZDV RXU WDNHQ-for-
granted every day world. In our everyday lifeworlds we do not question the existence of 
the world and its objects or the world of everyday experience. To study the lifeworld 
Husserl suggested two approaches. One involved unselfconscious immersion, the other 
reflection. Husserl was therefore against concentrating phenomenological investigation 
on the lifeworld as it is unselfconsciously experienced. This again emphasises the 
analytical framework (Figure.7) being an identity formation one of gradual socialization, 
accommodation of discursive norms and personal beliefs. In his quest for absolute truth, 
+XVVHUOZHQW IURPWKH OLIHZRUOG LQWRV\VWHPDWLFUHIOHFWLRQXSRQ LW+XVVHUO¶VSXUSRVH LQ
isolating the lifeworld was to move beyond it, to become aware of it by reflecting upon it, 
whereas everyday living is pre-reflective. Husserl (1975) suggests that for a 
phenomenological understanding of the nature of our experience, we must reflect on it. 
We must be self-directed, we must reflect on our own consciousness of experience. 
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Figure. 7 Representation of the narrative structure 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7KHUHIRUHLQSXUVXLQJ+XVVHUOLDQSKHQRPHQRORJ\RQHµEUDFNHWV¶RXWHYHU\WKLQJEXWRXU
immediate experience, for example, in this study the students shared learning 
experience including any assumptions about that experience, I as the researcher, may 
have.  Thus, in research, the ideal is to isRODWHH[SRVHEXW WKHQµEUDFNHW¶ out our own 
assumptions and background knowledge thereby engaging in presuppositionless 
enquiry. It is the telling of stories that facilitates our entry to understanding our own 
lifeworld. In contrast, for example, Heidegger (1927) believed we and our activities are 
DOZD\V³LQWKHZRUOG´RXUEHLQJLVEHLQJ-in-the-world, so we do not study our activities 
by bracketing the world, rather we interpret our activities and the meaning things have 
for us by looking to our contextual relations to things in the world.  
SELF 
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As a result Heidegger would find meaning in the context of the relationship between the 
object of study, the phenomenon and the scientist. Both Husserlian and Heideggerian 
approaches ask questions related to meaning. However, their assumptions and 
conclusions are quite different. For this reason I feel it would be difficult to engage with 
+HLGHJJHU¶V YLHZSRLQW LQ WKH FXUUHQW Vtudy as it is not my intention to examine my 
UHODWLRQVKLS ZLWK WKH VWXGHQWV7KHUHIRUH +XVVHUO¶V WKHRU\ LV WKH PRVW DSSURSULDWH IRU
WKHFXUUHQWVWXG\DVLWDOORZVPHWRXQGHUVWDQGWKHVWXGHQWV¶ZRUOGVEHIRUHOLQNLQJWKHP
to practices.  
 
In the light of this, it can be claimed that interpretive research is an appropriate 
methodology for understanding the meaning of phenomena and human behaviour. The 
basis for using an interpretative approach in this study are its strengths as a mode of 
discovering the meaning of phenomena, the flexibility of its conceptions, and that it will 
hopefully provide valued information for future work directed at improving dental 
education and practice. For the current study, trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students who are involved in the day-to-day treatment of patients 
at the Dental Hospital/School provided rich contextual information about their own 
experiences and perspectives upon shared learning. The contextual and flexible nature 
of qualitative research methods allows the researcher to systematically consider 
H[SHULHQFHVXVLQJWKHPHVIURPERWKWKHOLWHUDWXUHDQGWKHVWXGHQWV¶RZQQDUUDWLYHVDQG
develop a new practice based perspective on shared training between trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students. The study used reflective diaries and 
focus group interviews, the whole being located in a narrative (McLaren, 1993) within a 
longitudinal setting (Connelly et al, 1990).  
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The study was carried out over a period of 2 years focusing not only RQ LQGLYLGXDOV¶
FKDQJHVEXWDOVRRQWKHJURXS¶VZLGHUH[SHULHQFH 
 
3.13 The rHVHDUFKHU¶VUROHDQGEeliefs 
 
As an instructor of dental technology my personal and practical purposes for designing 
this study relates to many years working within a dental teaching hospital watching the 
explicit WUHQG LQ WKHSUDFWLFDODEDQGRQPHQWRI WKHSURIHVVLRQ¶V UHODWLRQVKLSZLWKGHQWDO
technology. With decreasing educational exposure and training in dental laboratory 
procedures for dental undergraduates and the lack of exposure to clinical dentistry for 
trainee dental technicians I feel that the profession of dentistry needs to rededicate itself 
to its responsibility of supporting all aspects of dental laboratory technology from the 
education of dentists to the education of dental technicians. Dentistry also needs to 
create a climate of cooperation between dentists and dental technicians to provide the 
public with the quality dental services they deserve. Future dental technology demands 
a vibrant dental technology industry to partner with the dental profession. 
)XQGDPHQWDOO\ZLWKLQWKLVUHVHDUFK,ZDVDQµLQVLGHU¶0HUWRQEXWDQLQVLGHULQ
two ways, as an individual instructor with a desire to care about all my students; and  as 
an insider who processes a priori intimate knowledge of the community. Kvale (1996) 
argues that as an insider the researcher does not have to deal with culture shock, 
enjoys enhanced rapport with the subject, is able to measure the accuracy of the 
responses to questions, and is seen by the respondents as empathetic. However, there 
DUHSRWHQWLDOGLIILFXOWLHVZLWKWKHLVVXHRIVKDULQJµLQVLGHU¶NQRZOHGJH 
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As Mercer (2007) points out, GXULQJDVWXG\RI IDFXOW\DSSUDLVDO µ, WKLQN ,ZDVXVXDOO\
seen as more of an insider when interviewing my fellow teachers than when 
interviewing members of management, although the power dimension was also affected 
by my pre-H[LVWLQJ UDSSRUW ZLWK WKH VSHFLILF SHUVRQ LQ TXHVWLRQ¶ S %XW WKHUH ZHUH
other, cultural reasons why I occupied such a privileged position in this research, and 
they centre upon the use of the phenomenological method. As students sharing at least, 
some common belief systems, that is, patient care, I hoped that these students would 
consider me appreciative of the issues that they faced in communicating their 
experiences of shared learning. 
 
I know that trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students have 
information to offer dental school administrators, policymakers, lecturing staff, and 
researchers who may not always acknowlHGJH WKH LPSRUWDQFH RI VWXGHQWV¶ YRLFHV
(Fielding, 2001; Mitra, 2003, 2004; Rudduck et al, 2000). I also felt privileged to have 
the opportunity to learn from students and to share their stories. 
 
3.2 Selection procedures 
 
According to Cole & Knowles (2001), in qualitative research, the researcher aims to 
collect and signify representative, rich and truthful information about people, settings, 
and social processes and discourses based upon the research questions, in order that 
an in depth analysis can be undertaken (Cole & Knowles, 2001). In describing how the 
setting, context and participants are selected we establish the scope and limitations of 
WKH UHVHDUFKDV ZHOO DV WKH ERXQGDULHVRIZKLFK ZH HQKDQFH DVWXG\¶V WUDQVIHUDELOLW\
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003).  
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$OVREHLQJDQ µLQVLGHU¶ DQGP\VWDWXVDVDQ LQVWUXFWRURIGHQWDO WHFKQRORJ\PD\KDYH
allowed more disclosure by the undergraduate dental students than if I had been a 
clinical member of staff.   
 
3.21 Setting of the research  
 
The purpose of this study was two-fold ± to gain an in-depth understanding of the 
experiences of trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students during 
shared learning opportunities and to examine whether interprofessional learning 
between trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students offered any 
professional and occupational specific disciplinary developmental benefits or 
disadvantages. As such, the researcher purposefully sought trainee dental technicians 
and undergraduate dental students currently registered on a programme of training and 
who were currently involved in the day-to-day treatment of patients at the Dental 
Hospital/University Dental School. In the next section, I outline the University context in 
which the participants in this study, work and give a brief description of the institution 
and structure.  
 
3.22 The University Dental School/Hospital in this study 
 
The School of Dental Sciences is one of the most modern and best equipped of any in 
the country. The School is housed in the same buildings as the Dental Hospital and, 
together with the adjacent Medical School and acute teaching hospital, forms one of the 
largest integrated teaching and hospital complexes in the country. The School and 
hospital currently operate undergraduate degree courses in dentistry producing over 80 
dentists every year.  
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The school and hospital also offer courses for the professions complementary to 
dentistry such as dental nursing, dental hygiene/therapy and dental technology. 
 
3.23 The participants in this study 
 
The potential participants in this study included two different third year and two different 
fourth year groups of undergraduate dental students, and two different groups of third 
year trainee dental technician students. As third year dental undergraduates work in 
pairs one trainee dental technician linked with two paired undergraduate dental 
students. Single fourth year undergraduates linked with one trainee dental technician.  
A total of eleven trainee dental technicians (6 in year 1 and 5 in year 2 of the study) and 
thirty three undergraduate dental students took part in the study over two academic 
years (see Table 2). It should also be noted that there is no intent in the demographic 
data to co-relate or to place meaning on these variables, this could be the subject of 
further research. 
 
3.24 Process of selection of participants 
 
I will now describe the process and follow this with a description of the participants that 
were eventually selected. In the NHS, before a research project can commence, it is 
essential that permission to do so has been obtained from a research ethics committee. 
Ethical approval aims to maintain ethical standards of research practice, protect 
SDUWLFLSDQWV IURP KDUP SURWHFW SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ ULJKWV SURYLGH UHDVVXUDQFH WR WKH SXEOLF
and protect researchers from unjustified criticism and harm. Failure to do this results in 
research misconduct. Prior to commencing the study, approval from the local research 
ethics committee and the Hospital Trust was sought.  
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The National Research Ethics Service application process ensures that all research 
meets rigorous ethical criteria and involves the completion of a 40 page document 
online. The ethics form comprises three parts: Part A, generic information, Part B, 
specialist information on the study, and Part C, site specific information. It was also 
necessary to include with the application detailed participant information sheets and 
consent forms. Following submission of the application it was necessary to defend the 
study and answer any questions regarding the research in front of the local ethics and 
research committee. Ethical approval was applied for in June 2007 with provisional 
acceptance granted in October 2007. Final approval was granted in January 2008 
following the submission of revised documentation (Appendix A). 
Following approval from the local research ethics committee, six different groups of 
students in total took part in the study. The first three groups of students were 
approached and informed of the opportunity to participate in the study at the beginning 
of the academic year 2007/08. The second three groups of students were approached 
and informed of the opportunity to participate in the study at the beginning of the 
academic year 2008/09. The following selection criteria were used, participants had to: 
be enrolled as a full time student at the participating Dental School/Hospital and agree 
to complete reflective diaries and take part in focus group interviews. All participants 
were advised participation was voluntary. Social research often requires participants to 
reveal personal information about themselves and therefore should not be forced to 
participate (Babbie, 2001). For those students who agreed to take part in the study a 
detailed information sheet was supplied (Appendix B) together with consent forms for 
both the reflective diaries and the focus group interviews (Appendix C & D).  
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Table 2. Demographic table showing gender and age group of participants. 
 
3rd Year Trainee Dental 
Technicians 
3rd Year Undergraduate 
Dental Students 
4th Year Undergraduate 
Dental Students 
Gender           Age Group Gender       Age Group Gender          Age Group 
Male                      18-21 Female               18-21 Male                    22-25 
Male                      25-28 Female               18-21 Male                    22-25 
Male                      18-21 Female               18-21 Male                    22-25 
Male                      25-28 Female               18-21 Male                    22-25 
Male                      18-21 Female               18-21 Male                    22-25 
Male                      25-28 Female               18-21 Female                 22-25 
Female                  22-25 Female               18-21 Female                 22-25 
Female                  22-25 Female               18-21 Female                 22-25 
Female                  22-25 Female               18-21 Female                 22-25 
Female                  18-21 Female               18-21 Female                 22-25 
Female                  22-25 Female               18-21 Female                 22-25 
 Female               18-21  
 Female               18-21  
 Female               18-21  
 Female               18-21  
 Female               18-21  
 Female               22-25  
 Male                   18-21  
 Male                   18-21  
 Male                   18-21  
 Male                   18-21  
 Male                   18-21  
TOTAL                         11                           22                               11 
 
I was aware that the students may have felt obligated to participate in the study to 
please their tutors, or to avoid any supposed risk of negative evaluation by them. As a 
result all prospective participants were assured of anonymity, and their right to withdraw 
or not to participate at any time without prejudice. The consent forms were completed 
on the understanding that participants were voluntarily participating in the study with a 
full understanding of the possible risks to them.  
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This understanding of consent LV IRUPDOLVHG LQ WKH FRQFHSW RI µLQIRUPHG FRQVHQW¶
(Babbie, 2001). According to Rossman et al (2003), informed consent should include 
IRXU GLVFORVXUHV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH SDUWLFLSDQW¶V ULJKWV LQ WKH UHVHDUFK IXOO LQIRUPDWLRQ
concerning the purpose and audience, full understanding of their agreement to 
participate, willing consent, and ability to freely withdraw at any time in the study. All 
forms were written to meet the aforementioned conditions. Informed consent and 
permission forms can serve to protect participants of the study by assuring protection of 
privacy and identity of the participants of the study (Rossman et al, 2003). Furthermore, 
issues related to confidentiality would be discussed prior to each focus group and in 
relation to the use of personal material. Over two academic years two third year and two 
fourth year groups of different undergraduate dental students, and two groups of 
different third year trainee dental technician students were recruited.  
 
3.25 Informed consent and permissions 
 
In the conduct of this research there were many ethical considerations that required 
attention. In this section, the procedures relating to the conduct of research involving 
human subjects are presented. These procedures were necessary to ensure standards 
of morality in terms of what was right and wrong were addressed in the study.  Prior to 
undertaking the study in my capacity as a qualitative researcher, there is an overarching 
awareness that I am the main instrument for obtaining knowledge (Kvale, 1996). As an 
employee of a NHS Hospital Trust in which the study takes place and therefore having 
vested professional and personal involvement in this work, there is an ethical obligation 
WRDOO WKHSDUWLFLSDQWV WRUHSUHVHQW WKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶ OLYHGH[SHULHQFHV LQDQ ethical and 
trustworthy manner.  
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Appropriate procedures for obtaining informed consent and permission are crucial for 
the ethical conduct on the qualitative researcher (Rossman et al, 2003) and are a 
requirement of the Hospital Trust. Appropriate procedures for obtaining informed 
consent and permissions are critical for the ethical conduct of the researcher (Rossman 
	 5DOOLV  DQG LQ DGGLWLRQ DUH UHTXLUHG E\ WKH 8QLYHUVLW\¶V ,QWHUQDO (WKLFV
Committee Procedures. According to Rossman & Rallis (2003) all informed consent 
should rest on four principles: 
 
1. Transparency of the purpose of the research, to the audience and the 
research community; 
)XOOXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHSDUWLFLSDQW¶VDJUHHPHQWWRSDUWLFLSDWH 
3. Willing consent;  
4. Right to withdraw without penalty or consequence. 
 
All of the forms and questions developed within the study were written with these 
principles in mind and the project and the forms were reviewed and approved by the 
local ethics and research committee and home (Sunderland) unLYHUVLWLHV¶ HWKLFV
Committee in the academic year 2007-2008. 
 
3.26 Assurance of confidentiality 
 
3ULYDF\DQGFRQILGHQWLDOLW\DUHUHODWHGEXWGLVWLQFWFRQFHSWV3ULYDF\LVGHILQHGDV³the 
state of being free from public attention, interference, or intrusLRQ´ 2¶+DUD 	 1HXWHO
2002, p.75) and confidentiality is defined as ³EHLQJ HQWUXVWHG ZLWK DQRWKHU¶V¶ VHFUHW
DIIDLUV´ 2¶+DUD	1HXWHOS 
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It is a useful distinction because it demarcates privacy to be the domain of the 
participants, while coQILGHQWLDOLW\UHIHUVWRWKHUHVHDUFKHUV¶UHVSRQVLELOLW\WRVDIHJXDUGDOO
information that is used for the purpose of the study. Maintaining confidentiality of 
private information entrusted by research participants is one way to protect them from 
harm (Hanson, 2006). The ways confidentiality was maintained in this study related to 
data management, storage and presentation of the thesis write up. Reflective diaries, 
audiotapes and interview transcripts were maintained in a locked filing cabinet on 
university/hospital premises at all times. In line with the local research ethics guidelines, 
following completion of the study transcripts and audiotapes will then be destroyed. The 
transcripts and thesis do not refer to participants by their real names, but instead use 
the term trainee dental technician and 3rd or 4th year undergraduate dental student to 
protect their confidentiality. The same techniques were applied to the location where the 
study took place; all geographic identifiers have been removed and no descriptive 
information about the location in which the study occurred is included in this work.  
 
3.27 Gaining access and entry 
 
The professional background of this researcher as an instructor within the Dental 
Hospital eased access and entry to the university undergraduate dental students for this 
study. The researcher has colleagues within the university and has colleagues in 
administrative and management divisions. All of the formal gatekeepers in the university 
were both supportive of and interested in the research project. Thorough preparation is 
necessary to facilitate access to the participants, and part of this process includes 
establishing a rapport with the gatekeepers, establishing reciprocity, and establishing 
and maintaining professional credibility and reputation.  
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In this study, the researcher had no difficulties with the latter due to having been 
involved in extensive research with other senior colleagues in the institution. 
 
3.3 Data collection procedures 
 
In this research design, there were three basic methods of collecting data or coming to 
NQRZWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶H[SHULHQFHVWKDWFRXOGLOOXPLQDWHWKHFRQFHSWRIµVKDUHGOHDUQLQJ¶
UHIOHFWLYHGLDU\¶VIRFXVJURXSPHHWLQJVDQGRWKHUWH[WXDOPDWHULDO'DWDZHUHFROOHFWHG 
over a period of two academic years from the beginning of October 2007 and continued 
until April 2009. In the next section, each of the three major data collection procedures 
is described, and in addition, I make an exposition of their justification for use within this 
research study. Figure 8 displays the alignment of the research questions with the data 
collection methods. 
 
3.31 The reflective diary 
 
The use of journal writing as a means of promoting reflection and learning in 
educational settings has been widely advocated (Boud et al, 1985; Callister, 1993; 
Cameron et al, 1993; Landeen et al, 1992; 1995; Williams et al, 2000; Kessler, 2004; 
Gleaves et al, 2007; 2008). It serves two related purposes: 
x to facilitate learning and development 
x WRSURYLGHDZLQGRZRQOHDUQHUV¶WKLQNLQJ 
Journal writing has been used as a tool to promote reflective thinking skills in the fields 
of nursing, medicine and allied health sciences (Paterson, 1995; Williams et al, 2002).  
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Reflective journals are seen to allow health care workers to record events, document 
their reactions to them and how this may affect their future practice (Williams et al, 
2004); as well as explore changes in their attitudes and often identify what it means to 
be a professional (Winnie et al, 2004), facilitating them to become autonomous self 
directed learners (Harris et al, 2001).  
The purpose of the diaries was two-fold; 
1. As a window onto professionals minds; and 
2. As a means of leading towards a pre-defined end. 
The very nature of diary writing itself requires the writer to think back on events that 
have taken place and provides an opportunity for expression of personal thoughts.  
Used in this context the reflective diaries provided an opportunity for the students not 
only to think back on the learning activities but to explicitly and purposely identify what 
they have learned, and more importantly, to relate what they have learned to their 
practice, allowing them to evaluate their practice, and formulate action plans for 
improvement. The diary also allows students to search for and express their learning in 
DSHUVRQDOZD\DOHDUQLQJWKDWPDNHVSHUVRQDOPHDQLQJDQGLVXVHIXOLQWKHVWXGHQW¶V
own context. Many professional education programmes engage students in writing 
reflective journals as one of the learning activities (Conner-Greene, 2000; Patton et al, 
1997; Woodward, 1998). The literature indicates that reflective journal writing enhances 
reflection, critical thinking, integration of theory with practice, and promotes professional 
growth (Brown, 1993; Callister, 1993; Gleaves et al, .HDHWDO2¶5RXUNH
1998; Patton et al, 1997). 
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)LJXUH6WXG\¶VUHVHDUFKTXHVWLRQVDQGGDWDFROOHFWLRQPHWKRGV 
 
 
Research Questions 
 
 
Data Collection Methods 
 
Time frame of study 
 
1. What are the individual 
VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV DQG
perceptions of their team 
working skills and group 
dynamics? 
 
2. What are the possible 
consequences for future 
team working in both 
clinical and laboratory 
settings as a result of the 
shared learning 
programme? 
 
3. Does shared learning 
promote a better  
understanding of each 
RWKHUV¶SURIHVVLRQDOUROHV
and effective 
interprofessional 
teamwork? 
 
4. How far are these aims 
successfully accomplished 
as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by 
the programme in the 
study? 
 
 
 
1. Initial participant 
meeting 
 
2. Reflective diaries 
 
3. Focus group 
interviews 
 
4. Personal 
communication 
 
5. Participant 
feedback 
 
6. Field notes  
 
1. Reflective diaries ± 2 
academic years. 
 
 
2. Focus group meetings ± 
within one week of each 
shared learning exercise 
ending.  
 
The literature also shows that critical reflection is a skill and must be taught through 
deliberate instruction and modelling (Beyer, 1987; Mannion, 2001; Spalding & Wilson, 
2002; Cameron et al, 2006). This kind of personal reflection has been translated into 
more formal processes often caOOHGµUHIOHFWLYHSUDFWLFH¶.ROE$FFRUGLQJWR%RXG
et al (1985), effective learning will not occur unless you reflect.  
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To do this, you must think of a particular moment in time, ponder over it, go back 
through it and only then you will gain new insights into different aspects of the situation. 
Kolb (1984) and others have suggested that formal reflection and discussion around 
practice can lead to development and improvement in practice. This is shown through 
an experiential learning cycle illustrated below. 
)LJXUH.ROE¶VOHDUQLQJF\FOH 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
McClure (2005) suggests that if you follow this cycle in a clockwise direction you will see 
that after having had an experience the student has to reflect on what he/she saw or 
did, by reviewing the whole situation in his/her mind. Eventually the student will probably 
come up with ideas for approaching the situation differently next time.  
Action 
 
Concerned with trying out 
the new ideas as a result of 
the learning from earlier 
experience and reflection 
Reflective 
 
Concerned with reviewing 
the event or experience in 
your mind and exploring 
what you did and how you 
and others felt about it. 
Experience 
 
Concerned with something 
that has happened to you or 
that you have done. 
Concerned with adopting 
your new ideas into practice 
Conceptualisation 
 
Concerned with developing 
an understanding of what 
happened by seeking more 
information and forming new 
ideas about what ways of 
doing things in the future  
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He/she will then try out their ideas to see if they are effective. He/she will thus complete 
the learning cycle and start over again with a view to refining his/her actions. This is an 
ongoing process, so we will never achieve perfection. We will always find other ways of 
doing things based on our learning from previous experiences.  
This model of professional learning has as its strengths action research; however; its 
ZHDNQHVVHV DUH LW LV D UHVWULFWLYH PRGHO IRU µLQQHU¶ ZRUOG UHVHDUFK 7KHUH DUH PDQ\
FULWLFV RI .ROE¶V WKHRU\ namely it is too strict and does not cater for what happens in 
reality. According to Jeffs and Smith (1999) in reality, these things may be happening all 
at once. Rogers, (1996) for example, points out that ³OHDUQLQJLQFOXGHVJRDOVSXUSRVHV
intentions, choice and decision-making, and it is not at all clear where these elements fit 
LQWR WKH OHDUQLQJ F\FOH´ (p.108). The empirical support for the model is weak (Jarvis 
1987; Tennant 1997). The initial research base was small, and there have only been a 
limited number of studies that have sought to test or explore the model (such as Jarvis 
)XUWKHUPRUHWKHOHDUQLQJVW\OHLQYHQWRU\µKDVQRFDSDFLW\WRPHDVXUHWKHGHJUHH
RI LQWHJUDWLRQRI OHDUQLQJVW\OHV¶7HQQDQW 1997, p.92). The results are based solely on 
the way learners rate themselves. It does not rate learning style preferences through 
standards or behaviour, as some other personal style inventories do, and it only gives 
relative strengths within the individual learner, not in relation to others. Nonetheless, 
.ROE¶VFRQWULEXWLRQVFDQQRWEHXQGHUHVWLPDWHG:KDWHYHUWKHLU limitations, by presenting 
a model of experience in a scientific form, he has helped move educational thought from 
the focus of the instructor back to the learner. In relation to my own work this theory is 
useful in re-assessing and developing my students and my own practices and 
experiences.  
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:KHWKHU LW¶V WKH DVVHVVPHQW RI D JURXS RI VWXGHQWV RU WKH LGHQWLILFDWLRQ RI ZKDW KDV
been learnt this system helps in its identification of a process of development. Although 
.ROE¶VF\FOH LV WKHEDVLVRIPDQ\ UHIOHFtive activities and frameworks undertaken in a 
professional context, there are many others (Schon, 1983; Gibbs, 1988; Johns, 1995; 
Bolton, 2001). 
Nursing practice for example has well established systems and processes, which 
encourage self reflection (Johns, 1995; 2000; Richardson & Maltby, 1995; Foster & 
Greenwood, 1998; Heath, 1998). Secondly as an assessment method, reflective 
journals do not only provide evidence of understanding of content knowledge, reflection, 
professional judgment and application, but also enhance critical self-reflection and self-
DZDUHQHVV %LJJV  2¶5RXUNH  DQG LPSURYH VWXGHQW DVVHVVPHQW
performance (Conner-Greene, 2000; Gleaves et al, 2007; 2008). Professional education 
in general should develop in students their own conceptions and theories of the 
profession which allow them to generate best practice. To achieve this aim, professional 
HGXFDWLRQ LQYROYHV QRW RQO\ GHYHORSLQJ VWXGHQWV¶ FRPSHWHQFLHV LQ FRQWHQW NQRZOHGJH
and professional attitudes, but also provides opportunities for students to reflect on their 
experience and practice in order that they might see how their practice could be 
improved. In fact, developing reflective practitioners has become the core element in 
many professional education programmes such as medical, nursing and teacher 
education (Tang, 2002). Although qualitative research is often criticized because of 
research assumptions that studies with smaller numbers of subjects lack 
generalisability, Kvale (1996) made the argument that each case contains an immense 
number of observations of single individuals.  
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In other words, the focus on single cases makes it possible to investigate linkages 
between the individual and the situation and to gain understanding of the relationship 
between the context and behaviour. As each student in the current study completed a 
reflective diary their experiences are reported using their own words, thus creating a 
µVWRU\¶WKDWLVULFKDQGPXOWLGLPHQVLRQDO 
I asked each student to keep a reflective diary of their learning in every session of the 
exercise. As this was a relatively new experience for most of the students, a prescribed 
format of the diary was given (See Appendix E). Students were free to write as much or 
as little as they wanted under each heading, the only stipulation being that at the end of 
each clinical/laboratory session they would complete the required page in their diary. All 
GLDU\UHFRUGLQJFRQVLVWHGRIGD\HDFKZHHNFRUUHVSRQGLQJWRVWXGHQWV¶DWWHQGDQFHRQ
clinics and the technical laboratory each Wednesday. At the end of each session, 
students were expected to answer the questions; what they had done during the 
session, the outcome of the session, the problems they encountered and how they were 
handled, what they would do again / what they would not do again / what was a mistake 
and any follow up action plan. These questions were designed to assist students to 
revisit and reflect on what they had learned during the session, and to identify areas 
where they encountered problems and how they planned to resolve them. The last and 
most important part of the reflective diary was a self-reflection section in which the 
students were required to focus on their thoughts about the session, for example, how 
they felt in the clinic/laboratory and how their patient felt, again, students could write as 
much or little as they wanted to.  
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3.32 The focus group 
 
By virtue of their flexibility, focus groups have emerged as a powerful tool in academic 
research (Davies, 1999) and are becoming an important method for conducting 
qualitative research in health care (Calderon et al, 2000). The focus group was chosen 
because it was thought to be a supportive environment that would encourage 
GLVFXVVLRQDQGVKDULQJRIWKHVWXGHQW¶VH[SHULHQFHVWKHUHIRUHSURYLGLQJDULFKVRXUFHRI 
data (Goodman et al, 2006). .LW]LQJHU  GHILQHV D IRFXV JURXS DV ³discussions 
organised to explore a specific set of issues in which the group focuses on some kind of 
FROOHFWLYH DFWLYLW\´. (p.103). Similarly, Beck, Trombetta & Share (1986) describe the 
focus group as ³DQLQIRUPDOGLVFXVVLRQDPRQJVHOHFWHGLQGLYLGXDOVDERXWVSHFLILFWRSLFV
UHOHYDQW WR WKHVLWXDWLRQ LQKDQG´ (p.73). One big advantage of the focus group is the 
bringing together of participants for group interviews. It allows the facilitator to elicit 
often deeper and richer data from a number of participants in one session, thus avoiding 
time consuming individual interviews (Thomas et al, 1995). Krueger & Casey (2000), 
while describing in detail the advantages and disadvantages of focus groups, point out 
when to use focus-group interviews and when not to use them. The uniqueness of a 
focus group is its ability to generate data based on the synergy of the group interaction 
(Green et al, 2003). The members of the group should, therefore, feel comfortable with 
each other and engage in discussion. Krueger & Casey (2000) point out that for some 
LQGLYLGXDO¶V VHOI-disclosure is natural and comfortable, while for others it requires trust 
and effort. Krueger (1994) believes rich data can only be generated if individuals in the 
group are prepared to engage in the discussion and, for this reason, advocates the use 
of a homogenous group.  
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Thomas et al, (1995) recommends that participants should not know each other, thus 
encouraging more honest and spontaneous expression of views and a wider range of 
responses. Kitzinger (1994) on the other hand, advocates the use of pre-existing groups 
when exploring for example, sensitive and personal issues as there is already an extent 
of trust amongst the members of the group, which will encourage the expression of 
views. This factor is particularly important when very little information is available on the 
topic under investigation as is the case in the current study. The idea was to learn from 
the experiences of both the trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental 
students. The focus group seemed to have a strong advantage here; the interaction of 
the group can provide an explicit basis for exploring an issue in a way which allows the 
researcher to find out why an issue is salient, as well as what is salient about it 
(Morgan, 1988). As a result the gap between what people say and what they do can 
better be understood (Lankshear, 1993). If multiple understandings and meanings are 
revealed by participants, multiple explanations of their behaviour and attitudes will be 
more readily articulated. Robson (2002) suggests a number of advantages of using the 
focus group, such as the way in which participants tend to provide their own checks and 
balances. In this way extreme views tend to be weeded out. Loftland et al (1984) noted 
that focus groups allow people more time to reflect and recall experiences and 
something that one person mentions can spur memories and opinions in others.  
 
Johnson (1997) argues from a critical realist perspective that they ³KDYHFRQVLGHUDEOH
SRWHQWLDO WR UDLVH FRQVFLRXVQHVV DQG HPSRZHU SDUWLFLSDQWV´ (p.517). Group dynamics 
help to focus on the most important topics and it is fairly easy to assess the extent to 
which there is a consistent and shared view. 
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 Another advantage of focus groups is that they can be beneficial to the participants 
WKHPVHOYHV)RQWDQDHWDOPHQWLRQVEULHIO\WKDWIRFXVJURXSVDUHµVWLPXODWLQJ¶WR
participants. However, the methodology for managing focus groups calls for skill and 
experience if they are to be done well (Basch, 1987; Kitzinger, 1994b). The facilitator or 
moderator running the focus group must balance between an active and a passive role 
in order to generate interest and discussion about a particular topic without leading the 
group to reinforce existing expectations or confirm a hypothesis. Clearly there are 
advantages in having an observer present who can be involved in the running of the 
group. Data collection is usually done by means of audio recording but good practice 
demands that a written record is made.  
 
Group size is central to the success of the focus group method, yet opinions vary 
UHJDUGLQJ WKH µLGHDO VL]H¶ IRU D IRFXV JURXS ZLWK WKH OLWHUDWXUH SRLQWLQJ WR DQ RSWLPDO
number of 8-10 participants (Frey et al, 1991; Stewart et al, 1990) or 6-12 participants 
(Morgan, 1997). Fewer than 6 people may not be enough to stimulate dialogue, and 
more than 12 may be too many for all the participants to get a chance to express their 
points of view (Folch-Lyon et al, 1981). However, groups have been reported as small 
as 3 participants to naturally occurring groups as large as 20 (Morgan, 1997, Pugsley, 
1996). In my research, focus group meetings took place within one week of completion 
RIWKHSDWLHQW¶VWUHDtment. 
 
Two groups of six 3rd year undergraduate dental students, one group of six 4th year 
undergraduate dental students and six trainee dental technicians took part in focus 
group meetings at the end of year one.  
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At the end of year 2, two different groups of five 3rd year undergraduate dental students, 
one group of five 4th year undergraduate dental students and five trainee dental 
technicians took part in focus group meetings. In total six focus group meetings were 
held over a two year period with two different cohorts of students. Separate focus 
groups between the undergraduate dental students and the trainee dental technicians 
were considered likely to be most productive. Greater homogeneity would encourage 
more free-flowing discussions and would facilitate comparison between the two groups 
(Kitzinger & Barbour, 1999; Morgan, 1997). It was felt that having mixed groups might 
inhibit the students from discussing their experiences openly.  
 
I approached the focus groups with a view to generating questions that naturally 
HPHUJHGDQGWKDWIROORZHGWKHOHDGRIWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶QDWXUDODWWHQWLRQWRWRSLFVZLWKLQ
the conversation, although there were some questions to which I particularly wanted 
answers (Appendix F); 
x What benefits if any did you gain from the shared learning exercise? 
x :DVWKHUHDQ\WKLQJWKDWZDVQ¶WRIEHQHILWIURPWKHH[HUFLVH" 
x Were you conscious of any barriers to learning during the exercise? 
x Did you feel the patient gained benefit from the exercise? 
x How could the exercise be improved? 
In the IRFXVJURXSV , WULHG WR IDFLOLWDWH WKH UHOHDVHRI WKHVWXGHQWV¶VWRULHV IURP WKHVH
DFFRXQWV RI WKH H[SHULHQFH , SUREHG WKH VXEMHFWV¶ GLDORJXH IRU UHOHYDQW GHSWK LQ WKH
hope of facilitating the telling of stories that painted detailed stories of their experiences.  
Initially my inexperience as a facilitator showed as I felt I could have encouraged the 
more reserved and quiet students within the group to participate more in the discussion. 
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However, this changed over the course of the first two focus groups as I became more 
experienced and confident in facilitating each group. Krueger, (1994) Burrows & 
Kendall, (1997) stress the important role of the group facilitator should not be 
underestimated. A skilful moderator can create an environment in which participants 
can feel relaxed and encouraged to engage and exchange views and ideas about an 
issue (Kitzinger, 1994; 1995). Talk can only become research data if it is captured, 
recorded and transcribed into a format that can be analysed. A combination of note 
taking and audio tape recording were used for the purposes of data collection. I also 
enlisted the help of a colleague who acted as an observer and took notes during the 
interviews. In the transcribing stage, I transformed data from oral speech to written text. 
This procedure enabled me to prepare the interview material from the recorded tapes 
for analysis. The transformation from oral to written mode involved judgment and was 
GRQHFDUHIXOO\ WR UHIOHFW WKH LQWHUYLHZHH¶VZRUGVYHUEDWLP WKHGHVLUH WRFRUUHFW µHUURUV¶
was avoided in the endeavour to preserve the sequence of whole, meaningful words 
(Silverman, 1993). I enlisted the help of a transcriber who typed up interviews in 
Microsoft Word.  
 
 
3.33 5HVHDUFKHU¶VILHOGQRWHV 
 
Field notes are key evidence of the UHVHDUFKHU¶VDFWLYLWLHVLQWKHILHOGDQGDUHDPHDQV
of faithfully documenting all types of conversations, observations and incidents at the 
research site (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). But in addition, field notes are important in 
recording contextual material that represents impressions about the process of the 
research.  
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'XULQJ WKH GDWD DQDO\VLV VWDJH RI DQ\ UHVHDUFK D UHVHDUFKHU¶V MRXUQDO FDQ SURYLGH
unique insights. Reviewing the information in the journal can lead to new levels of 
reflexivity as emergent themes and subjectivities begin to emerge. Within this study, this 
last element was particularly critical during the phenomenological focus group 
LQWHUYLHZV ZKHUH P\ DWWHPSWV DW µEUDFNHWLQJ¶ 7KRPSVRQ  ZHUH FULWLFDO WR
understanding the way in which the concept of shared learning was allowed to emerge. 
Furthermore, during analysis the field notes served as another data source to test 
consistency within the data. 
 
3.4 Data quality procedures 
 
Within a research study, data quality is achieved through trustworthiness of the 
transparent and systematic collection of data, using credible and ethical procedures 
throughout, and finally, allowing the findings and procedures to be openly and freely 
scrutinised by others (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). In this section, I examine the 
procedures for enhancing data quality in its widest sense. 
 
3.41 Trustworthiness 
 
Trustworthiness is achieved by the systematic collection of data, using rigorous and 
transparent research procedures, and allowing the procedures and findings to be open 
to systematic critical analysis from others (Rossman & Rallis, 2003; Lincoln & Guba, 
1985). For me the process has been the most humanistic and probably the most honest 
approach to enable me to include all that I could in the data gathering part of the 
research. Trustworthiness thus necessitates attention to associated issues of credibility, 
triangulation, integrity, transferability and dependability.  
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The fundamental question that underpins the trustworthiness of qualitative research 
findings is: ³+RZFDQDQLQTXLUHUSHUVXDGHKLVRUKHUDXGLHQFHVWKDWWKHILQGLQJVRIDQ
LQTXLU\DUHZRUWKSD\LQJDWWHQWLRQWRZRUWKWDNLQJDFFRXQWRI"´ (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 
p.301). This research will employ three mechanisms through which trustworthiness can 
be established, which are: engagement with the participants and data; triangulation; and 
not least, participant feedback. Engagement means that the researcher spends a 
significant amount of time in the setting with the participants to ensure an encompassing 
view of the issues under study, and so for the purpose of this study, the researcher 
observed and engaged with the students once a week during the period of the study, 
over two academic years.  
 
Qualitative inquiry strives to achieve an understanding of how people co-construct their 
life-world as meaningful. Not only do humans possess consciousness, but this 
consciousness is also a creative participant in the relationship between people and their 
experience of the world. People are creative co-contributors to their life-world, and 
µUHDOLW\¶ LV FR-FRQVWUXFWHG EHWZHHQ SHRSOH 7KH WHUP µFR-FRQVWUXFW¶ UHIHUV WR WKH ZD\
people construct their life-world (Husserl 1997), through their talk (narratives), through 
their actions, through their systems of meaning, through their memories, through their 
rituals and institutions and through the ways in which they physically and materially 
shape the world. The concept of reality as co-created implies that there may be many 
alternative or complementary definitions or understandings of reality (Valle, King & 
Halling, 1989; Slife & Williams, 1995; Drew, 2001; McLeod, 2001). McLeod (2001) 
suggests that there are three areas within which qualitative inquiry produces useful new 
forms of knowing.  
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These are knowledge of the other, involving a category of persons such as in this study, 
dental students; knowledge of phenomena categories of events and reflexive 
knowledge where the researcher turns his or her attention on to his or her own internal 
processes. Qualitative inquiry involves the exploration and mapping of meaning 
systems within all of these areas of human experience. 
3.42 Credibility  
There are many strategies for improving the credibility of findings and interpretations 
produced in qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Several strategies for 
enhancing credibility of the research process and the findings have been employed in 
this research, including adherence to ethical protocols, protection of the confidentiality 
and rights of participants, liaison with individuals providing access to the participants, 
prolonged exposure to the participants, deep immersion in the field, member checks 
and not least triangulation. Rossman & Rallis (2003) stressed that prolonged 
engagement in the field ensures that the researcher acquires an encompassing view of 
the phenomenon under study. 
Member checks or participant feedback is one of the single most important aspects of 
ensuring credibility in research (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). 
These allow for interpretations of thH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ YLHZSRLQW E\ HQVXULQJ D JRRG ILW
between the interpretation placed on the data by the researcher and the precise content 
of the feedback. Participant feedback occurred during the analytical phase (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985).  
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Through the cyclical process of data collection and analysis participants were engaged 
LQFRQYHUVDWLRQVFRQFHUQLQJWKHUHVHDUFKHUV¶LQWHUSUHWDWLRQVDQGHPHUJLQJLQVLJKWV This 
allowed the group to judge the accuracy and fidelity of the data, the analyses, my 
interpretations and conclusions. Note taking was used to record these conversations. 
Triangulation is another mechanism by which research credibility may be enhanced. 
There are four types of triangulation: methods, data, investigator, and theory (Rossman 
& Rallis, 2003). Accordingly, two of these may significantly improve the credibility of any 
study ± method and data triangulation.  
Method triangulation is the use of multiple research methods to gain sources of 
information to study a particular phenomenon, whilst data triangulation is achieved by 
collecting data multiple sources with multiple participants, over a period of time. Within 
this research study, both forms occurred through the use of reflective diaries, focus 
group interviews, and multiple exposures to the participants, and, not least, other 
methods such as observation and metaphor. All these were carried out over the period 
of two academic years from October through to July.    
3.43 Justification of the sampling strategies 
 
It is necessary to justify the sampling procedures that were used in this study. 
Qualitative researchers that rely on small samples to study the diversity and complexity 
inherent in human phenomena are sometimes criticized (McPherson & Thorne, 2006). 
In total, there were 44 participants in this research, representing (22 third year 
undergraduate dental students, 11 fourth year undergraduate dental students and 11 
trainee dental technicians).  
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There are several ways a small research sample can be justified in qualitative research. 
Researchers ofWHQFLWHH[SOLFLWQXPHULFVXJJHVWLRQVVXFKDV.X]HO¶VVXJJHVWLRQ
WKDW ILYH WR HLJKWSDUWLFLSDQWV DUH VXIILFLHQW IRU KRPRJHQRXV JURXSV RU0RUVH¶V 
estimate that six is a reasonable number for a qualitative study. These numbers are 
cited as if they represent a general justification for the value of studies with small 
samples. However, it is a practice that essentially isolates them from the methodological 
context in which they were intended (McPherson & Thorne, 2006). In this study, the 
sample reflects the reality of the numbers of dental technicians in training compared to 
undergraduate dental students.  
 
 
3.44 Transferability 
 
Transferability refers to how well a researcher exposes their findings and provides 
sufficient detail in order that other subsequent researchers may determine the utility of 
the findings for their own research (Houston, 1990). According to Geertz (1973) analysis 
is a determination of the significance of findings that may be enhanced with thick, rich 
description of culture, and as a result, this is a mechanism that ultimately aids 
transferability. Every effort was made to write and analyze using thick descriptive 
frameworks within this research. Purposive sampling within research also assists with 
trustworthiness, integrity and credibility (Patton, 2002). With purposive sample, the 
context, the events and the participants are chosen based upon their ability to provide a 
wealth of research information concerning the research question (Miles & Huberman, 
1994).  
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The interpretations and analysis of data in this study was dependent on specific 
contexts and interactive dynamics between many individuals. In a quantitative study this 
aspect of the study might be regarded to impede the possibility for external validity.  
 
In qualitative research, however, interpretation is reliant on thick description (Patton, 
2002). From comprehensive and detailed descriptions of the language used by the 
undergraduate dental students and trainee dental technicians it was possible to improve 
the studies transferability. Others for example, may be interested in applying the 
findings of this study to their own work. To assist with this decision the thick description 
of the experiences of the undergraduate dental students and trainee dental technicians 
involvement in the shared learning exercise are provided. The fact that another may 
interpret the same data set differently depending on the choice of theoretical 
perspective should be recognised. However, the more interpretations researchers can 
make of complex phenomena the more knowledgeable society becomes. Indeed, it is 
through this system of proposal and critique that it will be possible for theories of identity 
to progress and develop. Interpretations of the influence that shared learning has on the 
way undergraduate dental students and trainee dental technicians develop their 
professional identities should resonate with other readers who are involved with the 
education of these two professional groups. Further investigations of the influence of the 
effects of shared learning on undergraduate dental students and trainee dental 
technicians identity formation will make a valuable contribution to these interpretations. 
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3.45 Dependability 
This concept addresses the consistency of data and processes over time within the 
research study (Kvale, 1996). Methods for establishing dependability in qualitative 
research include the triangulation of data, the transparency of research, and the 
maintenance of systematic and transparent records, databases and audit trails. 
Triangulation of data occurred through the use of reflective diaries, focus group 
interviews, and multiple exposures to the participants, and, not least, other methods 
such as observation and metaphor. All of these were carried out over the period of two 
academic years, from October through to July. Transparency occurred through the 
extent to which the researcher has described precisely how the raw data were collected, 
how the data analysis was carried out, and finally, how the findings were derived from 
the data analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Keeping detailed records and establishing 
a clear audit trail is another method of establishing dependability (Rossman & Rallis, 
2003).  
 
In this research study, records have been meticulously maintained throughout, with 
archives of recordings, field notes, personal writings and transcriptions. In addition, 
databases containing details of dates, times, places and other information have been 
PDLQWDLQHGDQGEDFNHGXS IRUVDIHNHHSLQJDQG WKH UHVHDUFKHU¶VGHVLUH WRPDke them 
available for auditing purposes. All researchers need to establish high standards for 
integrity, trustworthiness, credulity and rigour in their work. I have aimed to do this 
throughout my project, making every effort to be highly self-critical and transparent in all 
my practices, and spending a great deal of time in cross checking every procedure and 
process carried out. 
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3.46 Issues of generalizability 
 
It must be acknowledged that the findings of this study do not seek to be generalizable. 
The small sample size allowed for the rich thick description of shared learning. It did not 
however, allow for generalisable claims to be made about shared learning. No claims 
about generalizability or truths are made in this thesis. In qualitative research, the 
adequacy of the sample size is determined by the depth and richness of the data 
(Hanson, 2006). The focus is on the generation of rich, thick descriptions of the 
phenomena of shared learning rather than the pursuit of truth or generalizable 
arguments. 
3.5 Data management and analysis 
In any research project, data management and analysis is informed by the research 
questions of the study. In the case of this particular study they are: 
1. :KDW DUH WKH LQGLYLGXDO VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV DQG SHUFHSWLRQV RI WKHLU WHDm 
working skills and group dynamics? 
2. What are the possible consequences for future team working in both clinical and 
laboratory settings as a result of the shared learning programme? 
3. 'RHV VKDUHG OHDUQLQJ SURPRWH D EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶
professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork? 
4. How far are these aims successfully accomplished as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by the programme in this study?  
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3.51 Data management 
Data needs to be coded according to the source of information, since this is important 
within the later analysis process (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Coding was an important 
initial phase that preceded the in depth data analysis. The coding procedures used for 
each of the texts are described in this section. A multileveled approach, incorporating 
inductive and deductive methods was used to code and analyse the texts. The total 
volume of text generated by the reflective diaries and focus group interviews was 
copious. Forty four separate diaries were returned along with the transcripts from six 
focus group interviews.  
3.52 Data analysis 
There were four coherent data sets within this study; the reflective diaries from the 
shared learning exercise; focus group interview data, field notes and multiple exposures 
to the participants. The constant comparative method was chosen for the overall data 
analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Maykut & Morehouse, 1994), 
although some data, for example, phenomenological, was analyzed primarily in terms of 
particular processes fitted for the sensitivity of the data gathering methodology. 
According to Maykut and Morehouse (1994), the constant comparative method is an 
³LQGXFWLYH FDWHJRU\ FRGLQJ ZLWK VLPXOWDQHRXV FRPSDULVRQ RI DOO XQLWV RI PHDQLQJ
REWDLQHG´S7Kis approach assists in identifying codes and patterns in the data 
and then in categorizing the findings (Anfara et al, 2002). The constant comparative 
method enables the researcher to determine similarities and differences through each 
new unit of analysis from which categories can be created.  
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This iterative and incremental data analysis process allows for clarification and honing 
of categories during the analysis process. Interrogation of the categories may reveal 
patterns and relationships across categories that can be integrated to gain a greater 
understanding of the phenomenon of interest. For this research study, there were four 
primary sources of data: the reflective diaries; focus group interview data, field notes 
and multiple exposures to the participants.  All of the data were thus in word form. The 
primary source of data for each participant was the reflective diaries and the transcripts 
from the focus group data. Open coding was the first process in the analysis of this 
data, according to Strauss and Corbin (1990); open coding is the process of breaking 
down, examining, comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing data. In open coding, 
the researcher examines the text of memos, field notes and transcripts from interviews 
for salient categories of information. In order to begin the open coding process, I read all 
transcripts thoroughly for accuracy and selected a random sample of focus group 
interviews to verify by listening to the audio tape while reading the transcriptions. After 
all the reflective diaries and transcripts from the focus group interviews had been 
carefully read, I formulated tables to collect the data (See Appendix G & H). The tables 
incorporated the questions from the reflective diaries and focus groups, the 
quotes/narratives, the context in which they were reported and by whom and finally the 
date. Following this I started to interpret the concepts and domains arising from the 
quotes and narratives given by the students. As a result, an initial list of start codes 
were developed which consisted of words or phrases. Miles & Huberman (1994) 
recommended a provisional list of start codes, which can be expanded, refined, 
modified, and discarded, if needed, during the coding process.  
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The initial codes or categories that surfaced in the data represented the first level of 
analysis. According to Miles & Huberman (1994), inductive coding involves the use of 
provisional codes during initial data collection. New concepts emerged throughout the 
process of open coding. In order to incorporate a new concept, I had to revisit text from 
the reflective diaries and focus group interviews. This back-and-forth process helped me 
to feel immersed in the data and generated categories which created a stratified list 
allowing me to move on to axial coding. LaRossa (2005) states that open coding is not 
just about grouping concepts together but also about arraying concepts. This process 
involves taking similar concepts and placing them under a higher level heading. 
According to van den Hoonaard (1997), this first approach to the data is systematic and 
time consuming.  
 
3.53 Axial coding 
 
The second stage of the data coding process involved axial coding. Based on 
theoretical insights developed through coding, the researcher generates sensitizing 
concepts. SensitizLQJ FRQFHSWV DUH XVXDOO\ FORVHO\ WLHG WR SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ WKRXJKWV DQG
words. During this level of analysis, codes were constantly compared and contrasted, 
then categorised. Initial sensitizing concepts were dropped as more definite concepts 
emerged through the research process (Marsiglio, 2003). During this level of analysis, 
GRPDLQV HPHUJHG IURP WKH VWXGHQW¶V TXRWHVQDUUDWLYHV VXFK DV GHFLVLRQ PDNLQJ DQG
professional judgement with the emerging themes of learning and communication. 
Other domains included collaboration, patient care, awareness, treatment plan and 
professional identity/role definition. These domains became part of a tree node system 
with a number of themes.  
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For example, themes for collaboration included cooperation, and teamwork. The same 
process was repeated for the data from the focus group interviews. In axial coding, new 
connections are made between categories and subcategories defined in open coding 
and as a result many domains and themes were written, discarded, or reformulated 
during this process until saturation of the categories had been achieved. According to 
LaRossa (2005), the difference between open coding and axial coding is that in open 
coding, the researcher is essentially developing the categories while in axial coding, the 
relationship between or among categories is explicitly examined. Strauss and Corbin 
(1990) defined four features of relating categories: causal conditions, context, 
intervening conditions, and consequences. Conditions of time, culture, economic status, 
history, and individual biography must be managed through the axial coding process. 
This four-featured process of axial coding enabled me to relate subcategories to a 
category and verify statements against the data. 
 
3.54 Selective coding 
 
In the third and final SKDVHVHOHFWLYHFRGLQJGDWDZHUHLQWHUSUHWHGWREXLOGDµVWRU\¶WKDW
connects the categories defined through open and axial coding (Creswell, 1998). 
Understanding a story line involves giving the central phenomenon a name. According 
to LaRossa (2005), the central phenomenon or core variable is the one variable 
generated during coding that is theoretically saturated and centrally relevant. In other 
words, it is the variable that pulls the others together to form an explanatory whole.  
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Based on all coded categories, the variables for the trainee dental technicians and 
XQGHUJUDGXDWHGHQWDOVWXGHQW¶VH[SHULHQFHVRIWKHVHVKDUHGOHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHVZHUH
subsumed under the central domains and themes from the reflective diary 
quotes/narratives and focus group interviews.  
 
The final level of data analysis represented the building of evidence and coherence of 
the data and involved application of the data to theoretical constructs and theories 
(Anfara et al, 2002). During selective coding, I also invited a select group of participants 
to review the findings. As a qualitative researcher, I was prepared to find how the data 
supported or negated my assumptions. In order to complete the analysis, I needed to 
check with the participants whose stories I was going to tell. I brought them a list of 
central concepts and excerpts of my results. No names were used to protect the 
confidentiality of all participants in the study. From the analysis and reduction of the 
data from the reflective diaries, six major domains were identified that accurately and 
IDLWKIXOO\FKDUDFWHUL]HGWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶EHOLHIVWKRXJKWVDQGSUDFWLFHV: 
x Decision making and professional judgement 
x Collaboration 
x Patient care 
x Awareness 
x Treatment plan 
x Professional identity, role definition 
These closely aligned with the research questions. Figure 10 (p.142) is a Diagrammatic 
Representation of the Relationship between Research purposes, Research questions, 
and the Major Domains emerging from the data.  
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Table 3 (p.144) is a chart of the reflective diary questions, the corresponding major 
domains that each addresses, and the 12 themes arising out of the saturated 
interrogation of the data.  
These themes were: 
x Learning/Communication 
x Cooperation/Teamwork 
x Reflection/Problem solving 
x Familiarity/Proactive 
x Involvement/Interaction 
x Relationship/Confidence 
From the analysis and reduction of the data from the focus group interviews, five major 
domains were identified WKDW DFFXUDWHO\ DQG IDLWKIXOO\ FKDUDFWHUL]HG WKH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶
beliefs, thoughts and practices: 
x UnderstandLQJRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROH 
x Apprehension 
x Awkwardness 
x Awareness of responsibility to patients 
x Preparation 
 
Table 4 (p.156) is a chart of the focus group questions, the corresponding major 
domains that each addresses, and the 10 themes arising out of the saturated 
interrogation of the data.  
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These themes were: 
x Collaboration/Team work 
x Concern/Anxiety 
x Attitude/Uneasiness 
x Communication/Understanding 
x Information/Equality 
   
Within Chapter Four ± the Findings ± the 11 domains as outlined above are used to 
structure the raw data elicited from the individual participants. Subsequently, in Chapter 
Five, the eleven themes are used to analyze the key overarching elements of the 
research. In the Findings Chapter, presented next, these domains are presented in the 
context of sections. After a great deal of thought concerning how best to represent both 
the themes that emerged out of the rich lived narratives of the phenomenological 
reflective diaries and the transcript data from the focus group interviews, it was decided 
that the best narrative structure was as narrative stories. The participants speak through 
their lived experience of being a trainee dental technician/undergraduate dental student 
mediated through the eleven domains that emerged out of those very experiences 
themselves.  
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS 
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
The findings of an investigation into the benefits to shared learning between trainee 
dental technicians and undergraduate dental students are reported in this chapter. Two 
purposes defined this study. One purpose was: 
 
x To gain an in-depth understanding of the experiences of trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students during shared learning 
opportunities. 
 
The research questions guiding this purpose were: 
x What are the individual VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV DQG SHUFHSWLRQV RI WKHLU WHDP
working skills and group dynamics? 
x What are the possible consequences for future team working in both clinical and 
laboratory settings as a result of the shared learning programme? 
The second purpose was: 
x To examine whether interprofessional learning between trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students offered any professional and 
occupational specific disciplinary developmental benefits or disadvantages. 
The research questions guiding this purpose were: 
x 'RHV VKDUHG OHDUQLQJ SURPRWH D EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶
professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork? 
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x  How far are these aims successfully accomplished as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by the programme in this study?  
$ QDUUDWLYH LV XVHG WR IUDPH WKH ILQGLQJV IURP WKH SDUWLFLSDQW¶V ZLWKLQ WKLV VWXG\ $Q
H[HPSODUTXRWH LVXVHGWRUHSUHVHQWWKHSDUWLFLSDQW¶VSUDFWLFHVDQGH[SHULHQFHVRI WKH
shared learning experience. Each narrative is presented in two sections. Section One, is 
DGHVFULSWLYHDQDO\VLVRIWKHSDUWLFLSDQW¶VSUDFWLFHVDQGH[SHULHQFHVIURPWKHLUUHIOHFWLYH
diaries and addresses the research questions tied to the first purpose of the study. In 
H[DPLQLQJ WKH UHODWLRQVKLS EHWZHHQ WKH VWXGHQW¶V SUDFWLces and experiences, the 
GLVFXVVLRQ LQ WKLV VHFWLRQ GUDZV KHDYLO\ RQ WKH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV WKDW ZHUH
offered to the researcher from the reflective diaries. Section Two, examines the second 
purpose of this study, which is an analysis of how shared learning promotes a better 
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶ SURIHVVLRQDO UROHV DQG HIIHFWLYH LQWHUSURIHVVLRQDO
teamwork, and examines prior beliefs and life experiences as well as identity formation 
issues. The first purpose of this study, understanding the experiences of trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students during shared learning opportunities is 
addressed by the domains, decision making and professional judgement, collaboration, 
patient care, awareness, treatment plan, professional identity, role definition. The 
second purpose, whether interprofessional learning between trainee dental technicians 
and undergraduate dental students offered any professional and occupational specific 
disciplinary developmental benefits is addressed by the domains, understanding one 
DQRWKHU¶V UROH DSSUHKHQVLRQ DZNZDUGQHVV DZDUHQHVV RI SDWLHQW UHVSRQVLELOLW\
preparation.  
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In order to clarify the narratives, Figure 10 represents the relationship between research 
purposes, research questions, and domains from the analysis of findings. Table 3 
illustrates the emerging themes from the questions in the reflective diaries and the 
relationships between the domains and the saturated and interrogated data, to reveal 
themes within. Table 4 illustrates the emerging themes from the focus group questions 
and the relationships between the domains and the saturated and interrogated data, to 
reveal themes within. 
 
4.2  Reflective diaries 
 
4.21 Decision making and professional judgement 
The first question in the diary asked the students what they did during each session. 
From this question the domain decision making and professional judgement emerged 
with the themes of learning and communication. Evidence of learning came from one 
trainee dental technician who reported on his experiences of working with the 
undergraduate dental students. His diary entry was very encouraging; he describes how 
he was learning from the undergraduate dental student and at the same time being 
GLUHFWO\LQYROYHGLQGHFLVLRQVUHJDUGLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶VWreatment plan:  
³«7KLV VHVVLRQZHQWZHOO DJDLQ ,ZDVDEOH WRJHW LQYROYHGVKDULQJRSLQLRQVDQGGLVFXVVLQJ
information before reaching agreement on the best way forward with the patients work. When 
the clinical tutor spoke he directed questions to both of us making me feel involved. The 
undergraduate is easy to get along with and I find it easy to ask him questions, I am learning 
TXLWHDELW,WKLQNWKLVSURYHVWKLVH[SHULHQFHLVZRUWKZKLOH´ (Trainee dental technician 29/10/2008) 
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Further evidence in support of the students learning from each other came from one of 
the 3rd year undergraduate dental students who described how the trainee technician 
had assisted them trimming their special trays and also how he had explained to them 
the reasons why he had made the trays larger than necessary:  
³«7KHWUDLQHHWHFKQLFLDQDVVLVWHGLQWULPPLQJWKHH[FHVVRIIWKHVSHFLDOWUD\DQGH[SODLQHGWKH
UHDVRQVZK\WKHWUD\KDGEHHQPDGHODUJHUWKDQQHFHVVDU\´ (3rd year undergraduate dental 
student 7/11/2007) 
One of the trainee technicians also described how he encouraged the 3rd year 
undergraduates he was working with to undertake some of the technical procedures 
themselves: 
³« :KHQ , ZDV ZRUNLQJ ZLWK WKH rd years I tried to encourage them to trim their trays 
themselves ± QRWEHFDXVH,GLGQ¶WZDQWWREHLQYROYHGEXWEHFDXVH,WKRXJKWDVWKH\KDGQHYHU
done it before it would be good for them to try it themselves. I also showed them how to hold the 
hand piece and where they should trim. I think they found it quite helpfuO´ (Trainee dental 
technician 7/11/2007) 
 
Diary entries also supported evidence that communication was taking place between 
the students and the patient. This was reported by one trainee technician who explained 
how he had spoken with both the patient and the undergraduate dental students as to 
what the proposed treatment plan would be for the patient over the coming weeks: 
³«6SRNHZLWKERWKSDWLHQWDQGXQGHUJUDGXDWHDVWRZKDW,ZRXOGEHGRLQJLQWKHQH[WFRXSOHRI
weeks. Patient seemed happy that I was onboard as problems she had experienced previously 
ZKHQKDYLQJGHQWXUHVPDGHLQWKHSDVW´(Trainee dental technician 17/09/2008) 
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Figure 10. Representation of the relationship between the research purposes, 
research questions, and the major domains emerging from the data. 
 
Research 
Purpose 
 
 
Purpose 1: 
To gain an in-depth understanding of the 
experiences of trainee dental technicians 
and undergraduate dental students during 
shared learning opportunities. 
Purpose 2: 
To examine whether interprofessional learning 
between trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students offered any 
professional and occupational specific disciplinary 
developmental benefits or disadvantages. 
 
Research 
Questions 
 
 :KDW DUH WKH LQGLYLGXDO VWXGHQWV¶
experiences and perceptions of their team 
working skills and group dynamics? 
2. What are the possible consequences for 
future team working in both clinical and 
laboratory settings as a result of the shared 
learning programme? 
 
3. Does shared learning promote a better 
unGHUVWDQGLQJRIHDFKRWKHUV¶SURIHVVLRQDOUROHVDQG
effective interprofessional teamwork? 
4. How far are these aims successfully accomplished 
as a result of the opportunities afforded by the 
programme in this study?  
Domains 
from 
Coding 
 
x Decision making and professional 
judgement 
x Collaboration 
x Patient care 
x Awareness 
x Treatment plan 
x Professional identity, role definition 
 
 
x 8QGHUVWDQGLQJRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROH 
x Apprehension 
x Awkwardness 
x Awareness of responsibility to patients 
x Preparation 
 
Themes 
from 
Coding 
 
x Learning/Communication 
x Cooperation/Teamwork 
x Reflection/Problem solving 
x Familiarity/Proactive 
x Involvement/Interaction 
x Relationship/Confidence 
 
 
x Collaboration/Team work 
x Concern/Anxiety 
x Attitude/Uneasiness 
x Communication/Understanding 
x Information/Equality 
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FurthHUHYLGHQFHIURPWKHVWXGHQW¶VGLDULHVVXSSRUWLQJWKHWKHPHRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQZDV
reported by a 4th year undergraduate dental student who said he had discussed the 
options on the shade and shape of the teeth with both the technician and the patient: 
³«%RWK the technician, patient and I discussed the options on the shade and mould of the 
WHHWK´(4th year undergraduate dental student 22/10/2008) 
 
The above diary entries support the themes of learning and communication, as an 
essential link in collaborative team work.  
 
4.22 Collaboration 
In terms of what the outcome of their treatment sessions had been; the main domain to 
arise from the data relating to this question was that of collaboration, that is the 
development of the relationship between the two groups of students with the emerging 
themes of cooperation and team work. Evidence of cooperation taking place was 
reported by one of the 4th year undergraduates in her diary entry, this student reported 
that by having the opportunity of working with the trainee dental technician she now had 
a much better understanding of the terminology used in partial denture construction:  
³«,QRZKDYHDPXFKEHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHWHFKQLFDOWHUPLQRORJ\XVHGLQSDUWLDOGHQWXUH
GHVLJQ´(4th year undergraduate dental student 21/09/2008) 
 
One trainee technician reported how as a result of working alongside the undergraduate 
dental student his confidence had grown: 
³ , QRZ IHHO PRUH FRPIRUWDEOH LQ YRLFLQJ P\ RSLQLRQ ZLWK ERWK WKH XQGHUJUDGXDWH GHQWDO
student and the patiHQW´(Trainee dental technician 10/12/2008) 
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Table 3. Emerging themes from reflective diaries 
 
Question Domain Themes 
 
What you did 
 
 
x Decision making 
and professional 
judgement 
 
 
x Learning  
x Communication 
 
 
Outcome 
 
 
x Collaboration 
 
x Cooperation 
x Team work 
 
 
Problems encountered 
/ handled 
 
 
x Patient care 
 
 
x Reflection 
x Problem solving 
 
What I would do again 
/ what I would not do 
again / what was a 
mistake 
 
x Awareness 
 
 
x Familiarity 
x Proactive 
 
Follow up / Action 
plan 
 
 
x Treatment plan 
 
 
x Involvement 
x Interaction 
 
 
Additional comments; 
possible comments 
about 
 
How I felt in the clinic / 
laboratory 
 
How the patient felt 
 
 
 
x Professional 
identity, 
role definition 
 
 
 
x Relationship 
x Confidence 
 
 
A diary entry made by another 4th year undergraduate dental student reported that both 
he and the trainee dental technician now understood exactly what their patient wanted: 
 ³«%RWK,DQGWKHWUDLQHHWHFKQLFLDQKDYHDWKRURXJKXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIZKDWWKHSDWLHQWZDQWV
from her dentures, her likes and dislikes. It also helped me appreciate the vital role of each one 
DVZHOODV WKH LPSRUWDQFHRIVKDULQJDQGGLVFXVVLQJ LQIRUPDWLRQ´ (4th year undergraduate dental 
student 24/10/2007) 
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Team work was the other theme to emerge and this was supported by one of the 
trainee dental technicians who gave this brief narrative on his experience working 
alongside the undergraduate dental students: 
³«7RGD\ZHQWYHU\ZHOO,IHOWUHOLHYHGDQGSOHDVHGWKDWHYHU\RQHZDVKDSS\ZLWKWKHILQLVKHG
look. The undergraduates asked if I could continue working with them as they found it extremely 
helpful having a technician at the chair side. This made me feel I had been helpful throughout 
the exercise and it had definitely been worthwhile, benefiting both myself and the 
undergraduates. Overall my opinion has changed from start to finish, from feeling useless and 
awkward at the start to feeling very helpful and comfortable to voice my opinion. This 
H[SHULHQFHKDVEHHQYHU\ZRUWKZKLOH´(Trainee dental technician 15/01/2009) 
 
This sentiment was echoed further in an excerpt from another trainee dental technicians 
diary entry describing her overall experience of the shared learning exercise: 
³«7KHSDWLHQW¶VGHQWXUHV ILWWHGZHOODOWKRXJKD OLWWOH WULPPLQJZDVUHTXLUHG7KHSDWLHQWZDV
very happy about the appearance and function of her dentures. Both the undergraduate and I 
received a Christmas card and box of chocolates from the patient. Overall I have enjoyed the 
experience and will definitely continue to work with the undergraduate. It was interesting to see 
thHZRUNWKDW,KDGGRQHLQWKHODEXVHGLQDFOLQLFDOFRQWH[W)URPWKHVHLQVLJKWV,¶PQRZEHWWHU
able to visualise what is needed for specific jobs such as trays and try-ins.  Hopefully, this will 
UHGXFHFKDLUVLGHWLPHVSHQWPRGLI\LQJP\ZRUN´ (Trainee dental technician 10/12/2008) 
 
The above diary entries provide evidence that cooperation and team work had taken 
place through shared learning and the development of skills by joint participation. Diary 
entries also supported evidence that communication was taking place between the 
students and the patient. This was reported by one trainee technician who explained 
how he had spoken with both the patient and the undergraduate dental students as to 
what the proposed treatment plan would be for the patient over the coming weeks: 
³«6SRNHZLWKERWKSDWLHQWDQGXQGHUJUDGXDWHDVWRZKDW,ZRXOGEHGRLQJLQWKHQH[WFRXSOHRI
weeks. Patient seemed happy that I was onboard due to the problems she had experienced 
SUHYLRXVO\ZKHQKDYLQJGHQWXUHVPDGHLQWKHSDVW´(Trainee dental technician 17/09/2008) 
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)XUWKHUHYLGHQFHIURPWKHVWXGHQW¶VGLDULHVVXSSRUWLQJWKHWKHPHRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQZDV
reported by another trainee technician who said he had discussed the options on the 
shade and shape of the teeth with both the undergraduate dental student and the 
patient: 
³«%RWKWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHWKHSDWLHQWDQG,GLVFXVVHGWKHRSWLRQVRQWKHVKDGHDQGPRXOGRI
WKHWHHWK´(Trainee dental technician 22/10/2008) 
 
The above diary entries support the themes of learning and communication, as an 
essential link in collaborative team work.  
 
4.23 Patient care 
With regard to the issues the students had encountered regarding their patients care 
during their sessions and how they were handled. From this question the themes of 
reflection and problem solving emerged. The theme of reflection was reported by one of 
the trainee dental technicians who commented on the fact that he should have trimmed 
his special trays shorter, having seen what the undergraduate had to work with in the 
clinic, he now understood why he would trim the trays shorter in the future:  
³«)URPDWHFKQLFLDQVSHUVSHFWLYH,ZRXOGLQWKHIXWXUHWULPP\WUD\VVOLJKWO\VKRUWHULQRUGHUWR
save time at the chair side as I usually leave them slightly overextended, yet by seeing what the 
GHQWLVW QHHGV WR ZRUN ZLWK LW KDV PDGH PH PRUH FRQVFLRXV RI P\ WUD\ H[WHQVLRQV´ (Trainee 
dental technician 7/11/2007) 
 
Further evidence of reflection came from another trainee dental technician who reported 
that now he had experienced working in a clinical environment he understood what 
needed to be done and he would be better prepared next time: 
³«,ZRXOGPDNHP\VHOIPRUHDZDUHRIWKHDFWXDOSURFHGXUHEHIRUH,JRRQWKHFOLQLFVR,ZRXOG
EHPRUHHIILFLHQWDQGFRQILGHQWEXWQRZ,¶YHH[SHULHQFHGLWRQFH, I think my pace and ability will 
EHEHWWHUQH[WWLPH´(Trainee dental technician 14/11/2007) 
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Further evidence from diary entries to support the theme of reflection was also voiced 
by one of the 3rd year undergraduate dental students who commented on how she had 
asked the trainee dental technician to make some alterations to the patients trial 
dentures, however, the trainee technician felt that the alterations he had been asked to 
make to the denture at the chair side had taken too long as he did not have the 
necessary experience and as a result the patient was kept waiting: 
³«1H[WWLPH,ZRXOGVXJJHVWWKDWIRUVXFKDODUJHQXPEHURIWHHWKWREHPRYHGWKHSDWLHQW
GLGQ¶WZDLWEXWFDPHEDFNIRUDQRWKHUDSSRLQWPHQW´ (3rd year undergraduate dental student 
28/11/2007) 
 
Problem solving was the other theme to emerge from this domain and this was reported 
on by one of the trainee dental technicians who said as this had been the first time on 
clinic for both himself and the undergraduate a lot of time was spent working out exactly 
what was to be done: 
³«$VLWZDVWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHVILUVWWLPHRQFOLQLFDORWRIWLPHZDVVSHQWZRUNLQJRXWH[DFWO\
ZKDW ZDV WR EH GRQH %XW EHWZHHQ XV ZH ZRUNHG WKURXJK WKH SUREOHPV´ (Trainee dental 
technician 24/10/2007) 
 
Further evidence to support the theme of problem solving was voiced by one of the 
trainee dental technicians in his diary entry. He describes how he shared opinions with 
the undergraduate dental students on what had taken place during one of the clinical 
sessions: 
³«:RUNHGWRJHWKHUWRGD\ZLWKWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHVVKDULQJRSLQLRQVRQYDULRXVIDFWRUVVXFKDV
OLSVXSSRUWFKRLFHRIPRXOGDQGVKDGHRIWHHWKUHTXLUHG´ (Trainee dental technician 21/11/2007) 
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One 3rd year undergraduate dental student shared her concerns whilst undertaking a 
jaw registration with her patient and how it had been helpful having the trainee 
technician present as he had been able to make a note of what the problem was which 
would help him when it came to setting the teeth in position in the laboratory: 
³« 7KH SDWLHQW KDV D KHDY\ ELWH FDXVLQJ WKH ORZHU EORFN WR VOLGH WR WKH ULJKW 7KH WUDLQHH
WHFKQLFLDQPDGHDQRWHRIWKLVZKLFKKHVDLGZRXOGKHOSZKHQKHFDPHWRVHWXSWKHWHHWK´ (3rd 
year undergraduate dental student 21/11/2007) 
 
Further evidence supporting the theme of problem solving was reported by a 4th year 
XQGHUJUDGXDWHZKRZDVIDFHGZLWKDSUREOHPVHDWLQJWKHSDWLHQW¶VGHQWXUHLQWKHPRXWK
and described how the trainee technician was able to identify the problem and correct 
this at the chair side: 
³«)UDPHZRUNZRXOGQRWVHDWRQWKHULJKWKDQGVLGHWKHWUDLQHHWHFKQLFLDQDGMXVWHGWKHFODVS
VRWKHIUDPHZRUNZRXOGVHDWSURSHUO\´ (4th year undergraduate dental student 15/05/2008) 
 
Overall quotes from both the undergraduate dental students and the trainee dental 
technicians diaries provided evidence that both sets of students had supported each 
other with regard to their patients care and overcome most of the problems they had 
encountered.  
 
4.24 Awareness 
In response to what they would do again/what they would not do again and what was a 
mistake. From this question the domain of awareness emerged with the themes of 
familiarity and being more proactive. Evidence to support the theme of familiarity was 
reported by one technician who stated that he would make sure for future appointments 
to familiarise himself with the materials he was using as this would save time and face 
in front of the patient:  
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³« 1HHG WR IDPLOLDULVH RXUVHOYHV PRUH ZLWK WKH PDWHULDOV EHIRUH ZH VWDUW VR ZH ORRN PRUH
efficient DQGFRQILGHQW2QFHDJDLQ WKRXJK LW¶V MXVW SUDFWLFHDQG ,¶PFRQILGHQWZLWK WLPH WKHVH
HUURUV ZLOO GLVDSSHDU , IRXQG WRGD\¶V VHVVLRQ SURGXFWLYH DQG , IHHO , ZRUNHG ZHOO ZLWK WKH
XQGHUJUDGXDWHGHQWDOVWXGHQW:HDFKLHYHGZKDWZHVHWRXWWRGRLQJRRGWLPH´ (Trainee dental 
technician 31/10/2007) 
 
Further evidence to support the theme of familiarity came from another trainee dental 
technician who felt that the undergraduates should have an opportunity to get to know 
some of the materials they were to use prior to seeing their patients:  
³«0D\EHWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHVVKRXOGEHJLYHQPRUHRSSRUWXQLWLHVWRJHWWRNQRZWKHPDWHULDOV
EHIRUHDOORZLQJWKHPWRVHHSDWLHQWV´ (Trainee dental technician 24/10/2007) 
 
Evidence to support the second theme of being more proactive was reported by a 
number of students in particular the trainee dental technicians. One trainee technician 
felt that being more proactive and getting more involved might help him when it came to 
actually making the patients dentures:  
³«1H[WWLPH,ZLOOWU\WRJHWPRUHLQYROYHGE\ORRNLQJLQWKHSDWLHQW¶VPRXWKWRVHHZKDWWKHUHLV
WRZRUNZLWK´ (Trainee dental technician 24/10/2007) 
 
Another trainee technician echoed this sentiment stating that he must become more 
proactive in the treatment process as he was beginning to appreciate the difficulties the 
undergraduate was faced with and if he could involve himself more, both he the 
undergraduate and the patient should benefit: 
³«*UHHQVWLFNLQJWKHWUD\ZDVLQWHUHVWLQJDQGPDGHPHUHDOLVHKRZWULFN\Djob it can be. More 
participation like this will be helpful in the future for me and hopefully for the patient and the 
XQGHUJUDGXDWHVWXGHQW´(Trainee dental technician 15/10/2008) 
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Further evidence supporting this theme came from one of the 4th year undergraduates 
who stated he had discussed with the trainee technician the need for him to become 
more involved at the chair side and said it was his intention to try and involve the trainee 
WHFKQLFLDQPRUHDWWKHSDWLHQW¶VQH[WDSSRLQWPHQW 
³«'LVFXVVHGZith the trainee technician that he must get more involved. At next visit we will 
aim to go through each stage of the registration process together and I will get advice from him 
DWHDFKVWDJH´ (4th year undergraduate dental student 15/09/2008) 
 
Based on the above evidence such interprofessional learning raised the awareness of 
WKHVWXGHQW¶VSURIHVVLRQDOUROHV 
 
4.25    Treatment plan 
 
In terms of what follow up/action plan the students had. The domain arising from this 
TXHVWLRQ ZHUH WKH SDWLHQW¶V WUHDWPHQt plan with the themes of involvement and 
interaction emerging. Evidence to support these themes was reported by one trainee 
technician who understood what he had to do; however, he needed the undergraduate 
to involve himself with the laboratory work so they could help in the design of the 
patients special trays: 
³«7KHIROORZXSVHVVLRQ LV IRUPHWRFDVW WKH LPSUHVVLRQDQGDUUDQJHIRU WKHXQGHUJUDGXDWH
dental student to come to the lab and draw a design on the cast in order for me to make the 
WUD\V´ (Trainee dental technician 31/10/2007) 
 
Another trainee technician also reported how she had involved herself discussing the 
patients treatment plan with the undergraduate dental student to make sure the design 
of the dentures were correct:  
³«%RWKWKHXQGHUJUaduate and I consulted the x-rays and discussed the bone loss, resorption 
DQGGHVLJQRIWKHSDWLHQW¶VQHZGHQWXUH´(Trainee dental technician 17/12/2008) 
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With regard to the theme of interaction one trainee technician explained how working 
with the undergraduates had improved his confidence and allowed him to get to know 
exactly what problems the patient was having: 
 ³«, IHOWPRUHFRQILGHQWRQFOLQLFDV WKHSDWLHQWV WUHDWPHQWSURJUHVVHG7KHH[HUFLVHDOORZHG
me to get to know the undergraduates and the patient better, it made it easier to talk about and 
H[SODLQDQ\SUREOHPVZLWKERWKWKHVWXGHQWDQGWKHSDWLHQW´(Trainee dental technician 17/12/2008) 
 
Further evidence to support this theme was echoed by one of the 3rd year 
undergraduate dental students who described how valuable it was having the trainee 
technician present as it was an excellent opportunity to ask questions with regard to the 
lab work: 
³«,WZDVDKXJHKHOSIRUXVRQWKHWHFKQLFDOVLGHKDYLQJWKHWHFKQLFLDQSUHVHQWKHZDVDEOHWR
help and advise as well as answer questions more fully, especially with respect to the lab work. I 
ZRXOGGHILQLWHO\UHFRPPHQGKDYLQJODEWHFKQLFLDQSUHVHQWDJDLQ´ (3rd year undergraduate dental 
student 19/12/2007) 
 
A 4th year undergraduate dental student gave further evidence supporting this theme 
commenting that the patient appeared pleased that such a great deal of effort was being 
put into the making of her dentures: 
³«3DWLHQWIHOWKDSS\WRVHHWKDWVRPXFKHIIRUWIURPVRPDQ\SHRSOHLVEHLQJVKRZQWRSURGXFH
their new dentures. With the student technician being present if any important points were left 
RIIWKHODEVKHHWKHVKHFRXOGVWLOOUHPHPEHU´ (4th year undergraduate dental student 19/11/2008) 
 
The above diary entries provide evidence that both groups of students were involved 
DQGLQWHUDFWHGZLWKHDFKRWKHUZLWKUHJDUGWRWKHLUSDWLHQW¶VWUHDWPHQW 
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4.26 Professional identity, role definition 
Finally the students were asked for any additional comments they may wish to add such 
as how they felt in the clinic/laboratory and how their patient felt. The main domains to 
emerge from this question were that of professional identity and role definition. The 
main themes to emerge were relationships and confidence. One trainee technician 
reported on his personal experiences during his first weeks of the exercise, initially his 
diary entries were lacking in self-confidence as can be seen from the following narrative: 
³«)LUVWGD\RQFOLQLF,IHOWDOLWWOHDSSUHKHQVLYHEHFDXVHLWVHHPHGWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHGHQWDO
students were not expecting us and I felt a bit of a burden. The two students were friendly, 
although they were concerned that the whole experience might impede on their studies, and 
FDXVHH[WUDVWUHVV ,DOVRZDVQ¶WVXUHKRZP\SUHVHQFHRQFOLQLFFRXOGKHOp. Perhaps in later 
VWDJHV,ZLOOEHPRUHXVHIXODVDWHFKQLFLDQEXWDWWKHPRPHQW,VHHPRQO\WRJHWLQWKHZD\´ 
(Trainee dental technician 13/10/2007) 
 
However, over the following two weeks there was a noticeable change in this particular 
VWXGHQW¶V GLDry entries as there was evidence to support the student was gaining in 
confidence as can be seen from the following diary entries: 
³«7KLVZHHN:HHN, IHOWDVWKRXJK,KDGDUHDVRQWREHWKHUH,ZDVDEOHWRRIIHUDGYLFH
from a technicians stand point on whether a good impression had been taken, or how much the 
tray needed to be trimmed. I still feel as though I may be a bit of a hindrance, although both 
XQGHUJUDGXDWHVWXGHQWVDVVXUHPHWKLVLVQRWWKHFDVH´ (Trainee dental technician 20/10/2007) 
 
³«:eek 3, I am starting to feel more at ease and part of the team. I felt very involved by the 
patient, the undergraduate dental students and the clinical tutor and felt valued and a part of 
ZKDWZDVJRLQJRQ´7UDLQHHGHQWDOWHFKQLFLDQ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As the weeks progressed it was obvious from the diary entries a relationship was 
developing between the trainee dental technician the undergraduate dental student the 
SDWLHQWDQGWKHFOLQLFDOWXWRU7KHVWXGHQW¶VVHOI-confidence had grown as shown by the 
following diary entry: 
³« , DQG WKH XQGHUJUDGXDWH GHQWDO VWXGHQWPDNH D YHU\ JRRG WHDP DQG , UHDOO\ HQMR\HG WKH
session today. I felt very involved by the patient, the undergraduate dental student and the 
clinical tutor. I felt valued and a part of what was going on. I am finding the exercise valuable 
DQG OHDUQLQJ WKLQJV ,FDQ WDNHEDFN WR WKH ODEDQGDSSO\ WRP\SUDFWLFDOZRUN´ (Trainee dental 
technician 27/11/2007) 
 
Other students also described similar feelings of self-confidence and the development 
of relationships, one undergraduate dental student remarking: 
³«0\FRQILGHQFHZLWKERWKSDWLHQWDQGWKHVWXGHQWWHFKQLFLDQKDVLQFUHDVHGZKLFKPDNHVPH
feel more comfortable on clinic. This week it looks like we are more of a team. I asked the 
student technician for help in marking the mid-line, and he was also able to advise me on 
DGGLQJZD[WRWKHULP´(Undergraduate dental student 26/11/2008) 
 
Evidence of relationships forming was supported by one trainee technician who had 
initially been a little apprehensive about the possible social divides that might exist 
between her and the undergraduate dental students she was working with, however, 
her concerns were unjustified as she explains in this brief narrative on her experiences: 
³« , HQMR\HG ZRUNLQJ DORQJVLGH WKH dental students, but I must admit I was dubious at first 
because I was aware of social divides and I initially felt intimidated through my own insecurity. 
/XFNLO\,ZDVSURYHGZURQJDQGLW¶VEHHQDWUXO\HQMR\DEOHH[SHULHQFHLQZKLFK,¶YHPHWVRPH
lovely interesting people. I feel the experience has boosted my social and academic confidence. 
I feel the whole exercise has been very positive and I am pleased to have been given the 
RSSRUWXQLW\WRKDYHWDNHQSDUW´(Trainee dental technician 28/11/2008) 
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Another trainee technician also reported on her overall experience of the exercise: 
³«/DVWDSSRLQWPHQWWRGD\2YHUDOOWKHH[SHULHQFHKDVEHHQIXQDQGHQOLJKWHQLQJ1RZWKDW,
have seen firsthand every stage of denture construction from a clinical perspective I feel I have 
a greater understanding of why we do some of the things we do. For instance after seeing the 
undergraduate dental students spend 10 minutes trimming excess tray material from a special 
tray, I now realise the importance of not overextending the tray when making it. I now no longer 
DGGVRPXFKZD[WRUHJLVWUDWLRQEORFNVNQRZLQJWKDWXOWLPDWHO\WKLVPDWHULDOZLOOEHUHPRYHG´
(Trainee dental technician 28/03/2008) 
 
One 3rd year undergraduate dental student commented on how it had improved her 
confidence receiving positive comments from the patient: 
³5HDOO\ pleased and feeling more confident since the patient informed us she was happy with 
KHUQHZGHQWXUHV6KH WROGXV WKH\DUH UHDOO\QLFHDQG ILWZHOO´  (3rd year undergraduate dental 
student 28/03/2008)    
 
In general, the student diaries provided valuable information on a variety of emotions 
and reflections that characterize the student learning experience. Overall diary entries 
made by both groups of students provided strong evidence to suggest that the exercise 
had afforded the students with a better understanding of the role each can play in 
patient care. 
 
4.3  Focus groups 
 
Focus group discussions were conducted with the aim of facilitating free and full 
discussion regarding the studenWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV RI WKH VKDUHG OHDUQLQJ H[HUFLVH $
structured approach was used as there were some questions to which I particularly 
wanted answers. Table 4 shows the questions the domains and the themes to arise 
from the focus group interviews.  
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Each focus group meeting was conducted with individual groups of students. It was felt 
that if mixed groups were used this may deter students from openly discussing issues 
relating directly to those they had worked alongside. 
 
4.31 What benefits did you gain from the exercise? 
Firstly, I asked the students to define what benefits they had gained from the exercise 
and encouraged them to talk about their experiences. From this first question the main 
GRPDLQ WR DULVH ZDV WKDW RI XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RQH DQRWKHU¶V UROH ZLWK WKe themes of 
collaboration and team work emerging. The theme of collaboration was echoed by 
many students, one of the trainee technician students described the benefits of being 
able to see and understand what you have made on the clinic: 
³«,WKRXJKWLWZDs very beneficial in understanding the role of the dentist in comparison to the 
role of the dental technician and also to understand what you are making and how it is going to 
be used in the clinic. Also being able to see what the patient wants themselves because 
VRPHWLPHVWKHGHQWLVWGRHVQ¶WDOZD\VOLVWHQWRZKDWWKHSDWLHQWVD\VEXWDWWKHHQGRIWKHGD\
that denture is going in the patients mouth so if you can hear what the actual patient wants and 
take it into consideration then I think that is beneficLDO WRWKHSDWLHQW´ (Trainee dental technician. 
Focus group meeting 01/04/2009) 
 
A 4th year undergraduate dental student described her experience when she visited the 
lab to discuss her patients work with the trainee technician she was working with. She 
was able to watch the technician make the denture look as natural as possible for her 
patient. She explained that this experience had increased her knowledge of the 
technical procedures in preparing the denture for the patient and she was able to 
appreciate this when the denture was fitted in the clinic: 
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³2QHH[DPSOHZDVRQHRIP\SDWLHQWVKDGDELJJDSDQWHULRUO\DQGLWZDVQ¶WELJHQRXJKWR
put two teeth in but too big  for just one and it was really good to be able to go to the lab when 
they actually cut the tooth. It was good to see a tooth being completely changed to fit the patient 
and then trying it in on clinic with the technician there so that the technician can actually see.  It 
looked completely different on the model to what it looked like in the mouth and it looked brilliant 
in the mouth. 6HHLQJ ERWK WKH WHFKQLFDO DQG FOLQLFDO VWDJHV UHDOO\ ZRUNHG IRU PH´ (4th year 
undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 01/04/2009) 
 
 
Table 4.  Emerging themes from focus group interviews  
 
Question Domain Themes 
 
What benefits did  you  
gain from the shared 
learning exercise? 
 
 
x Understanding 
RQHDQRWKHU¶VUROH 
 
x Collaboration  
x Team work 
 
 
Was there anything 
WKDWZDVQ¶WRIEHQHILW
from the exercise? 
 
 
x Apprehension 
 
x Concern 
x Anxiety 
 
Were you conscious 
of any barriers to 
learning during the 
exercise? 
 
 
x Awkwardness 
 
x Attitude 
x Uneasiness 
 
Do you feel the patient 
benefited more? 
 
 
x Awareness of 
responsibility 
       to patients 
 
 
x Communication 
x Understanding 
 
How could the 
exercise be improved 
 
 
 
x Preparation 
 
x Information 
x Equality 
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This experience had made the student appreciate the advantages of good collaboration 
being able to get involved and see the technical work undertaken in the laboratory and 
WKHUHVXOWVLQWKHSDWLHQW¶VPRXWK)XUWKHUHYLGHQFH to support the students collaborating 
came from a trainee dental technician who described that having had the opportunity to 
work alongside the undergraduate dental students he now had a better understanding 
of how special trays and registration blocks should be made: 
³«+DYLQJWKHRSSRUWXQLW\WRZRUNDORQJVLGHWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHGHQWDOVWXGHQWVKDVJLYHQPHD
EHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIKRZWKHVSHFLDOWUD\VDQGUHJLVWUDWLRQEORFNVVKRXOGEHPDGH´ (Trainee 
dental technician. Focus group meeting 01/04/2009) 
 
Another trainee dental technician echoed these sentiments stating that being able to 
see the patient from the beginning was a big advantage: 
³« 6HHLQJ WKH SDWLHQW DW WKH LQLWLDO DSSRLQWPHQW LV JRRG EHFDXVH \RX JHW WR ILQG RXW ZKDW
problems they have had and ZKDWWKH\DFWXDOO\ZDQWLW¶VQRWMXVWZULWWHQGRZQRQDSUHVFULSWLRQ
VR LI WKH SDWLHQW ZDQWV D QDWXUDO VHW RI WHHWK \RX NQRZ H[DFWO\ ZKDW WR GR´ (Trainee dental 
technician. Focus group meeting 01/04/2009) 
 
In every focus group discussion virtually all the participating students acknowledged the 
advantages of team work. One of the trainee technicians explained why: 
³«:RUNLQJDVSDUWRID WHDP , IHOW WKDW ,DQG WKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHGHQWDO VWXGHQWZRUNHGZHOO
together. We discussed the design of the denture and spent some time surveying the dental 
cast looking for areas of undercut. We both discussed what the treatment plan would be to 
PDNH LWFOHDU LQRXUKHDGVEHIRUH WKHQH[WYLVLW´ (Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 
01/04/2009) 
This sentiment was echoed by a 3rd year undergraduate dental student who said: 
 
³«:HIHOWLWUHDOO\XVHIXOWRKDYHWKHWHFKQLFLDQSUHVHQWJRLQJWKURXJKWKHYDULRXVVWDJHVZLWK
you because we were learning. They seemed to know a bit more about things than we did at 
timeVVRWKDWKHOSHGXV´ (3rd year undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 01/04/2009) 
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4.32 :DVWKHUHDQ\WKLQJWKDWZDVQ¶WRIEHQHILWIURPWKHH[HUFLVH" 
 
$VNHG LI WKHUHKDGEHHQDQ\WKLQJ WKDWZDVQ¶WRIEHQHILW IURP WKHH[HUFLVH$IWHUPXFK
discussion the main domain to emerge was one of apprehension with the themes of 
concern and anxiety. Concerns were raised by one 4th year undergraduate dental 
student who felt that the trainee dental technician he was working with might have been 
a little left out initially: 
³«6RPHWLPHV,IHOWEDGIRUWKHWHFKQLFLDQVWXGHQWMXVWVWDQGLQJWKHUHµMXVWKDQJLQJDURXQG¶,I,
was talking to my patient for a while I thought they may have been a bit bored.  There are times 
during the clinical stages where there is not really anything they can do and it appears that they 
just have to stand and observe - \RXWU\DQGLQYROYHWKHPDVPXFKDV\RXFDQEXWLW¶VMXVWUHDOO\
chatting to the patient checking that the patient is happy. There are times when there is nothing 
for them WRSK\VLFDOO\GR´ (4th year undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 01/04/2009) 
 
However, other students within their focus groups reported that this lack of involvement 
normally changed after the first few weeks once each student got to know one another 
better. This was supported by a 3rd year undergraduate dental student who stated: 
³«1RWNQRZLQJWKHWHFKQLFLDQDWILUVWZDVDOLWWOHVWUDQJHDQGI felt maybe everyone was a bit 
Shy at voicing opinions in the first session, but that soon sorted itself out once we got to know 
each RWKHU´(4th year undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 01/04/2009) 
 
Further concerns and anxieties came from the trainee dental technicians focus group 
interviews, a number said at times they felt left out or their opinion was disregarded. 
One trainee technician describes feeling left out initially: 
³,QLWLDOO\,GLGIHHOOHIWRXWKRZHYHUWKLVDOOFKDQJHGDVWKHSDWLHQWVWUHDWPHQWSURJUHVVHGDQG, 
JRWWRNQRZWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHVEHWWHU´ (Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 08/04/2008) 
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Another shared his concerns over how his opinion was disregarded on the way 
something should be done when he said: 
³«,WFDQJHWTXLWHIUXVWUDWLQJWU\LQJWRZRUNDVSDUWRIDWHDPZKHUHVRPHPHPEHUVKDYHYHU\ 
different opinions on things. When somebody says that this is how you have to do something 
and you know that it is just not going to work and you are going to have to put in twice as much 
work to fix it ± PD\EHWKDW¶VWKHELJJHVWSRLQW7KHUHDVRQZK\ZH are doing this exercise is to 
have a little ELWRILQSXWLQWRLWDQGEHLQJDEOHWRVD\ZRXOGLWQRWEHEHWWHUWRGRWKLVZD\´ 
(Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 08/04/2008) 
 
One of the 3rd year undergraduate dental students commented on how anxious she felt 
about how much she should let the trainee technician do so as not to be considered 
lazy by the clinical tutors: 
³«,ZDVXQVXUHRIWKHWHFKQLFLDQ¶VUROH± how much they were allowed to do at each stage and 
how much they wanted me to do. I was also concerned that the clinical tutors might think that I 
ZDV EHLQJ µOD]\¶ LI WKH WHFKQLFLDQ GLG D ORW RI WKH ZRUN´ (3rd year undergraduate dental student.. 
Focus group meeting 08/04/2009) 
 
The general consensus of opinion coming from all participating students was that they 
all were initially a little apprehensive at the start of the exercise, however, as the weeks 
went by their anxieties and concerns disappeared as they became more engaged with 
each other and their patients work. 
  
 
4.33 Were you conscious of any barriers to learning during the exercise? 
 
Next I asked each group whether they were conscious of any barriers to their learning 
during the exercise. This question initiated a lively debate the main domain to emerge 
was awkwardness with the themes of attitude and uneasiness.  
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Some of the undergraduate dental students voiced concerns over how uneasy they 
would have felt to criticise any work the trainee technician had prepared due to the fact 
they had built up a working relationship with them, one 4th year undergraduate dental 
student gave this brief narrative: 
³«,ZRXOGKDYHIHOWTXLWHEDGFULWLFLVLQJWKHWHFKQLFLDQVZRUNDIWHUWKH\KDGSXWVRPXFKWLPH 
and effort into doing it and it was less than satisfactory ± I would have struggled to say that it 
was not up to scratch and criticise their skills as a technician.  ,W¶VDELWGLIIHUHQWZKHQ\RX 
KDYHQ¶WJRWD working relationship.  If you are not working face-face it is easier to criticise. If you 
had bad work IURPDWHFKQLFLDQDQG\RXGLGQ¶WKDYH a working relationship with them you would 
find it easier to criticise whereas when you work with them every week and get chatting with 
them it is harder to VD\VRPHWKLQJWRWKHP´(4th year undergraduate dental student. Focus group 
meeting 01/04/2009) 
 
A number of trainee technicians commented on the attitudes of some of the clinical 
tutors towards them. One trainee technician shared his concerns, namely that any 
opinion he had to offer was often disregarded by the clinical tutor: 
³«6RPHWLPHV,IHOWWKDW P\RSLQLRQZDVGLVUHJDUGHGHVSHFLDOO\E\WKHFOLQLFDOWXWRUV´ (Trainee 
dental technician. Focus group meeting 08/04/2008) 
 
Another reported on how she wanted to ³ IHHOVKHEHORQJHG LQ WKH WHDP´ (Trainee dental 
technician. Focus group meeting 26/02/2009) 
 
This sentiment was echoed by an excerpt from one of the 3rd year undergraduate dental 
students who said: 
 ³« , WKLQN VRPHWLPHV WKH FOLQLFDO WXWRUV WHQG WR LJQRUH WKH VWXGHQW WHFKQLFLDQV 7KH\ ZHUH
probably more involved when the case required a techniFDO RSLQLRQ´ (3rd year undergraduate 
dental student. Focus group meeting 26/02/2009) 
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However, one 3rd year undergraduate commented it may have been the trainee 
technician not getting involved that gave the appearance they were being ignored; 
³« <HV , Go agree with the above sentiments but not all the time ± it may have been the 
WHFKQLFLDQ¶V IDXOWQRWJHWWLQJ LQYROYHGHQRXJKDW WKHFKDLUVLGH UDWKHU WKDQEHLQJ LJQRUHG´ (3rd 
year undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 26/02/2009) 
 
A number of the trainee technicians felt that some of clinical course tutors were often 
unapproachable and sometimes rude to the patients. One trainee dental technician 
commented on one clinical tutor who she thought was very rude to the patient 
appearing to expect the patient to open their mouth without being asked politely. It also 
appears from discussions with the trainee dental technicians and the undergraduate 
dental students that some of the clinical course tutors appeared more amenable to the 
shared learning exercise than others. With regard to barriers to learning between the 
students themselves, a few trainee dental technicians mentioned a feeling of 
uneasiness with the 4th year undergraduate dental students. They felt they acted more 
like µTXDOLILHGGHQWLVWV¶. The trainee dental technicians felt a greater rapport between the 
3rd year undergraduate dental students as opposed to the 4th year students as reported 
by one trainee technician: 
³«,IHOWWKHUHZDVDEHWWHUVRFLDOLQWHUDFWLRQZLWKWKHrd year undergraduates as opposed to the 
4th \HDU VWXGHQWV ZKR DVNHG PRUH TXHVWLRQV´ (Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 
26/02/2009) 
 
A number of trainee technicians also voiced opinion on how they found it more difficult 
to encourage the 4th year undergraduates to attend the laboratory to discuss their work 
compared with the 3rd year undergraduates they had worked with: 
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³« 7KH WKLUG \HDU XQGHUJUDGXDWHVZHUHPRUH DPHQDEOH WR FRPH DORQJ WR WKH ODE WR GLVFXVV
their work compared to the 4th \HDU XQGHUJUDGXDWHV´ (Trainee dental technician. Focus group 
meeting 26/02/2009) 
  
7KLV PD\ KDYH EHHQ GXH WR WKH IDFW WKH WKLUG \HDU GHQWDO XQGHUJUDGXDWH¶V ILUVW
experience of treating a patient is at the very beginning of their third year, so those 3rd 
year undergraduate dental students who had agreed to take part in the shared learning 
exercise would see their first patient with the trainee dental technician present. In 
comparison the fourth year undergraduate dental students had been working with 
patients for over a year and may not have liaised with a dental technician during that 
time; therefore, they may not have felt it as important to visit the laboratory. During the 
course of discussions in one focus group with the 4th year undergraduate dental 
students one of the group questioned whether shared learning was a good idea, as 
once she was qualified she would be working independently: 
³«,FDQ¶WUHDOO\VHHPXFKSRLQWLQYLVLWLQJWKHODERUDWRU\DV,¶PQHYHUJRLQJWREHH[SHFWHGWR
undertake any technical work myself.  I will eventually be expected to be able to fit the dentures 
and resolve problems on my own ± working as a team perhaps caused me to rely on my team 
WRRPXFKDWWLPHV´ (4th year undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 26/02/2009) 
 
However, this student did acknowledge the time and effort the trainee technician she 
KDGEHHQZRUNLQJZLWKFRQWULEXWHGWRWKHVXFFHVVRIKHUSDWLHQWV¶ZRUN 
Focus group meetings with the trainee dental technicians also evoked issues relating to 
what they termed the µXQLYHUVLW\FXOWXUH¶. In discussions a number of trainee technicians 
mentioned how the majority of undergraduate dental students were predominantly from 
middle class backgrounds, having attended private school and exhibited what they 
called a µSULYDWHVFKRROPHQWDOLW\¶.  
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However, they did admit this was not attributable to all the undergraduates, but they had 
REVHUYHG WKDW WKH DWWLWXGHV RI FHUWDLQ LQGLYLGXDOV¶ GLG GLVSOD\ DQ DLU RI XQVZHUYLQJ
confidence and possibly arrogance at times, an example of which was reported by one 
of the trainee technicians: 
³« 2Q RQH RFFDVLRQ , IHOW WKH XQGHUJUDGXDWH KDQGOHG WKH SDWLHQW LQ D YHU\ XQSURIHVVLRQDO
PDQQHU DQG LI WKLV KDG EHHQ LQ SUDFWLFH , GRQ¶W WKLQN KH ZRXOG KDYH EHHQ SDLG ,W ZDV RXU
mistake and he was acting as if it was hers! The patient felt as though she could talk to me and I 
OLVWHQZKHUHDVWKHXQGHUJUDGXDWHGRHVQ¶WVKRZDQ\HPSDWK\´ (Trainee dental technician. Focus 
group meeting 26/02/2009) 
 
However, one trainee technician felt these stereotypes would be common in all 
professions:   
³« , WKLQN LW LVGHSHQGHQWRQ WKHSHUVRQDOLW\RI WKHSHUVRQ ,QDQ\SURIHVVLRQ WKHUH LVDOZD\V
going to be a hierarchy and you may find you have a manager that either respects you or 
GRHVQ¶W ± LW KDSSHQV HYHU\ZKHUH LQ HYHU\ SURIHVVLRQ´ (Trainee dental technician. Focus group 
meeting 26/02/2009) 
 
4.34 Awareness of responsibility to patients 
 
I asked both groups of students; did they feel that their patient had benefited in any way. 
The main domain to arise from this question was awareness of patient responsibility 
with the themes of communication and understanding. In every focus group discussion 
all the students agreed there had been benefit to their patients. Through face-to-face 
communication with each other and their patients both the trainee dental technicians 
and the undergraduate dental students had a better understanding of their patients 
requirements. One third year undergraduate dental student described how their patient 
had more choice in their treatment: 
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³«<HVP\SDWLHQWIHOWWhat she was getting a lot more choice in her treatment, the patient could 
WHOO WKH WHFKQLFLDQGLUHFWO\ZKDWKHRUVKHZDQWHGZLWKRXW LWKDYLQJWREHH[SODLQHG LQZULWLQJ´ 
(3rd year undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 23/06/2008) 
 
This sentiment was echoed by one of the trainee technicians who stated: 
³« 7KH SDWLHQW ZDV DEOH WR YRLFH RSLQLRQ RQ WKH VKDGH RI WKHLU WHHWK DQG WKH JHQHUDO
DSSHDUDQFHRIWKHLUGHQWXUHV´(Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 23/06/2008) 
 
One of the trainee dental technicians also commented on the time they had saved their 
patient from having to come back for further appointments by being able to make 
modifications at the chair side while the patient waited: 
³« ,I WKHUHZHUHSUREOHPVZHFRXOG UHFWLI\ LW WKHre and then instead of the patient having to 
UHWXUQIRUDQH[WUDDSSRLQWPHQW´(Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 23/06/2008) 
 
This was further supported by one of the 4th year undergraduate dental students who 
explained how time could be saved having the technician present:  
³« ,I WKHUH ZDV VRPHWKLQJ ZURQJ ZLWK WKH SDWLHQW¶V WHHWK LH WKH VKDSH RU WKH VL]H , FRXOG
discuss the problem with both the technician and the patient and it could be sorted out while the 
patient waited. I definitely thiQNLWEHQHILWHGWKHSDWLHQWLQWKHQXPEHURIDSSRLQWPHQWVWKH\KDG´
(4th year undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 23/06/2008) 
 
Overall all the students who participated agreed that their patients had benefited in 
some way from the exercise and this further supports what the students reported in their 
reflective diaries. 
 
4.35 How the exercise could be improved 
The final question I asked both groups of students was in what ways they feel the 
exercise could be improved. From this question came the domain of preparation with 
the emerging themes of information and equality.  
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A number of students felt they should have perhaps been given more information before 
the start of the exercise perhaps a talk on the purpose of the exercise instead of just 
being asked in the clinic if they would be interested in taking part. This they said would 
have given them the opportunity to get to know each other prior to meeting their 
patients. This sentiment was echoed by one of the 3rd year undergraduates who said;  
³7KHRQO\ WKLQJ WKDW ,ZRXOGVXJJHVW LVDW WKHVWDUWRI WKHH[HUFLVH LWVKRXOGEHPDGHFOHDU
what each person is expected to do.  The link-up at the start was on clinic, it would have been 
better if they could have asked us first about the exercise than just saying we are starting this 
H[HUFLVHWRGD\ZRXOG\RXEHLQWHUHVWHG,WKLQNLWLVLPSRUWDQWWROD\GRZQWKHLGHDILUVW¶(3rd year 
undergraduate dental student. Focus group meeting 4/004/2009)  
 
One of the trainee dental technicians commented on difficulties in accessing 
µEODFNERDUG¶WRGRZQORDGOHFWXUHQRWHVHWF 
³ 7KH RQO\ FRPPHQW LV DERXW WKH OHFWXUHV DQG EHLQJ DEOH WR KDYH DFFHVV WR EODFNERDUG ,W
ZRXOGEHEHQHILFLDO LIZHFRXOGKDYHDFFHVV WREODFNERDUG WRKDYH WKH OHFWXUHQRWHVZLWKXV¶ 
(Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 4/03/2009)  
 
With regard to issues of equality some of the trainee dental technicians commented as 
they did in their reflective diaries about the difficulties some had trying to arrange for the 
undergraduates to visit the laboratory to discuss their patient cases. One reported;  
 
³1RWDOO WKHVWXGHQWVFDPHEDFN WRVHHRXUVLGHRI WKHSURFHVVVR WKDWZRXOGEHQLFH :H
REVHUYHWKHPEXWWKH\GRQ¶WREVHUYHXV¶ (Trainee dental technician. Focus group meeting 4/03/2009)   
 
Another commented; 
 
³,WKLQNWKHGHQWDOVWXGHQWVZRXOGEHQHILWIURPVHHLQJPRUHRIRXUVLGH6RPHGLGQ¶WVHHPWR
UHDOLVHWKDWWKLVZDVDERXW WKHPDVZHOODQGQRWDOODERXWXV¶:HDUH OHDUQLQJDERXWWKHLU MRE
role and they are not seeing our entire job role as we are seeing theirs. We are not going to be 
GHQWLVWVDQGWKH\DUHQRWJRLQJWREHWHFKQLFLDQVEXWZK\VKRXOGWKH\QRWVHHRXUUROH¶ (Trainee 
dental technician. Focus group meeting 4/03/2009)   
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4.36  Summary 
The main findings show the contribution (or otherwise) the students have made working 
as part of a team through the development of their relationships with one another and 
their reflective learning experiences. In the following chapter the discussion, the 
discourse from both the sWXGHQW¶V UHIOHFWLYH GLDULHV DQG IRFXV LQWHUYLHZV ZLOO QRZ EH
related back to the analytical framework and considered in relation to the literature 
before conclusions are drawn and recommendations made. 
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CHAPTER 5:  DISCUSSION 
5.1 Overview 
A discussion of the research findings is presented in this chapter. The methodology of 
phenomenology prevailed as an appropriate framework for this study, in order to 
examine the nature and implications of an interprofessional learning programme, and 
includes specific research exploring: 
 
1. An examination of the experiences of trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students during shared learning opportunities. 
2. Whether interprofessional learning between trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students offered any specific professional and 
occupational disciplinary benefits or disadvantages.  
 
The present discussion examines the challenges faced by groups of trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students during a prolonged shared learning 
episode in a UK Dental Hospital/University Dental School. The findings are discussed in 
relation to the existing literature on the principles, practices and implications of 
interprofessional learning. The chapter is divided into two major sections. The first 
VHFWLRQ 7KH 6WXGHQWV¶ ([SHULHQFHV KDV DV LWV SXUSRVH WKH LQ-depth analysis and 
understanding of the challenges faced by both undergraduate dental students and 
trainee dental technicians as they endeavor to participate in shared learning 
experiences. As such, this section is a discussion of the findings from the reflective 
GLDULHV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ OLYHG H[SHULHQFHV DQG SHUFHSWLRQV EDVHG RQ WKH
research questions: 
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1. :KDW DUH WKH LQGLYLGXDO VWXGHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFHV DQG SHUceptions of their 
team working skills and group dynamics? 
2. What are the possible consequences for future team working in both 
clinical and laboratory settings as a result of the shared learning 
programme? 
 
In the second major section of this chapter, an examination of the professional 
significance  and implications arising out of these shared learning opportunities, there 
IROORZVDGLVFXVVLRQRIWKHILQGLQJVUHJDUGLQJWKHSDUWLFLSDQWV¶QDUUDWLYHVIURPWKHIRFXV
group interviews, based upon the research questions: 
 
3. Does shared learning promote a EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶
professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork? 
4. How far are these aims successfully accomplished as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by the programme in this study? 
 
5.2  Personal experiences of interprofessional learning 
5.21 Overview 
Interprofessional education has been invoked internationally (WHO, 1988) and 
nationally (Glen & Reeves, 2004) by policy makers, health and social care professionals 
and educators as a means to improve collaboration and service delivery in fields such 
as child protection (UK Department of Health, 1995), community care (UK Department 
of Health, 1990) and mental health (Sainsbury Centre for Mental Health, 1997).  
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In addition, interprofessional learning has also been cited as an occupational predicate 
for deploying the healthcare workforce more flexibly (UK Department of Health, 1997 & 
2000). It is asserted that if individuals from different professions learn together they will 
work better together, improving both the care of patients and clients and delivery of 
service (Barr et al, 2000; Barnsteiner et al, 2007). However, strong professional 
identities are a long-standing feature of many professional groups in the healthcare 
environment and those identities are laid down from the first days as students. Nurses, 
pharmacists and doctors for example, each have their own unique knowledge, skills and 
perspective (General Medical Council, 2005), and in each group there are strong 
identity reinforcing attributes such as the notion of caring nurses or doctors as all-
SRZHUIXO µOLIH VDYHUV¶ DQG HTXDOO\ VWURQJ SURIHVVLRQDO µSURWHFWLYH¶ EHKDYLRurs, such as 
µFORVLQJ UDQNV¶ LQ WKH *0& RU WKH YLUWXH PDGH RI QXUVHV DV FHQWUDO WR WKH SDWLHQW
experience is the only power of certain professions. Healthcare students such as 
PLGZLYHV QXUVHV DQG SK\VLRWKHUDSLVWV JR WKURXJK D SURFHVV RI µSURIHVVLRQDOLVDWLRQ¶
which consists of an adoption of the attitudes and working culture associated with a 
particular profession as well as acquiring the knowledge and skills essential to practice 
(GMC, 2005). Later on, in the workplace, professionals may have little understanding of 
the roles of the other healthcare professionals and may overlook or undervalue the 
other professionV¶ FRQWULEXWLRQ WR FDUH IRU WKH SDWLHQW PDNLQJ LQWHUSURIHVVLRQDO
teamwork difficult. This study posits that shared learning opportunities may lead to 
DZDUHQHVVUDLVLQJRIHDFKRWKHUV¶SUREOHPVDQGSURIHVVLRQDOLVVXHVZKLFKPD\OHDGWR
deeper understanding, respect and empathy for each other which may lead to more 
insightful and responsive care for patients.  
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This argument has a strong appeal for those working in the context of significant 
organisational and attitudinal barriers, encouraging them to create interprofessional 
OHDUQLQJRSSRUWXQLWLHV,QWHUQDWLRQDOO\KHDOWKSURIHVVLRQDOV¶HGXFDWLRQLVDGGUHVVLQJWKLV
change in health service delivery through the provision of interprofessional learning 
when two or more professions learn from and about each other to improve collaboration 
and the quality of care (CAIPE, 1997). Pirrie et al (1999) reveal a belief that the 
provision of effective patient care places an emphasis on collaboration and teamwork, 
within and between health care teams in community settings and in the care provided in 
hospitals. Parsell & Bligh (1998) note that the need to produce practitioners who are 
adaptable, flexible, collaborative team workers with highly developed interpersonal skills 
such as communication and team working skills is providing both the impetus and 
justification for the introduction of more shared learning opportunities. This section 
offers a discussion of the challenges facing the participants to shared learning as they 
have emerged from this current research study, in terms of the following domains from 
the data: Decision making and Professional judgment, Collaboration, Patient Care, 
Awareness, Treatment Planning, Professional identity-Role definition. 
 
5.22  Decision making and Professional Judgement 
 
From this domain thHPHVHPHUJHGIURPWKHVWXGHQW¶VGLDULHVZKLFKSURYLGHGHYLGHQFH
that effective communication and learning was taking place. Both groups of students 
reported how they were engaged in constructive dialogue as they worked together and 
examples were given on how the students were learning from each other.  
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For example, one trainee dental technician working with two undergraduate dental 
VWXGHQWV UHSRUWHG RQ KRZ WKH\ ³shared opinions and discussed information before 
reaching agreement on the best way forward witKWKHLUSDWLHQW¶VZRUN´ These findings 
are consistent with research by Craddock et al (2006) who suggests that the principles 
of interprofessional learning should encourage students not only to learn with one 
another but also from and about one another. Learning to work together is fundamental 
to effective teamwork. According to Barr, (1998, 2002) learning about, from and 
together with other professions in the health care team is crucial in the formation of an 
identity as a professional as it allows health professionals to rethink their roles, identities 
and purposes as well as their relationship to each other within the traditional health care 
team. Gafa et al (2005) and Taylor (2002), cited in Hall, (2005) argue that effective 
interprofessional learning should address the attributes, skills and knowledge required 
for mutual respect and effective communication between members of the team. Good 
communication is fundamental to effective interactions (Miller et al, 2001; Rudland et al, 
2005) and patient outcomes (Duff & Hollingworth, 1968) and is seen as an area where 
skills should be learned with other students (Horsburgh et al, 2001). Without effective 
communication it is impossible to develop the relationships required for collaborative 
practice. Effective communication in the current study created the space for the 
VWXGHQWV WR GLVFXVV FRQVWUXFWLYHO\ ZLWK HDFK RWKHU LVVXHV UHODWLQJ WR WKHLU SDWLHQW¶V
treatment, thus drawing on the contributions of everyone of the team to develop better 
thought out solutions tR SUREOHPV WKXV LQFUHDVLQJ WKH SURIHVVLRQDOV¶ FDVH NQRZOHGJH
Both groups of students reported that working together had been beneficial in the 
GHOLYHU\RIWKHLUSDWLHQW¶VFDUH 
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For example, one trainee dental technician reported that the patient seemed happy that 
I was involved due to the ³SUREOHPV VKH KDG H[SHULHQFHG SUHYLRXVO\´ when having 
dentures made in the past. This finding is corroborated by research undertaken by 
Payne and King, 1998; Keleher, 1998; Chaboyer and Patterson, 2001; McPherson et al, 
2001, who advocate that patient care given by any one professional on their own can 
never be as good as care given by a full team. Therefore, by bringing health 
professionals together in this way the opportunity arises to enhance patient care as it 
allows better clinical judgments to be made as people question each other more; but 
also improved clinical judgments can occur because there is a common knowledge 
base. This view concurs with Zwarenstein & Reeves (2006) who examined the impact of 
interprofessional education and collaboration interventions on interprofessional 
relationships, health care processes (including evidence-based practice), and patient 
outcomes. They concluded that improved patient care can be realized if teams work 
together with each other on a regular basis. However, they also add the proviso that the 
FRYHUDJHRIWKLVODWWHUHYLGHQFHLVµSDWFK\¶EHLQJHVSHFLDOO\ZHDNLQSULPDU\FDUHGXHWR
budgets being ring fenced. Further evidence to support the benefits of working together 
is provided by Horsburgh et al (2001) who looked at interprofessional learning between 
first-year medical, nursing and pharmacy students. Results showed that the majority of 
students reported positive attitudes towards shared learning, specifically the acquisition 
of team working skills, were seen to be beneficial to patient care and likely to enhance 
professional working relationships. The main role of interprofessional education is to 
improve teamwork, overcome functional barriers and improve healthcare (CAIPE, 1997; 
Miller et al, 1999; WHO, 1988).  
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Interprofessional education has the potential to achieve greater collaboration between 
healthcare professionals; by creating greater understanding through the creation of a 
common knowledge base (Areskog et al, 1995; Barr, 1994; Barr et al, 1998; WHO, 
1998). Therefore, by bringing together learners from different disciplines it is possible to 
enhance understanding between the professions, enabling practitioners to work towards 
common clinical goals (Areskog et al 1995; Barr et al 2000; WHO 1988).  
 
5.23 Collaboration 
 
From this domain the themes of cooperation and teamwork emerged. Students 
described a greater awareness of the benefits of collaboration and an increased 
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIDQG UHVSHFW IRURWKHUSURIHVVLRQDOV¶ URles and responsibilities. In the 
current study both groups of students shared stories of their personal experiences 
during the exercise and how they cooperated and worked with each other as part of a 
collaborative team. Most modern research on individuals and organisations draws 
attention in one way or another to the importance of language as a medium for 
information about reality. In the current research a narrative approach is the main 
medium through which individuals convey their interpretations of reality (Czarniawska-
Joerges, 1994). The narratives about the personal journeys through work life can thus 
fill a sense-making function for both individuals and their social contexts. Lawler (2000) 
suggests we all tell stories about our lives, both to ourselves and to others. Putting more 
or less articulated experiences together into a coherent narrative is a way of clarifying 
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One might say that the narratives fulfil a pragmatic function, insofar as the individuals 
concerned try to organise their life stories by finding reasons for their actions in different 
situations, and a sense-making function when different episodes are to be explained on 
a basis of some sort of meaningful philosophy or value (Czarniawska, 1997). A multi-
dimensional view of professional socialization, incorporating not only new role 
behaviours but new views of the self, is echoed by Olesen and Whittaker (1968) in their 
study of professional socialization in nursing. They believe that these changing views of 
the self are directly related to external factors or particular objective events, which help 
VKDSH WKH LQGLYLGXDO¶V FKDQJLQJ VHOI-concept. The social environment and the 
LQGLYLGXDO¶V LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWK WKLV HQYLURQPHQW DUH WKHUHIRUH FHntral to the process of 
professional socialization, in which the individual is an active participant. For example, 
in the current study one trainee dental technician reported how as a result of the 
exercise ³,QRZIHHOPRUHFRPIRUWDEOHLQYRLFLQJP\RSLQLRn with both the undergraduate 
GHQWDOVWXGHQWDQGWKHSDWLHQW´ This method of collaborative learning appeared to foster 
new respect for each other as colleagues and professionals, and provided an 
opportunity to demonstrate the valuable role dental technicians provide to both patients 
and the oral health care team. Students reported on their experiences and how their 
skills were developing as a result of joint participation. For example, one undergraduate 
dental student working with a trainee dental technician reported how he now had a 
better understanding of ³WKH WHFKQLFDO WHUPLQRORJ\ XVHG ZKHQ FRQVWUXFWLQJ SDUWLDO
GHQWXUHV´  
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Current findings are consistent with research undertaken by Reeves (2000) who 
evaluated the effectiveness of interprofessional education for first and second year 
medical, nursing and dental students on a community based placement. Results 
showed that students felt that this type of education had the potential for enhancing 
cooperation and team working. Further evidence in support of collaborative learning 
comes from Tucker et al (2003) who evaluated the feasibility and effectiveness of 
shared learning of clinical skills for medical and nursing students in the University of 
Manchester. The researchers concluded that collaborative learning opportunities for 
nursing and medical students are important and add value to the learning experience. 
Additionally, qualitative research by Geissler et al (2002) revealed that the workplace is 
currently the environment where the majority of professionals learn about collaborative 
team-based approaches to problem solving concerning patient care.  
 
It is recognized that workplaces can be rich learning environments and that in working 
towards a formal qualification individuals can also make a contribution to the 
development of the organization (Barnett, 1999; Boud et al, 2001; DOH, 2001; Flanagan 
et al, 2000). Work-based learning values active involvement in learning, and supports 
the view that the learning must be perceived as constructive in the development of a 
professional identity and useful by learners if they are to engage with and benefit from 
that learning (Clarke & Copeland, 2003). In the current study the students became far 
more aware of their strengths and development needs as they were exposed to detailed 
professional conversations. Salvatori et al (2006) suggest the use of a common 
language within health professional programs would contribute to team effectiveness 
and this should be a mandatory requirement within the curriculum for all students.  
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Many students became naturally more reflective during the exercise and this was 
HYLGHQWLQWKHLUGLDU\HQWULHV2QHXQGHUJUDGXDWHGHQWDOVWXGHQWUHSRUWLQJ³It helped me 
appreciate the vital role of each one as well as the importance of sharing and discussing 
LQIRUPDWLRQ´ Students reported on how they were able to discover things about 
themselves both on a professional and personal level which they could use to develop 
their expertise. For example, a number described the importance of collaboration which 
was imperative in the delivery of their patients care. Reports from the students diaries 
suggested they had become better at asking each other for and accepting help. 
According to one undergraduate dental student in the current study, ³ERWKP\VHOIDQG
the trainee technician now have a thorough understanding of what the patient wants 
IURPKHUGHQWXUHV´ From these experiences the students have shown that developing a 
collaborative relationship is an ongoing process, however, once it has been achieved, 
the satisfaction and improvements it brings to both the students and the quality of care 
for their patients are well worth the effort. For example, understanding for the first time 
that the patient lies at the heart of their relationship rather than themselves.  
 
The narrative accounts the students relate in the current study suggest they are identity-
related (Bruner, 1960). Bruner's theoretical framework (1960) is based on the theme 
that learners construct new ideas or concepts based upon existing knowledge. Learning 
is an active process. Facets of the process include selection and transformation of 
information, decision making, generating hypotheses, and making meaning from 
information and experiences.  
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In seeking to address the challenges to professional identity encountered by both 
groups of students in this study two apparently contradictory, but in fact entirely 
complementary, approaches seem to be called upon. The first is proper 
acknowledgement of existing knowledge that of the trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental student. The second is forging of a new form of professional 
identity for both groups of students which depends not merely on existing knowledge, 
but on the capacity to generate new professional knowledge; an identity which includes 
a role as a learner, not merely one as a trainee dental technician or undergraduate 
GHQWDOVWXGHQW7KHUHIRUH LW LVLPSRUWDQWWRXQGHUVWDQGWKDWNQRZOHGJHLVQRWµWHUPLQDO¶
and that this shared learning process forced them to acknowledge this. Taking this into 
account, collaboration can act as a means of bringing healthcare professionals together 
thereby enabling them to work towards personal outcomes in a more meaningful and 
productive manner.  
 
5.24   Patient care 
 
The next domain was patient care with emerging themes of reflection and problem 
solving. Students reported on how they went about resolving problems with their 
patients work and in doing so reflected on what they had done and what perhaps they 
would have done differently. For example, one trainee dental technician reported on 
KRZDVDUHVXOWRIVHHLQJKLVWHFKQLFDOZRUNLQWKHSDWLHQW¶VPRXWKKHZRXOGLQWKHIXWXUH
³WULPP\WUD\VVKRUWHULQRUGHUWRVDYHWLPHDWWKHFKDLUVLGH´. According to Boud (1993), 
Eraut (1994) the advantage of learning that takes place in a clinical placement is 
generally regarded as a critical setting where knowledge can be cultivated through 
exposure to practice-based issues.  
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Unlike, the classroom, where knowledge is acquired and then used at a later date, 
learning in practice allows knowledge to be gained and applied while working in this 
setting and adjusted and amended immediately? This is vital because it develops 
µ&RQWLQJHQW¶NQRZOHGJH)OHFNZKLFKFDQWDNHDORQJWLPHWRGHYHORSLQSUDFWLFH
This concurs with the findings of Nicol & Chaput de Saintonge (2002) who suggest that 
learning clinical skills together can potentially improve teamwork and ultimately patient 
FDUH E\ SURPRWLQJ D EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHU¶V UROH 7KLV FDQ UHVXOW LQ DQ
improved form of learning that can contribute more effectively to the development of the 
necessary skills and knowledge students require becoming competent practitioners. 
Therefore, by bringing professionals into close contact with patients gives them much 
more RIDµ&RQVHTXHQWLDOLVW¶DSSURDFKWRFDUHZKHUHWKH\EHFRPHDORWPRUHDZDUHRI
ethical and moral implications of their work. It is common for us to determine our moral 
responsibility by weighing the consequences of our actions. The principle of fidelity 
requires that health care professionals act in such a way as to demonstrate loyalty to 
their patients (McCarthy, 1996). A type of bond or promise is established between the 
practitioner and the patient. This professional relationship places on the health 
prRIHVVLRQDOWKHEXUGHQRIDFWLQJLQWKHSDWLHQW¶VEHVWLQWHUHVW+HDOWKFDUHSURIHVVLRQDOV
have a fidelity obligation to all their patients, regardless of the length of the professional 
relationship. Problem solving using reflective dialogue appears to be the main method 
within the current study the students used to analyse and evaluate their practice. Most 
VWXGHQWVGLVFXVVHGSUREOHPVRULVVXHVZLWKRQHDQRWKHUUHJDUGLQJWKHLUSDWLHQW¶VZRUN
primarily as a means of reassurance to confirm the actions they were going to take were 
appropriate.  
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This finding is consistent with Bolton (2001) who concluded that reflection using 
dialogue is important as a means of confirming actions and discussing ideas. Scanlon et 
al (2002) suggests that reflection enables practitioners to tap into knowledge gained 
through experiences. The practitioner gains a deeper understanding of the meaning of 
the experience by bringing to consciousness tacit knowledge. The importance of tacit 
knowledge is well acknowledged (Polanyi, 1966). These knowledge claims are 
understood as interpretations (Heidegger, 1962; Merleau-Ponty, 1962) rather than 
representations of reality. According to Polanyi (1966), tacit powers of the mind are 
decisive and predominant at all levels of human cognition, they UHSUHVHQW SHRSOH¶V
ability to acquire and hold knowledge.  
 
Polanyi (1966) argues the fact that people know more than they can tell in various 
situations of everyday life, EHDUVZLWQHVVWRWKHH[LVWHQFHRIµWDFLW¶NQRZOHGJH7KHUHLV
now a significant body of literature identifying the skills and attributes claimed to be 
developed as a result of reflective practice (Johns, 2000; Charon, 2001; Rolfe et al, 
2001; Bolton, 2001). However, the approaches to reflective practice are not without their 
critics. Taylor (2003), Cotton (2001) and Hannigan (2001), amongst others, outline the 
grounds for skepticism in terms of ethical problems in relation to confidentiality, poor 
practice (Hannigan, 2001), power relationships (Cotton, 2001), problems relating to the 
production of reflective accounts in terms of anxiety, inaccurate recall, hindsight bias 
and poor memory (Jones, 1995). These, however, tend to be acknowledgements of 
challenging issues, as opposed to reasons why the approaches should not be used.  
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Within the current study student responses suggest that reflection was important to their 
learning as it allowed them to reflect on their own action and participation and this 
helped identify gaps in their knowledge and enabled them to discuss problems and 
issues regarding their patients. For example, one trainee dental technician reported that 
having now experienced working in a clinical environment he would be better prepared 
next time, ³,ZRXOGPDNHP\VHOIPRUHDZDUHRIWKHDFWXDOSURFHGXUHEHIRUH,JRRQWKH
cliniF´ The most common experience of reflection was through dialogue in one-to-one 
conversations or written reflection in their reflective diaries. Responses from the 
VWXGHQW¶VUHIOHFWLYHGLDULHVVKRZHGWKHPRVWIUHTXHQWH[SHULHQFHRIUHIOHFWLRQZDVDVDQ
individual followed by individuals reflecting with other individuals from the same team. In 
JHQHUDO WKH H[SHULHQFHV RI WKH VWXGHQWV QHHGHG WR EH PRUH µVLWXDWHG¶ VR WKDW WKH\
understood the impact of context on their practices (Lave and Wenger, 1998) 
 
5.25   Awareness 
 
From this domain came the themes of familiarity and being proactive, students in the 
study reporting they would have liked to have familiarized themselves more with, for 
example, the materials they were using prior to undertaking a particular procedure with 
their patients on the clinic, one undergraduate dental student reported ³1HHG WR
familiarize ourselves more with the materials before we start so we look more efficient 
DQG FRQILGHQW´ students also reported on the need for them to be a more proactive 
member of their respective teams. Initially some students focused on working as part of 
a proactive team in the best sense of the word, i.e. that joint working adds to the 
outcome of integration.  
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For others, the principle of integrated teamwork was more like a division of work, a 
democratic way of solving a practical task in terms of equal workload, and this focus 
tends to lose sight of the spirit of integration (Fallsberg & Wijma, 1999). According to 
Parsell et al (1998) for learning to be optimal, active participation is desirable. 
Readiness for collaboration results from a number of factors, such as maturity and prior 
experience of working in similar situations (Henneman et al, 1995; Larson, 1999).  
 
A multi-dimensional view of professional socialization, incorporating not only new role 
behaviours but new views of self, is echoed by Olesen and Whittaker (1968) in their 
study of professional socialization in nursing. They believe that these changing views of 
the self are directly related to external factors or particular objective events, which help 
VKDSH WKH LQGLYLGXDO¶V FKDQJLQJ VHOI FRQFHSW The social environment and the 
LQGLYLGXDO¶V LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWK WKLV HQYLURQPHQW DUH WKHUHIRUH FHQWUDO WR WKH SURFHVV RI
professional socialization, in which the individual is an active participant.  
 
Within the current study the relative clinical inexperience of the third year undergraduate 
dental students and the trainee dental technicians together with a lack of clarity 
regarding their roles within the team may have accounted for their initial low level of 
participation, especially in a clinical situation. This was also reported on by the 4th year 
undergraduate dental students, who were aware they needed to involve the trainee 
technicians more. For example, one 4th year undergraduate dental student reported on 
how he ³GLVFXVVHGZLWKWKHWUDLQHHWHFKQLFLDQWKDWKHPXVWJHWPRUHLQYROYHG´ 
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However, over a period of time both groups of students did become more engaged with 
each other and their patients and in turn this raised the awareness of their professional 
roles.  
 
5.26 Treatment plan  
 
From this domain the themes of involvement and interaction emerged. Students 
reported on how they interacted together in both a clinical and laboratory situation. As a 
result of their experiences the students indicated that they had benefited learning about 
the roles and responsibilities of the other profession. This echoes the work of Rodehorst 
et al (2005) who asserts the willingness of a professional to learn about other 
professional roles leads to a broadening and an enrichment of the knowledge required 
to collaborate with other team members in providing effective healthcare. Insalaco et al 
(2006) claims interprofessional teamwork allows healthcare professionals to identify 
unique differences in and to understand, the roles and contributions of other team 
members. For example, one undergraduate dental student reported that working with 
the trainee dental technician was ³DKXJHKHOS IRUXVRQ WKH WHFKQLFDOVLGH´ Students 
also indicated that they understood more about how a team might work together and the 
importance of interaction and sharing views. Current findings are consistent with 
research by Morrow et al (2005) who points out that active interaction on an ongoing 
basis is required for effective interprofessional teams and this plays a significant part in 
improving interactions and reducing professional anxiety. This involvement and 
interaction between the students meant that existing knowledge could be shared and 
joint reVSRQVLELOLW\ WDNHQ IRU LGHQWLI\LQJ DQGH[SORULQJ WKH SUREOHPV ZLWK WKHLU SDWLHQW¶V
work (Carlisle & Ibbotson, 2005).  
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Within the current study, both groups of students were able to discuss and plan their 
treatment options relating to their patients work with each other both in the clinic and the 
laboratory. There were also improvements to their confidence as reported by both 
groups of students. One trainee dental technician reported how he now felt more 
FRQILGHQWRQFOLQLFDVWKHSDWLHQW¶VWUHDWPHQWKDGSUogressed and this had made it easier 
IRUKLPWR³WDONDERXWDQGH[SODLQDQ\SUREOHPVZLWKERWKWKHVWXGHQWDQGWKHSDWLHQW´  
According to Sinclair (2004) and Parsell & Bligh (1998) one of the benefits to 
interprofessional learning is increased personal and professional confidence which 
ultimately results in enhanced job satisfaction. There was also no doubt from reading 
WKHVWXGHQWVGLDULHVWKDWERWKJURXSVRIVWXGHQWVZHUHDOVRDSSUHFLDWLYHRIHDFKRWKHU¶V
role with regard to their patients care. This may also be attributable to how professionals 
now have both a fear of the consequences of their actions, and they never have the 
opportunity to face them (Oermann & Lukomski, 2001). The growing awareness for 
litigation underpinned by ethical and legal rights of patients and clients highlights the 
need for radical reform in which all professional groups embrace their own legal 
accountability and responsibilities. In the complex arena of health and social care there 
is a need for professionals to co-operate, co-ordinate, communicate and collaborate 
with each other to improve clinical effectiveness (DOH, 1996).  
 
5.27 Professional identity, role definition 
 
Finally the students were asked to reflect on how they felt in the clinic/laboratory and 
any comments they had on how their patient felt. From this domain the themes of 
relationships and confidence emerged.  
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6WXGHQW¶VUHSRUWHGRQWKHLUH[SHULHQFHVRIZRUNLQJWRJHWKHUDQGKRZUHODWLRQVKLSVKDG
developed both with themselves and their patients and how their confidence had 
improved over the period of the exercise. One trainee dental technician reported how 
she felt very involved by the patient, the undergraduate dental student and the clinical 
WXWRU DQG IHOW ³YDOXHG DQG D SDUW RI ZKDW ZDV JRLQJ RQ´ Other studies have also 
underscored the importance of the development of relationships with patients, Suikkala 
& Leino-Kipi (2001) highlighted that relationships with patients are connected with 
VWXGHQW¶VSHUVRQDODQGSURIHVVLRQDOJURZWKFRQILGHQFHDQGVHOI-esteem.  
 
In the current study it was apparent that comments from their patients were valued and 
recognized by the students as a building block in the development of their confidence. 
One undergraduate dental student reflected on how it had raised her confidence 
receiving positive comments from the patient ³SOHDVHGDQGIHHOLQJPRUHFRQILGHQWVLQFH
WKHSDWLHQWLQIRUPHGXVVKHLVKDSS\ZLWKKHUQHZGHQWXUHV´ Students were also able to 
identify strategies that they themselves found helpful such as preparation, self-
awareness and recognition of their confidence.  
 
Findings from a variety of interprofessional initiatives suggest that interprofessional 
learning especially at pre-registration level for health and social care students can 
contribute to increasing understanding RI RWKHU SURIHVVLRQDOV¶ UROHV FRRSHUDWLRQ DQG
respect; encourage positive attitudes and enhance professional development, facilitate 
team working and encourage reflective practice (Pirrie et al, 1998; Cooper et al, 2004).  
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Overall, in this study the studHQWV¶ H[SHULHQFH RI WKH VKDUHG OHDUQLQJ H[HUFLVH ZDV
positive. The majority of students recognized the benefits of shared learning and that 
the acquisition of team working skills is useful for their future working lives, beneficial to 
the care of their patients and likely to enhance professional working relationships. 
Reasons for this were both groups of students had the opportunity to develop their own 
professional role, for example, the trainee dental technicians became more involved in 
the care of the patient and both groups of students learned about the other profession 
and how to work as part of a team. Secondly both groups of students described 
situations where they used their knowledge and skills to collaborate and communicate, 
for example, in discussLRQVUHJDUGLQJWKHGHVLJQRIWKHLUSDWLHQW¶VGHQWXUHV 
 
5.3  Professional identities and shared understanding 
5.31 Overview 
7KH VHFRQG RYHUDUFKLQJ SXUSRVH RI WKLV UHVHDUFK SURMHFW ZDV WR H[DPLQH OHDUQHUV¶
experiences of these shared learning opportunities together with any perceived barriers 
to learning. An underlying assumption of the current study was that barriers to learning 
may exist between both groups of students (Arlton et al, 1990; Ling et al, 1990; 
Zungolo, 1994). Students in the study reported some issues that could be perceived as 
potential obstacles to learning as demonstrated by the differing group responses 
towards questions in the focus group interviews. However, some impediments were 
also regarded as positive opportunities. Some of these concerns related to a possible 
ODFNRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQDQGXQGHUVWDQGLQJRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROH 
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Pethybridge, 2004; Reeves, 2004; Skjorshammer, 2001, have shown that effective 
interprofessional learning can be undermined by a lack of understanding of one 
another¶V UROHV OLPLWHG FRPPXQLFDWLRQ DQG SRRUO\ FRRUGLQDWHG WHDPZRUN +RZHYHU
such barriers can be overcome and students can share these differences and use them 
constructively in their learning (Zungolo, 1994).  As such, this section is a discussion of 
the fiQGLQJV IURP WKH IRFXV JURXS LQWHUYLHZV FRQFHUQLQJ WKH SDUWLFLSDQW¶V H[SHULHQFHV
and perceptions based on the research questions: 
 
3. Does shared learning promote a EHWWHU XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI HDFK RWKHUV¶
professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork? 
4. How far are these aims successfully accomplished as a result of the 
opportunities afforded by the programme in this study? 
 
This section offers a discussion of the challenges facing the participants to shared 
learning as they have emerged from this current research study, in terms of the 
following domains: 8QGHUVWDQGLQJ 2QH $QRWKHU¶V 5ROH $SSUHKHQVLRQ $ZNZDUGQHVV
Patient Care, Preparation. 
 
5.32  8QGHUVWDQGLQJRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROH 
The first question asked both groups of students what benefits did you gain from the 
H[HUFLVH7KHPDLQGRPDLQ WRDULVHZDVWKDWRIXQGHUVWDQGLQJRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROHZLWK
the themes of collaboration and team working. Both groups of students agreed that their 
knowledge of the other professional group had increased.  
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For example, one 4th year undergraduate dental student explained how she benefited 
by being able to go to the laboratory and see the technical work for her patient ³6HHLQJ
ERWKWKHWHFKQLFDODQGFOLQLFDOVLGHUHDOO\ZRUNHGIRUPH´ These findings mirror Nisbet et 
DO¶V (2008) work on interprofessional learning for pre-qualification health care students 
who concluded that a collaborative, team-orientated approach has the potential to 
H[SDQG VWXGHQWV¶ XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI WKH FRQWULEXWLRQV PDGH E\ RWKHU
professionals/colleagues to effective patient care. Within the current study the trainee 
dental technicians were able to gain a better understanding of the role of the dental 
student and the undergraduate dental students were able to appreciate the technical 
support and opinion the trainee technicians could provide. This type of collaborative 
learning is also supported by Areskog et al, 1988; Barr, 2001; McNair et al, 2005; WHO, 
1998, who highlighted that interprofessional education has the potential to promote 
better understanding between the professions by encouraging students to engage in 
detailed exploration of health and social roles. This improved understanding results in 
increased self-confidence, for example, in the current study one trainee technician 
reported how his confidence with both the patient and undergraduate dental student had 
increased ³WKLV ZHHN , IHHO SDUW RI D WHDP´ This increase in confidence enhances an 
LQGLYLGXDO¶V UHFRJQLWLRQ RI WKH FRQWULEXWLRQ RI RWKHUV DQG KHOSV WR DEROLVK LQJUDLQHG
stereotypes (Cooke et al, 2003; Fraser et al, 2000; Guest et al, 2002; Jones, 1986). 
Within the current study both groups of students also reported on how team working 
had been of benefit with regard to their patients care. Working as a team they had been 
able to see exactly what their patients required.  
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One trainee dental technician reporting how it was of benefit to see the patient from the 
YHU\ VWDUW RI WKHLU WUHDWPHQW ³seeing the patient at the initial appointment is good 
because you get to find out what problems they KDYHKDGDQGZKDWWKH\DFWXDOO\ZDQW´ 
 
Current findings are further consistent with research by Barr (2001), Gill & Ling (1995) 
who found that by encouraging professionals to share knowledge and work 
collaboratively lays down solid foundations on which to integrate professional expertise 
ZKLFK FDQ UHVXOW LQ LPSURYHG SDWLHQW FDUH 7KHVH GDWD FRQFXU ZLWK *OHQ DQG /HLED¶V
(2002) point, that interprofessional learning increases the likelihood of students 
engaging in collaborative working once qualified. Findings from the current study 
suggest the aim of fostering collaborative working was achieved by facilitating 
appropriate attitudes (Barr, 1996) and the motivation to work with allied professionals by 
collaborating with them confidently and competently. 
 
5.33  Apprehension 
 
The next question asked the students whether there was anything that was of little 
benefit with the exercise and this raised the domain of apprehension with the themes of 
concern and anxiety arising. Some of the trainee dental technicians articulated how they 
were concerned and anxious on how they had felt left out initially. Some expressed 
FRQFHUQV DERXW EHLQJ D EXUGHQ DQG IHOW WKH\ ZHUH µMXVW KDQJLQJ DURXQG¶ without a 
purpose or direction. Others raised concerns over their input and whether or not their 
contribution to the patients care was being taken into consideration.  
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5HVHDUFKE\&DPSEHOOHWDO:LQGVRU LQWRQXUVLQJVWXGHQWV¶SHUFHSWLRQV
of clinical experience found that both negative attitudes of staff and a negative 
atmosphere created in a clinical environment caused feelings of vulnerability and 
inadequacy. Bloomfield (1997) also emphasised that learners in unfamiliar 
environments do experience some reduction in self-confidence and increased anxiety. 
This is further supported by Gray & Smith (1999) who reported that students experience 
VRPHGHJUHHRIµDQWLFLSDWRU\DQ[LHW\¶DQGILQGWKHLGHDRIFOLQLFDOH[SHULHQFHLQWLPLGDWLQJ
(Maben et al, 2006).  
 
Research undertaken by McAllister et al (1997) suggests that while mild levels of stress 
may enhance student performance, excessive levels of anxiety are more likely to 
produce negative outcomes. $FFRUGLQJ WR +XJKHV  ³6WUHVV FRQWULEXWHV WR
anxiety, ZKLFK FDQ LQ WXUQ LQWHUIHUH ZLWK VWXGHQWV¶ SHUIRUPDQFH E\ OHDGLQJ WR WKH 
development of poor coping VNLOOV´ S %HGGRH DQG 0XUSK\  VWDWHG ³+LJK 
stress and anxiety impede concentration, memory, and problem-solving ability, which in 
turn, adversely affect performance DQGOHDUQLQJ´S305). 
  
The trainee dental technicians in the current study wanted to create a smooth journey 
for themselves and recognised the importance of being interested and inquiring when 
participating in the clinic and realised that in doing so this helped broker a positive 
relationship with both the undergraduate dental student and the clinical tutors. A parallel 
can be drawn here with teachers and teaching assistants. For example, establishing a 
positive and mutually respectful relationship between a class or subject teacher and a 
teaching assistant or support teacher, is the key to successful working (Evans, 2008). 
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This sometimes happens quite naturally, with each individual instinctively knowing what 
to do and how to fit in with each other's way of working. At other times however, there 
can be a tension between teacher and teaching assistant and in the worst cases, each 
one feels undermined by the other sometimes to the extent that any possible benefits of 
joint working are outweighed by the stress incurred, for example, where a relatively 
inexperienced teacher is paired with a more experienced teaching assistant who may 
well also be a parent, and who is inflexible and determined to 'do it my way'. Therefore, 
by running a training session/staff meeting about teacher, teaching assistants 
partnerships, this can help to establish a way of working that is professional and while 
being flexible, is also shaped by an agreed code of practice embodying expectations 
and responsibilities on both sides (Evans, 2009). This example of establishing a 
mutually respectful and positive relationship between teacher and teaching assistant 
can be related to the current study with similar issues facing both trainee dental 
technician and undergraduate dental student, such as XQGHUVWDQGLQJHDFKRWKHU¶VUROH
and working as part of a team.  
 
Research has also shown that during the formal process of role acquisition students 
expectations about the professional role can remain idealised (Thornton & Nardi, 1975). 
Some studies report that students feel powerless and confused by the dichotomy 
between the ideals of the institute and the realities of the practice setting (Willis, 1996; 
Young et al, 1989). The trainee technicians wanted to be recognised as capable and 
competent as they progressed through the shared learning exercise. The students 
believed if they did not rock the boat or cause trouble the learning experience would be 
more positive.  
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When they were given the opportunity to demonstrate their abilities their confidence was 
enhanced. Several authors concur with the need to provide feedback, particularly 
positive reinforcement to support student confidence (Ferguson, 1996; Glover, 2000; 
Gray & Smith, 2000; Kelly, 1992; Mozingo et al, 1995). Conversely, while they longed to 
be acknowledged and appreciated, they often felt that their work was unappreciated and 
overlooked, which had a negative impact on their subsequent acceptance as a team 
member (Levett-Jones et al, 2009). However, the undergraduate dental students 
acknowledged that at times it was difficult for every team member to be totally engaged 
with the patient and this caused concerns and anxieties with them also on what each 
team member should be doing. This concurs with research by Cloke et al (1997) who 
reported that students are reluctant to rely on the supernumerary status in case they are 
regarded as lazy by other health professionals. Instead, they prefer to be seen as part 
of the workforce (Cloke et al, 1997). 
 
5.34  Awkwardness 
 
Students in the study were asked if they were conscious of any barriers to learning 
during the exercise, from this question came the domain of awkwardness with the 
themes of uneasiness and attitude emerging. Some of the undergraduate dental 
students reported on how they felt uneasy at the beginning of the exercise not knowing 
what was expected of them and it had taken a few weeks for a working relationship to 
develop between themselves and the trainee dental technicians.  
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1RW NQRZLQJ WKHLU VFRSH RI UHVSRQVLELOLWLHV QRW NQRZLQJ KRZ WR IXOILO RQH¶V
responsibilities and uncertainty about whose expectations to meet can therefore result 
LQ IHHOLQJV RI IUXVWUDWLRQ DQG D ODFNRI YDOXH DQG DFNQRZOHGJHPHQW RI WKH LQGLYLGXDO¶V
knowledge and skills (Chang and Hancock, 2003; Kahn et al, 1964). Stapleton (1998) 
has asserted that trust develops over time as a result of multiple positive experiences 
with each other. Its development requires that people really get to know and understand 
each other and this requires time. Other undergraduate dental students reported on how 
once a working relationship had developed they would have found it difficult to criticise 
any technical work produced by the trainee technicians after they had put in so much 
effort, and felt if they had commented this may have had a negative impact on their 
working relationship, one undergraduate dental student reporting ³,ZRXOGKDYHIHOWTXLWH
EDG FULWLFLVLQJ WKH WHFKQLFLDQV ZRUN´ This view concurs with Stapleton (1998) who 
points out that each person involved in collaborative practice must feel responsible for, 
and safe with, expressing his or her own opinions and feelings. An environment must 
exist in which this can be done without fear of retaliation or ridicule. Each person must 
DFFHSW DQG WU\ WR XQGHUVWDQG WKH RWKHUV¶ RSLQLRQ DQG IHHOLQJV DQG QRW DXWRPDWLFDOO\
dismiss them because they do not understand or agree, or because they do not fit with 
RQH¶VRZQYLHZ 
 
Turning to the next theme of attitudes some trainee dental technicians described tutor 
behaviours that evoked uncertainty and insecurity which had impacted on their sense of 
belonging and learning.  
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Trust is an integral part of higher learning, without the sense of trust ± primarily between 
the student and teacher ± neither is encouraged, and hence willing to question and 
overcome their understanding of their interrelationships in the world. Thus, students 
must trust the teacher that their projections of potentiality will be rewarded and 
encouraged. Without the sense of trust the learning experience will be restricted leading 
to marginalisation of the pursuit of unique potentiality (Curzon-Hobson, 2002). One 
trainee dental technician reported that ³6RPHWLPHV , IHOW WKDW P\ RSLQLRQ ZDV
GLVUHJDUGHGHVSHFLDOO\E\WKHFOLQLFDOWXWRUV´ These findings are supported by previous 
studies into staff-student relationships (Langridge & Hauck, 1998; Workman, 1998; 
Andrews et al, 2005; Levett-Jones et al, 2009). Another trainee dental technician 
UHSRUWHG RQ KRZ VKH ZDQWHG WR ³feel VKH EHORQJHG LQ WKH WHDP´ The concept of 
belongingness is very relevant to the experiences of the trainee dental technicians in 
the current study working within a clinical environment. Belongingness has been 
recognised as a fundamental human need, exerting a powerful influence on cognitive 
processes, emotional patterns, behavioural responses and health and well-being 
+DJHUW\ HW DO  %DXPHLVWHU 	 /HDU\  1RODQ  DUJXHV WKDW VWXGHQWV¶
need to fit in and be accepted by staff in order for them to actively participate and learn. 
Others have suggested that the fear and anxiety experienced during the socialisation 
process may negatively affect student learning (Kleehammer et al, 1990; Lindop, 1999; 
Lo 2002; Timmins & Kaliszer, 2002). A number of trainee dental technicians reported 
that the nature of the staff-student relationships determined whether they felt that they 
fitted into the clinical environment and were accepted by staff.  
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These findings are supported by Webb & Shakespear (2008) who described how tutors 
DWWLWXGHVFRXOGXQGHUPLQHDQGUXLQVWXGHQW¶VSODFHPHQWH[SHULHQFHV'XULQJ WKHIRFXV
groups, iW HPHUJHG WKDW WKH VWXGHQWV¶ LQ HDFK SURIHVVLRQDO JURXS KDG H[SHULHQFHG
different trajectories of professional socialisation. The undergraduate dental students 
KDG H[SHULHQFHG DQ µHOLWH¶ HQFXOWXUDOLVDWLRQ ZKLOVW WKH WUDLQHH GHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQV KDG
become exSRVHG WR D PRUH µVHUYLFH¶ HWKRV 7UDLQHH GHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQV LQ WKH FXUUHQW
study described how without the sense of collegiality experienced when working with 
supportive staff, they often felt as if they were on the periphery of the clinical team 
(Myall et al, 2008). Emotional support from staff is essential for successful placements 
(Brown et al, 2005) this helps students to feel less alone and anxious when entering the 
clinical environment, and their opportunities for learning increase when they are able to 
develop supportive relationships with their tutors, particularly when these relationships 
continue over an extended period of time (Sibson, 2003). Watson (1999) suggests that 
when positive staff-student relationships are not established, students expressed 
concerns about being a burden.  
 
The sense of belonging experienced in environments that facilitate positive placement 
experiences allows students to progress in their learning with confidence and motivation 
(Levett-Jones et al, 2009). Therefore, staff-student relationships are crucial for students 
to feel accepted, included and valued. Other issues raised within the current study were 
the working relationships between the trainee dental technicians and the differing year 
groups with whom they worked. The trainee technicians articulated they had a greater 
rapport with the 3rd year undergraduate dental students than the 4th year 
undergraduates.  
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They reported that they felt it easier to integrate with the 3rd year undergraduates, 
whereas the 4th year undergraduate dental students as a number of trainee dental 
technicians reported were more like µTXDOLILHGGHQWLVWV¶. This suggests that the 4th year 
students had developed more of a professional identity and perhaps were less 
amenable in their approach to shared learning. 
  
Professional identity, as one form of social identity, concerns group interactions in the 
workplace and relates to how people compare and differentiate themselves from other 
professional groups. Professional identity develops over time, and involves gaining 
insight into professional practices and the development of the talents and the values of 
the profession (Schein, 1978). It can be described as the attitudes, values, knowledge, 
beliefs and skills that are shared with others within a professional group and relate to 
the professional role being undertaken by the individual, and this, is a matter of the 
subjective self-conceptualisation associated with the role adopted (McGowen & Hart, 
1990; Hall, 1987; Watts, 1987). These aspects of personal and professional identity 
emerged as the students acquired new views of self as they learned and adopted the 
professional role behaviours and attitudes. Ibarra (1999), Niemi (1997), argue this 
process eventually leads to students adopting a new professional view of themselves 
WKDW PHHWV WKHLU DJHQW¶V H[SHFWDWLRQV LQ UHODWLRQ WR SURIHVVLRQDO FRPSHWHQFH For 
example, one fourth year undergraduate dental student questioned the need to visit the 
laboratory to involve herself with the technical work for her patLHQW µ, FDQ¶W VHH PXFK
SRLQW LQ YLVLWLQJ WKH ODERUDWRU\ DV ,¶P QHYHU JRLQJ WR EH H[SHFWHG WR XQGHUWDNH DQ\
WHFKQLFDOZRUNP\VHOI¶.  
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This raises the question of when is the right time to implement shared learning; much 
research has been undertaken into when is the right time for interprofessional learning 
to take place. Conventional wisdom suggests this should happen when students have a 
clear sense of their own identity and have experiences to share (Funnell 1995; Pirie et 
al, 1999). However, there are those who argue interprofessional learning should be 
introduced from the very start to prevent the formation of negative interprofessional 
attitudes which will later be resistant to change (Carpenter, 1995; Hojat et al, 1997; 
Tunstall-Pedoe et al, 2003; Rudland & Mires, 2005; Norman, 2005). With regard to the 
current study early exposure to interprofessional education might well help students find 
their professional role in relation to others and also help them comprehend the structure 
in which they will work as a professional. Perhaps early interprofessional activities could 
also counteract prejudices between the participating students thus promoting future 
collaboration. Research by Lindqvist et al (2005) reported that during a nine-week 
interprofessional learning programme for first-year students in medicine, nursing, 
RFFXSDWLRQDO WKHUDS\ SK\VLRWKHUDS\ DQGPLGZLIHU\ VWXGHQWV¶ DWWLWXGHV WRZDUGV KHDOWK
professionals changed in a positive direction and the programme helped to challenge 
preconceived notions between healthcare professionals. Research has also shown that 
introducing collaborative working while teaching more practical topics allows students to 
develop positive attitudes towards each other before they become inflexible in their own 
professional identity (Ker et al, 2003). At this time they are most open to learning 
together (Cooper et al, 2005; Coster et al, 2008) and have more positive attitudes 
toward their own and other professional groups (Hind et al, 2003). 
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Finally issues were raised by the trainee dental technicians regarding the sometimes 
unswerving confidence and possibly arrogance displayed at times by some of the 
undergraduate dental students. This had resulted in them stereotyping the 
undergraduate dental students in negative ways. Predictably, at the beginning of the 
shared learning exercise the trainee technicians thought that the undergraduate dental 
students might be overly confident, detached and poor communicators. This mirrors the 
work of (Horsburgh et al, 2001 & Tunstall- Pedoe et al, 2003) who found that students 
enter their specific professional courses with pre-formed stereotypes about their own 
and other disciplines. These negative stereotypes regarding other disciplines can lead 
to professional arrogance and hamper effective collaborative relationships (Carpenter, 
1995).  
 
Social identity theory suggests that identifying with a particular group actively 
determines interpersonal attitudes and behaviour towards other groups (Turner, 1999). 
At the same time there was little evidence to suggest any pre-conceived stereotypical 
views were held by the undergraduate dental students regarding the trainee dental 
technicians. However, over the period of the shared learning exercise, the students 
began to undergo subtle shifts in their professional behaviour and attitudes, there was a 
noticeable change in the views of the trainee technicians, they agreed that teamwork 
was beneficial and afforded the advantages of learning, exchanging ideas, and focusing 
effort. Change in relationships, as this discussion is trying to emphasise, must be a two-
sided process. If dental technicians persist in stereotyping dentists as arrogant it will be 
difficult for either party to behave differently towards the other.  
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Further, change in the relationship is more likely to happen if each group believes the 
other has changed its stereotypes about themselves, e.g. if dental technicians believe 
dentists perceive them as being more competent and more confident. In other words, it 
will not be sufficient for dental technicians and dentists to change their perceptions of 
technicians they both must also change their perceptions of dentists.  
 
5.35  Awareness of responsibility to patients 
 
Both groups of students were asked if they felt their patients had benefited from the 
exercise. The main domain to arise from this question was their patients care with the 
themes of communication and understanding. Students in the current study identified 
greater confidence in interactions with their patients, improved communication, greater 
awareness of patient care and greater empathy for both the patient and each other 
developed from working as a team. What did emerge from this current study was the 
majority of students agreed that their patients had received a better standard of care, for 
example, one 3rd \HDUXQGHUJUDGXDWHGHQWDOVWXGHQWIHOWWKDWKHUSDWLHQWKDG³a lot more 
FKRLFHLQKHUWUHDWPHQW´ Students considered communication central to the success of 
their patients care. Successful communication essentially relies on communicaWRUV¶
DELOLW\ WR FRQVLGHU WKH RWKHU SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ YLHZSRLQWV 1XFNOHV 	 %URPPH  DQ
aspect identified by students in the present study. One 4th year undergraduate dental 
VWXGHQWUHSRUWHGKRZSUREOHPVZLWKWKHSDWLHQW¶VGHQWXUHVFRXOGEHGLVFXVVHGZLWh the 
WUDLQHHWHFKQLFLDQ³I could discuss the problem with both the technician and the patient 
DQG LW FRXOG EH VRUWHG RXW ZKLOVW WKH SDWLHQW ZDLWHG´ Students recognised successful 
FROODERUDWLYHLQFLGHQWVDVWKRVHLQZKLFKDOOSDUWLFLSDQWV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVZHre considered.  
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They described how active face-to-face dialogue and joint decision making with both the 
SDWLHQWDQG WKHPVHOYHVHQDEOHG WKHP WRJDLQDEHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI WKHLUSDWLHQW¶V
needs which in turn allowed them to provide more efficient patient-centred care. This 
supports previous findings that students consider interprofessional communication as 
central to successful teamwork (Morison et al, 2003), and is consistent with the 
evidence, which specifies active listening, negotiation and active dialogue as essential 
components of effective collaboration (Henneman et al, 1995). It is also important to 
note that in the process of learning to work collaboratively with each other; students 
learn that the patient also has an essential voice in problem solving and decision 
making. Increasing emphasis has been placed on involving patients in making decisions 
about their care (Bowling et al, 2001). Not long ago, when patients were instructed by 
their physician or pharmacist to have an operation, go for a laboratory test, or take 
medication, they did so without question. Medical paternalism the belief that the health 
care professional knew best was accepted as standard practice by most health care 
professionals and their patients (McCarthy, 1996). Today, patients have become true 
consumers of medical care (Weiss, 2007). Patients wish and have a right to be informed 
and to be asked for their consent. To do otherwise would be both unprofessional and 
unethical not to mention the legal ramifications. Patients expect a certain level of 
service, failure by health professionals to meet the demands of health care consumers 
may lose customers or experience legal problems (McCarthy, 1996c).  As the students 
work together for the benefit of their patients, they also learn WKDW WKHSDWLHQW¶V UROH LQ
providing input for their own care is just as important. Therefore, the patient becomes a 
SDUWQHULQWKHLURZQFDUHGHOLYHU\QRWVLPSO\DUHFLSLHQW'¶$PRXU	2DQGDVDQ
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Within the current study patients also came to understand and value the role of the 
dental technician and were able to provide direct feedback on laboratory procedures as 
well as clinical outcomes. As Saxell et al (2009) points out when the care plan for a 
patient is cohesive, the patient undoubtedly benefits, as the health team has worked 
WRJHWKHUWREHVWDGGUHVVWKHSDWLHQW¶VQHHGVZDQWVDQGYDOXHV 
 
5.36  Preparation 
 
Finally, both groups of students were asked how the exercise could be improved. From 
this question came the domain of preparation with the themes of information and 
equality arising. A number of students felt they should have been given more 
information prior to the commencement of the exercise, for example, one 3rd year 
XQGHUJUDGXDWH GHQWDO VWXGHQW IHOW ³it should be made clear what each person is 
H[SHFWHG WR GR´ some felt the exercise had not been fully explained to them. These 
findings are consistent with work undertaken by Carlisle & Ibbotson (2005) who found 
that students taking part in a problem-based learning exercise would have preferred 
more preparation; however, many students also recognised that this could only be done 
through the experience of participation in the exercise itself. Finally, some trainee dental 
technicians did comment as they had done in their reflective diaries on the difficulties 
some had encouraging the undergraduate dental students they were working with to 
attend the laboratory. Unfortunately, for the undergraduate dental students, there was 
competition in attending the laboratory because of their extant curricula activities 
(Albanese, 2000). This subsequently contributed to their non-attendance on occasions.  
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5.37 Summary  
 
This study contributes to our understanding of the complexities of working in an 
interprofessional healthcare environment as perceived by both undergraduate dental 
students and trainee dental technicians. Results from the study show that both trainee 
dental technicians and undergraduate dental students regard the exercise useful in 
WHUPVRIFRPPXQLFDWLRQDQGXQGHUVWDQGLQJHDFKRWKHUV¶ UROHVAll the students clearly 
developed more effective approaches to teamwork and overcame the difficulties 
associated with collaborative working. One question that the study raises, however, is 
whether shared learning matters to others within the Dental Hospital/University Dental 
School. It clearly matters to the students involved in the current study, as a means to 
improve collaboration and service delivery it clearly matters, in theory at least, to the 
institution. However, two big research questions stand behind this notion of whether 
shared learning between these two professional groups matters. First, if this study was 
conducted with other groups of students would the results be the same? And if the 
institution wants to improve communication and collaboration between these two 
professional groups, are those in the hospital/university willing to listen to those calls 
that acknowledge that shared learning does lead to improved communication, 
collaboration and better patient care of which the students in this study speak? The 
answers to these questions remain elusive.  
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But since it matters in almost every possible way, service delivery, students-
experiential, institutional, and purely personal, that our students in hospitals and 
universities are the best they can possibly be, it is clearly essential that policymakers 
listen to the valuable evidence provided by the experiences of students engaged in 
interprofessional learning. Hopefully, this thesis has played a part in developing that 
understanding. 
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
6.1  Overview and contribution to knowledge 
 
In this chapter, conclusions and implications of this study are discussed. The discussion 
is framed by three interrelated bodies of research presented in the literature: 
professional identity formation in the medical and dental profession; professional 
training in shaping professional practices and contexts of working and last, professional 
educational curriculum design. Implications of the conclusions are offered for university 
academics, university administrators, teachers of dental technology, and not least, 
future researchers.  
This thesis set out to examine the experiences of trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students during shared learning opportunities and inquire into 
whether interprofessional learning between trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students offers any specific professional and occupational 
disciplinary benefits or disadvantages. A review of the substantive literature revealed a 
need for closer links to be developed between dentist and dental technician. Team work 
was seen to be important and a sound knowledge of team roles a determining factor in 
improving communication and collaboration (Nuffield Foundation, 1980; 1993; General 
Dental Council, (GDC) 1997; 2001; 2002; 2004; 2006). But the literature review 
revealed a significant conceptual gap in the relationship between the dental 
professionals (Nuffield Foundation, 1980, 1993; GDC, 1997, 2006; Lovas et al, 2008; 
Morison et al 2008; Ross et al, 2009; Evans et al, 2010).  
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Consequently, qualitative work was carried out within a phenomenological framework. 
Using a phenomenological approach within a diary framework allowed the students to 
record their personal experiences and observations in which concepts were allowed to 
HPHUJH WKURXJK SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ VWRULHV RI WKHLU µOLYHG H[SHULHQFHV¶ GXULQJ WKH OHDUQLQJ
experience (Lowenberg, 1993; Cresswell, 1998), the emergent concepts fit within the 
context of the phenomenological framework. The thesis has demonstrated that both 
trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students are pragmatic but positive 
in terms of their expectations of shared learning. In particular, they regard the exercise 
useful in terms of communLFDWLRQDQGXQGHUVWDQGLQJHDFKRWKHUV¶UROHV 
A fundamental supposition of the current study was that professional barriers to learning 
may be present between both groups of students. Specifically, that these may well 
centre upon the traditional and hierarchical natures of one professional group ± dentist ± 
over the other more vocational group ± the dental technicians. For example, at the 
beginning of the exercise some students held stereotypical views of each other (Nisbet 
et al, 2008; Reeves et al, 1998; Hean et al, 2006), however, these views changed as a 
result of the exercise. This is consistent with research undertaken by Carpenter (1995) 
who found that before a programme of interprofessional education nursing and medical 
students held stereotypical views of each other, however, these views altered as a 
UHVXOWRIWKHSURJUDPPHZLWKERWKVHWVRIVWXGHQWVYLHZLQJHDFKRWKHU¶VSURIHVVLRQLQD
more positive light.  
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The process through which this occurred was threefold, firstly by building up a shared 
story of what it is to be a dentist/dental technician, secondly by building up a discursive 
situational picture of the difficulties faced by both groups of students and finally through 
the use of reflective diaries as phenomenological vehicles that caused reflection on their 
own behaviours. Students in the current study shared stories on how they worked 
together with each other and offered examples of their efforts. For example, in both a 
clinical and laboratory situation, students were able to develop a greater understanding 
RIHDFKRWKHU¶VUROHVGHYHORSLQJWKHLUWHDPZRUNLQJVNLOOVVKDULQJWKHLUNQRZOHGJHDQG
REVHUYDWLRQVIRU WKHEHQHILWRI WKHLUSDWLHQW¶V %DUQVWHLQHUHWDO6WXGHQWV LQ WKH
current study also acknowledged the difficulties they faced in the context of patient care. 
Increasing emphasis is being placed on involving patients in decisions about their care 
(Bowling, 2001). This is a result of a number of socio-political factors (Gillespie et al, 
2002). Patient expectations about their role in choice and decision making have been 
influenced by a consumer society (Holman et al, 2000). Ready access to health 
information via the internet has become the norm for many. Furthermore, highly 
publicised press-UHSRUWHG µVFDQGDOV¶ 0DLO 2QOLne, 2007; The Independent, 2010; 
Dispatches, Channel 4, 2011) and widely reported concerns of under-funding have 
eroded patient confidence in the NHS and the medical profession leaving patients 
seeking more information and involvement in their care (Charles et al, 1999; Holman & 
Lorig, 2000; Coulter, 2001). Involving patients also helps meet demands for 
accountability as health professionals can be more open about decision making 
(Charles et al, 1999; Holman & Lorig, 2000; Coulter, 2001).  
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Additionally, the students also regard the processes of shared learning as having a 
positive impact on future interprofessional teamwork (Barr et al, 2005).  
The current findings provide insight into the challenges facing both trainee dental 
technicians and undergraduate dental students as they endeavour to participate in 
shared learning. Very few existing studies have examined the specific ways in which 
these two professional groups interact in both a clinical and laboratory situation. The 
study concluded that both trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students 
believe there were benefits to engaging in a programme of interprofessional education. 
This involved developing more effective approaches to teamwork and overcoming the 
difficulties associated with collaborative working. Participants also reported increased 
understanding of the knowledge and skills, roles and duties of the other profession. The 
positive nature of these findings is supported by other interprofessional studies (Cook et 
al, 2001; Molyneux, 2001; Rutherford & McArthur, 2004). In general this work has 
indicated that the use of a practice-based interprofessional experience can improve 
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶ DZDUHQHVV DQG XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI LVVXHV UHODWHG WR FROODERUDWLYH ZRUN
(Fowler et al, 2000; Foy et al, 2002; Kilminster et al, 2004).  
 
This thesis makes an original contribution to knowledge in three main ways. First, this 
research illuminates the shared learning experiences of trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students, and in so doing, contributes new knowledge and original 
insights into this complex and significantly under-researched area. The validity and 
fidelity of these findings is endorsed by the participants themselves who had an ongoing 
critical dialogue with the researcher as to how they were being portrayed within the 
study. The second original contribution of this study lies in the methodology adopted.  
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By incorporating a phenomenological approach, the study exemplifies the complex, 
multifaceted and rich representational qualities that allow the voices of the participants 
to be fully heard. Finally, data gathered as part of this study will be of importance to both 
academic and vocational educators involved with the training of both dental technicians 
and dentists, for example, if dental technicians are to demonstrate truly professional 
practice, their curricula must provide opportunities to develop effective communication 
skills and appropriate behaviour (Makely, 2005). Through shared learning and 
understanding of complementary knowledge; collaborative development of skills sets 
and joint participation in field work, the curriculum should involve all categories of oral 
health student. Furthermore this would foster knowledge of roles between the groups 
and encourage team working opportunities which Gallagher et al, (2003; 2009) states is 
pertinent to the future of the dental workforce. This needs to be systematically 
developed within dental technology and associated curricula if it is to achieve its desired 
goal. 
 
6.2 Limitations and strengths 
 
Although the current findings provide insights about the experiences of the students 
during the shared learning exercise, there are several limitations to this study. First, 
although I employed three techniques to establish trustworthiness of the data (e.g. 
engagement with the participants and data, triangulation and participant feedback) I was 
the sole interviewer and coder of the data from the reflective diaries and focus group 
interviews. It is possible that my biases contributed to the data and emergent concepts 
that are presented.  
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If a different researcher or research team conducted and analyzed the data, that 
individual or team may have come up with other major concepts or added concepts to 
those identified in this study. However, it is very important to point out that this possible 
bias is attenuated by the constant iteration in the transcripts and testimonies provided 
by the interviewees themselves. The validity and fidelity of the research is endorsed by 
the participants themselves who had an ongoing critical dialogue with the researcher as 
to how they were being portrayed within the study. Another limitation of this type of 
study is that it cannot completely rule out the possibility that a small part of the positive 
effect of the interprofessional learning program identified could result from some of the 
students responding that the learning exercise was more useful than it really was in 
order to support me as their tutor and researcher (Roethlisberger & Dickinson, 1939; 
Bowling, 2002). As with most qualitative based studies, this study is designed to 
H[DPLQHDVPDOOJURXSRILQGLYLGXDOV¶OLYHGH[SHULHQFHVLQDVSHFLILFFRQWH[W5RVVPDQ
& Rallis, 2003).  
 
The particular and unique characteristics of this setting and the selection and number of 
participants are recognized in that they may therefore limit the transferability of the 
findings. In this case a single and specific context was studied; i.e. a Dental Teaching 
Hospital in the North of England. Furthermore, the small group of participants was 
selected purposefully as they are students currently enrolled on recognized training 
courses within a University Dental School/Hospital. However, the study may be 
transferable (Marshall & Rossman, 1999) as a framework to guide future research.  It is 
also important to point out that it was not the purpose of the study to research the 
effects of patient care; this will be the subject of a further research study. 
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6.3 Strengths 
 
A major strength of this study in its use of qualitative design was that it invited 
participants to be critical members of a research team, empowering them to become 
potential change agents (Morrow & Smith, 1995). Students who participated in the study 
had the opportunity to share their stories, opinions and be heard. Students have 
important opinions on shared learning; therefore, this study should have important 
implications for future research and practice. Another strength of the current study was 
the use of three techniques to establish trustworthiness of the data, the qualitative 
research equivalent to reliability and validity (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). By using reflective 
diaries and focus group interviews I used the technique of triangulation that is I reduced 
the risk of bias by collecting data from a range of individuals in different settings. The 
final technique I used was member checking with all the students I could access who 
stated the excerpts I shared with them on the results of the exercise provided an 
accurate description of their experiences.  
 
 
6.4 Implications for researchers, practitioners, and policymakers 
 
This research has several important implications for researchers, practitioners and 
policymakers. It is important we learn more about the benefits to shared learning 
between these two members of the dental team. Dental educators need to develop 
more innovative programmes to build on existing approaches and strengths to shared 
learning between these two members of the dental team.  
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6.41 Implications for future research directions 
 
The current findings have a number of implications for future research. First, data 
gathered as part of this study will be of importance to both academic educators and 
teachers involved with both the training and education of dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students. In terms of curriculum design the results of this research 
suggest that such a module on reflective practice would be best placed at the beginning 
of the students learning before any potential stereotypical views become entrenched. 
The length of such a programme is open for discussion however; the current research 
suggests both groups of students benefited from working with each other at appropriate 
times throughout the academic year. Through these insights a framework for shared 
learning between these two members of the dental team may well provide a bench mark 
for other institutions nationally. Second, this study has indicated that there are benefits 
to be gained from bringing together trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental 
students during training when appropriate. However, the current study did not seek to 
examine the benefits to patient care. Therefore, through the use of interpretative 
phenomenology in this study further research might use this framework to examine for 
example, the effects such learning may have on patient care. This might take the form 
of a longer term research study asking patients their views on whether having the 
opportunity to discuss their treatment options with more than one dental professional 
enhanced the quality of their care. Another area for future research could be the degree 
of shared learning that exists within European Dental Institutes.  
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It would be interesting to investigate the extent to which linked training opportunities 
exist between trainee dental technicians and undergraduate dental students in 
(XURSHDQ 'HQWDO 6FKRROV8QLYHUVLW\¶V 6WXGLHV PLJKW DOVR H[SORUH WKH LQIOXHQFH RI
student characteristics such as for example, social class, educational/cultural 
background, gender and age. As indicated in the literature review, little research has 
addressed shared learning specifically between trainee dental technicians and 
undergraduate dental students. Current findings reveal a need for more in depth 
exploration into shared learning between these two professional groups which will serve 
to usefully inform the future development of both dental undergraduate and dental 
technician training programmes. 
 
6.42 Implications for practice 
 
Current findings have important implications for both dental technicians and dentists. 
Dentists and dental technicians need open communication to ensure that they make 
decisions which are in the best interest of patients. Students in the study shared many 
effective strategies for working together. For example, both groups of students held a 
realistic view of the benefits of shared learning and agreed the benefits of being able to 
communicate and work together was a big advantage. Many of the students who took 
part in the exercise also reported on how they now had a better understanding of one 
anoWKHU¶V UROH WKDQ ZDV SUHYLRXVO\ WKH FDVH *LYHQ WKH VWXGHQWV VWRULHV DERXW WKH
challenges of working together in the current study, there is a need to implement 
strategies for shared learning within dental teaching hospitals/schools nationally.  
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Research LQWR8.GHQWDO ODERUDWRU\ WHFKQLFLDQV¶YLHZVRQ WKHHIILFDF\DQG WHDFKLQJRI
clinical ± laboratory communication suggests that dental laboratory technicians consider 
newly qualified dentists to have poor understanding of dental technical procedures and 
teFKQLTXHVDQGWKDW'HQWDO6FKRROVPD\QRWEHIXOILOOLQJWKH*'&UHTXLUHPHQWVRIµThe 
ILUVW ILYH \HDUV D IUDPHZRUN IRU GHQWDO HGXFDWLRQ¶ ZLWK UHJDUG WR GHQWLVWV¶ WHFKQLFDO
understanding and ability to communicate (Juszczyk et al, 2009). Current findings 
suggest the need for the dental profession to create and maintain relations with dental 
technologists by way of more innovative approaches to shared learning. This should be 
developed with the ultimate goal of improving communication and collaboration between 
these two professional groups when both meet in daily practice.  
 
6.43 Implications for policy 
 
The ability of health professionals to work together collaboratively is critical to delivering 
patient-centred care. The suggestion that learning together may help people to work 
together more effectively is reasonable. Effective teamwork requires an education 
system, which helps to foster understanding between all those entering the health 
workforce. Research into the effects of interprofessional education is beginning to 
identify a favourable range of outcomes associated with this activity. These include 
enhancing team working skills and improving knowledge of different professional roles 
(Barr, 2002). Evidence to date also suggests that the greater integration of 
interprofessional education in the wider curriculum the more positive the effect on 
attitudes to interprofessional collaborative working (Barnes et al, 2000; Horsburgh et al, 
 7KH 8. *RYHUQPHQW¶V VXSSRUW IRU SURPRWLQJ FROODERUDWLRQ EHWZHHQ KHDOWK 
professionals is evident in policy documents (DH, 1997; DH, 2000; DH, 2001).  
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With regard to dental education within the UK the General Dental Council is also 
committed to the development of interprofessional learning to improve team work and 
foster a betWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROH WKDQKDVSUHYLRXVO\EHHQWKHFDVH
(General Dental Council (GDC), 1997; 2001; 2002; 2004; 2006).  However, if 
expectations and the allocation of funding discourage the evaluation of interprofessional 
education, policy makers and education providers will continue to make decisions from 
a relatively weak evidence base. It is vital that more investment in evaluating research 
into interprofessional learning in dentistry is provided as such research would contribute 
to our knowledge about the place and role of interprofessional education in the 
professional curricula. This will also provide valuable evidence regarding curriculum 
design and inform educators and policy developers on how to maximise learning 
outcomes. 
 
6.44 Reflection  
 
Upon reflection, I believe that the study has provided some useful and significant 
evidence from which to build future opportunities for collaborative and interprofessional 
education between these two professional groups. First, the study is unique within the 
dental literature as it is one of the first to investigate whether shared learning promotes 
a better understanding of professional roles and effective interprofessional teamwork. 
6HFRQG WKHVWXG\ IRFXVHVRQ WKHVWXGHQWV¶H[SHULHQFHVDQGSHUFHptions of their team 
working skills; group dynamics and impediments for future team working. Third, it uses 
qualitative phenomenological methodology, allowing the data to emerge through the 
voices of the students themselves.  
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The current study suggests that interprofessional learning has the potential to facilitate 
more positive attitudes towards teamwork and collaboration. Consequently the timing, 
learning methods and length of the programme should be adapted according to the 
specific needs of the students. Further consideration needs to be given to the format of 
such collaboration, its timing and place within the dental curriculum, and the degree to 
which it becomes a regular and integral part of the programme. Indeed, a previous pilot 
study by the author (Reeson et al, 2005) has assisted in the development of such 
learning in a major UK Dental Institution (Maryan, 2011) by the implementation of a 
similar study. The pilot study has also been acknowledged by research undertaken by 
Evans et al (2010) into the development of a dental curriculum model that facilitates 
teamwork across the oral health professions in a University Dental School in Australia. 
Therefore, this current research may help assist future developments in those institutes 
who may be considering shared learning. This might take the form for example, of which 
year groups should be linked, when is the best time for such linkage and over how long 
a period of time this should be carried out. It is important that dental education providers 
learn more about and then engage in debate about the potential and value of 
interprofessional learning for their respective institutions. In terms of my own 
development as a practitioner in the field, I have had to overcome barriers, for example, 
persuading those responsible for the undergraduate programme that shared learning 
would be of benefit not only to the trainee technician but also the undergraduate dental 
student. I feel my confidence has grown as a result of having to overcome difficulties in 
order to see the project through to completion.  
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This applies particularly to the way in which shared learning itself fulfilled a long-felt 
need to introduce a change to the traditional way in which dental technicians have been 
trained in the Dental Hospital/School. With regard to the latter, the work has been 
especially rewarding.  
 
The phenomenological approach used has provided useful information. It has also 
provided an opportunity for personal professional development by allowing me to 
consider my own practice. I have had the opportunity to change something I was 
unhappy with within my own practice and this has been most rewarding. Bringing about 
change in any organisation can prove difficult. Insularity and ingrained working practices 
do not always welcome change. However, the present study shows that when 
approached with care, the organisational hurdles that once seemed insurmountable are 
after all tractable to change.  
 
In fact, I have been greatly encouraged by the sympathetic responses of those in 
positions of authority in the Dental Hospital/University Dental School. At the same time, 
however, lessons have also been learnt. Looking back, with the usual benefit of 
hindsight, it is clear where improvements could have been made. For example, the 
study required a considerable amount of commitment from all involved, as it was 
logistically complex and time consuming to plan. This is not unusual, as other authors 
have highlighted the need for commitment from all staff involved in developing 
interprofessional education in order for it to be successful (Fraser et al, 2000).  
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Not all the 3rd and 4th year undergraduate dental students had the opportunity of taking 
part in the exercise. This was due to the large number of undergraduate dental students 
and the relatively small number of trainee technicians currently in training.  
A number of undergraduates failed on occasions to attend the laboratory to see work for 
their own patients being carried out. Unfortunately, for the undergraduate dental 
students, there was competition in attending the laboratory because of their extant 
curricula activities (Albanese, 2000). This subsequently contributed to their non-
attendance on occasions. Despite these shortcomings, the study has given me 
confidence to continue working resolutely for changes to the training of dental 
technicians. Although that particular journey might be long and difficult, a start has been 
made in the right direction, and, however small the steps might be, I will be able to use 
the knowledge and experience, hard won in this study, to eventually reach my 
destination. 
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APPENDIX: B 
 
Teamwork and barriers to learning: a study on a shared learning exercise between undergraduate 
dental students and trainee dental technicians 
 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET (STUDENT) 
 
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is important for you to 
understand why the research is being carried out and what it will involve. Please take time to read the 
following information carefully. Ask us if there is anything that is not clear or if you would like more 
information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part. 
 
Thank you for reading this. 
 
1. What is the purpose of the study? 
Traditionally the working relationship between dentist and dental technician has depended on 
communication by written prescription with little face to face discussion. Both make assumptions based 
RQ WKHLU RZQ H[SHULHQFH DERXW WKH RWKHU¶V DSSURDFK WR WKH QHHGV RI WKH SDWLHQW 8QVXUSULVLQJO\ WKLV
sometimes unreliable means of communication has resulted in a variable quality of service. This study 
intends to investigate whether there are any benefits to shared learning between these two groups within 
the dental team.  
 
2. Why have I been chosen? 
As a student within the Dental Hospital/School you will be fabricating both complete and partial dentures 
for patients as part of your formal course. Therefore, you have been randomly selected from your year 
group. 
 
3. What do I have to do if I do take part? 
'XULQJ WKHFRXUVHRI\RXUSDWLHQW¶V WUHDWPHQW\RXZLOOEHDVNHG WRFRPSOHWHD UHIOective diary/learning 
log. You will also be invited to take part in a focus group meeting at the end of the exercise with other 
students who have taken part. The focus group will take about 15-20 minutes to complete and will be 
recorded by tape for the purposes of data collection and analysis. Your participation will be treated in the 
strictest confidence and comply with the data protection act 1998.   
 
4. Do I have to take part?  
It is up to you whether or not to take part. If you are happy to complete the reflective diary/learning log 
and attend a focus group meeting, you should keep this information sheet and sign the consent form that 
is enclosed. If you do decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a 
reason. Whether or not you decide to take part, your present or future training will not be affected.  
 
5. What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
Taking part in this study may or may not benefit you but may benefit others in the future. The study will 
provide infRUPDWLRQ RQ ZKHWKHU WUDLQLQJ GHQWDO WHFKQLFLDQV DORQJVLGH XQGHUJUDGXDWH GHQWDO VWXGHQW¶V
offers any professional and occupational specific disciplinary developmental benefits. 
 
6. Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
Yes. All information that is collected regarding your experiences will be kept strictly confidential. Your 
name will not be used in the transcript of the reflective diary/learning log. Any focus group and reflective 
diary/learning log data will be kept in secure cabinets and will be destroyed on completion of the study. 
Although responses will be anonymised some direct quotes from students may be used in journals. 
However, there will be no direct reference made to any particular participant.  
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7. What will happen to the results of the research study? 
The study will provide information on whether this type of training provides any benefits between these 
two members of the dental team. The information will be distributed to other dental teaching hospitals 
nationally. 
 
8. Who has reviewed the study? 
The protocol for this study has been reviewed by the Local Research Ethics Committee. 
 
9. Contact information 
For further information please contact: 
 
Mr M G Reeson    Dr N J Jepson 
Chief Instructor     Senior Lecturer/Honorary Consultant 
School of Dental Technology   Department of Restorative Dentistry 
The Dental Hospital    The Dental School 
Richardson Road    Framlington Place 
Newcastle upon Tyne    Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE2 4AZ     NE2 4BW 
Tel: 0191 282 5123    Tel: 0191 222 7829 
Fax: 0191 282 4671    Fax: 0191 222 6137 
E-mail: michael.reeson@nuth.nhs.uk  E-mail: n.j.a.jepson@ncl.ac.uk 
 
 
For independent advice about participating in the study please contact: 
 
Mrs Jill Forsyth 
Research Support Officer 
School of Dental Sciences 
Framlington Place 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 4BW 
Tel: 0191 222 8682 
E-mail: Jill.Smith@newcastle.ac.uk 
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this information.  
 
Date: 09/01/2008        Version: 2 
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APPENDIX: C  Newcastle Dental Hospital 
 
Teamwork and barriers to learning: a study on a shared learning exercise between 
undergraduate dental students and trainee dental technicians 
 
We would like to invite you to take part in a study to find out whether there are any benefits to 
be gained by training dental technicians alongside undergraduate dental students? If you agree to 
take part you would simply be asked to complete a reflective diary/learning log during the course 
RI \RXU SDWLHQW¶V WUHDWPHQW DQG DWWHQG D IRFXV JURXS RQFH \RXU SDWLHQW¶V WUHDWPHQW ZDV
completed.  
 
Your participation in this study will be treated in the strictest confidence. Although responses 
will be anonymised some direct quotes from students may be used in scientific journals. 
However, there will be no direct reference made to any particular participant.   Taking part in the 
study is voluntary. If you do not want to take part or at any time wish to withdraw, your training 
at the Dental Hospital/School will not be affected in any way. You may ask at any time for 
further information about the study. 
 
Thank you for your help and co-operation 
«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 
 
Student Consent Form (Reflective diary/learning log) 
 
I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary and I have read and understand the above 
in the presence of  
 
0U'U««««««««««««««« 
 
I hereby agree to participate in this study. I have received satisfactory answers to my questions. 
 
3DUWLFLSDQW««««««««««« 
 
:LWQHVV«««««««««« 
 
'DWH«««««««««««« 
             
      Participant ID Number 
    
 
 
 
 
 
Date: 09/01/2008       Version: 2 
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APPENDIX: D  Newcastle Dental Hospital 
 
Teamwork and barriers to learning: a study on a shared learning exercise between 
undergraduate dental students and trainee dental technicians 
 
We would like to invite you to take part in a study to find out whether there are any benefits 
gained by training dental technicians alongside undergraduate dental students? If you agree to 
take part you would simply be asked to complete a reflective diary/learning log during the course 
RI \RXUSDWHQWV WUHDWPHQW DQGDWWHQGD IRFXV JURXSPHHWLQJRQFH \RXUSDWLHQW¶V WUHDWPHQWZDV
completed. These focus groups will be recorded by tape for the purposes of data collection and 
analysis.  
 
Your participation in this study will be treated in the strictest confidence. Although responses 
will be anonymised some direct quotes from students may be used in scientific journals. 
However, there will be no direct reference made to any particular participant. Taking part in the 
study is voluntary. If you do not want to take part or at any time wish to withdraw, your training 
at the Dental Hospital/School will not be affected in any way. You may ask at any time for 
further information about the study. 
 
Thank you for your help and co-operation 
«««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««« 
 
Student Consent Form (Focus Group interviews) 
 
I understand that my participation is entirely voluntary and I have read and understand the above 
in the presence of  
 
0U'U««««««««««««««« 
 
I hereby agree to participate in this study. I have received satisfactory answers to my questions. 
 
3DUWLFLSDQW««««««««««« 
 
:LWQHVV«««««««««« 
 
'DWH«««««««««««« 
             
      Participant ID Number 
 
 
 
 
 
Date: 09/01/2008       Version: 2 
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APPENDIX: E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
School of Dental Sciences 
 
 
 
 
 
Shared Learning Experience 
 
 
 
Reflective Diary/Learning Log 
 
 
 
Weekly Progress Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Dental Hospital
Richardson Road
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE2 4AZ
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Newcastle Dental School 
Department of Prosthodontics 
Shared learning experience 
Information Sheet 
 
Hello, 
 
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this shared learning exercise. What we are trying to 
find out is whether the linking of undergraduate dental students and trainee dental 
technŝĐŝĂŶƐŚĂƐĂŶǇďĞŶĞĨŝƚƐŝŶƚŚĞƋƵĂůŝƚǇŽĨĚĞŶƚĂůĐĂƌĞǁĞƉƌŽǀŝĚĞŽƵƌƉĂƚŝĞŶƚƐ ? ? 
 
tĞ ĂƌĞ ŚŽƉŝŶŐ ƚŽ ŝĚĞŶƚŝĨǇ ůĞĂƌŶĞƌƐ ? ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞƐ ƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ ǁŝƚŚ ĂŶǇ ƉĞƌĐĞŝǀĞĚ ďĂƌƌŝĞƌƐ ƚŽ
learning with patients and other professional groups. The data collected will hopefully help to 
make improvements by enabling more effective learning and development to take place 
between these two professional groups.  
 
The shared learning exercise will involve a trainee dental technician working alongside an 
undergraduate dental student in the fabrication of dentures for a patient as part of the 
formal 3
rd
 and 4
th
 year BDS course in both complete and partial dentures. The trainee 
technician will attend the chairside at every stage and undertake all of the technical work for 
the patient. The trainee dental technician will also attend the same lectures and seminars as 
the undergraduate dental students. There will also be an opportunity for the undergraduate 
dental students to undertake some of the technical work for their patients in the School of 
Dental Technology. 
 
The purpose of this reflective diary/learning log is for you to record your actions, thoughts 
ĂŶĚƌĞĨůĞĐƚŝŽŶƐŽǀĞƌƚŚĞĐŽŵŝŶŐǁĞĞŬƐĂƐǇŽƵƌƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ ?ƐƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚƉƌŽŐƌĞƐƐĞƐ ?dŚĞĚŝĂƌǇŚĂƐ
been designed with headings for example, what you did, the outcome, the problems you may 
have encountered. (An example of how the diary might be completed for both groups of 
students is attached). Please feel free to incorporate your experiences in treating your patient 
and your experiences of working alongside each other. An extra page has been provided for 
any additional comments after each weekly progress report. You may also want to ask your 
ƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ ?ƐƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ ŝĨǇŽƵƐŽǁŝƐŚ ?ƚ ƚŚĞĞŶĚŽĨǇŽƵƌƉĂƚŝĞŶƚ ?Ɛ ƚƌĞĂƚŵĞŶƚǁĞǁŽƵůĚ ůŝŬĞ ƚŽ
invite you all to a focus group meeting to discuss how the exercise influenced your learning 
experience. 
 
We hope you will enjoy taking part in this exercise which we hope will be of some benefit to 
you. If you have any queries please do not hesitate to ask either Dr Nicholas Jepson or Mr 
Michael Reeson. 
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Reflective Diary/Learning Log 
Weekly Progress Report 
 
Name: Peter Canine 3rd year trainee dental technician 
Date: 03/03/2008 
What you did: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outcome: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Problems encountered / handled: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What I would do again / what I would not do again / what was a mistake: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Follow up / Action Plan: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spoke with both the undergraduate/s and the patient as to what 
treatment was to be carried out today. Upper and lower wax trial 
dentures to be tried in the patieQW·VPRXWK2FFOXVLRQDQG
appearance checked.  
'HQWXUHVORRNHGJRRGLQWKHSDWLHQW·VPRXWKKRZHYHUWKHSDWLHQW
felt that the two upper incisors were a little lighter compared to her 
natural teeth. Helped to check shade against her natural teeth with 
undergraduate dental student. Decided to go for a darker shade 
.of tooth. 
Patient felt that the denture tooth shade was slightly lighter than 
her natural teeth. Helped undergraduate dental student check 
tooth shade. Decided to replace teeth with a slightly darker shade. 
Explained to dental student I had to grind the teeth to get them to 
fit therefore some of the body colour may have been lost. 
As the teeth had to be ground a lot we should have possibly chosen a 
slightly darker shade of tooth as a lot of the colour out of the body 
of the teeth was lost once they were ground. Brought new shade of 
stock tooth from lab to show student and patient  
Slightly darker shade of teeth chosen to be retried next 
appointment 
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Reflective Diary/Learning Log 
Weekly Progress Report 
 
Name: Andrew Molar 3rd or 4th Year BDS 
Date: 15/10/2007 
What you did: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outcome: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Problems encountered / handled: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What I would do again / what I would not do again / what was a mistake: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Follow up / Action Plan: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Discussed with both patient and technician the proposed treatment 
to be carried out today. Upper and lower wax trial dentures to be 
tried in. 
Upper and lower trial dentures tried in, occlusion checked, 
appearance very good. Patient felt that the shades of two anterior 
teeth were a little lighter than her natural teeth. 
The shade of the teeth originally chosen slightly different to the 
teeth on the wax trial denture. Technician student explained 
that he had to grind the teeth to get them to fit and this 
sometimes causes the tooth to become lighter than the original 
shade chosen. Need to take this into consideration in the future. 
New shade of incisor teeth chosen to be retried in next week 
'HQWXUHVORRNHGJRRGLQWKHSDWLHQW·VPRXWKKRZHYHUWKHSDWLHQW
felt that the central and lateral incisor were a little to light in 
colour compared to her natural teeth. Checked shade with the help 
of the technician. Need to replace these two teeth with a slightly 
darker shade. 
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Additional comments; possible comments about 
 
x How I felt in the clinic / laboratory 
 
 
7RGD\ZDVWKHSDWLHQW·VILUVWDSSRLQWPHQW7KLQJVZHQW2NJRW
on reasonably well with the trainee technician; intend to visit 
WKHODEEHIRUHSDWLHQW·VQH[WDSSRLQWPHQWWRPDUNWUD\GHVLJQ
on casts for technician 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x How the patient felt 
 
ThiVZDVWKHSDWLHQW·VILUVWDSSRLQWPHQWVKHWROGXVDOO
about the problems she had with her previous dentures and 
what she would like from her new dentures. I have made 
some notes that I will be able to refer to when it comes to 
setting-up the teeth. 
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APPENDIX: F Focus Group Questions 
1) Firstly, you have just taken part in a shared learning exercise what benefits if 
any did you gain from the shared learning exercise. 
PROBE 
x %HIRUHWKHH[HUFLVHZHUH\RXFOHDUDERXWRQHDQRWKHU¶VUROH 
2) 7KH QH[W TXHVWLRQ LV ZDV WKHUH DQ\WKLQJ WKDW ZDVQ¶W RI EHQHILW IURP WKH
exercise. 
PROBES 
x What difficulties arose 
x Relationships 
3) Tell me were you conscious of any barriers to learning during the exercise. 
PROBES 
x :KDWGLGZRUN:KDWGLGQ¶WZRUN 
x ,VWKHUHDQ\WKLQJ\RXIHOW\RXFRXOGQ¶WVD\RUGR 
x Were you restricted in anyway 
4) Did you feel the patient gained benefit from the exercise? 
PROBES 
x In what ways do you feel the patient benefited 
x In what ways did they not  
5) Finally, how could the exercise be improved. 
PROBES 
x What did you like about it 
x :KDWGLGQ¶W\RXOLNHDERXWLW 
 APPENDIX: G Table for tabulating data from reflective diaries. 
 
Question Quote Context Date 
What you did ³«7KHWUDLQHHWHFKQLFLDQDVVLVWHGLQWULPPLQJWKH
excess off the special tray and explained the reasons 
ZK\WKHWUD\KDGEHHQPDGHODUJHUWKDQQHFHVVDU\´ 
 
 
3rd year undergraduate dental student 
working with trainee dental technician in the 
clinic 
 
7/11/2007 
Outcome 
 
 
 
³«7UD\ZDVZHOOPDGHWKHUHIRUHQRWPXFKWULPPLQJ
needed. The trainee technician checked the impression 
DIWHU,KDGWDNHQLW´ 
 
 
4th year undergraduate dental student working 
with trainee dental technician on the clinic 
 
21/09/2008 
Problems encountered/handled 
 
 
 
 
³« )URP D WHFKQLFLDQV SHUVSHFWLYH , ZRXOG LQ WKH
future trim my trays slightly shorter as I usually leave 
them slightly overextended yet by seeing what the 
dentist needs to work with it has made me more 
FRQVFLRXVRIP\WUD\PHDVXUHPHQWV´ 
 
 
Trainee dental technician working with 3rd year 
undergraduate dental student in clinic 
 
7/11/2007 
What I would do again/ 
What I would not do again/ 
What was a mistake 
 
³«1Hxt time I will try to get more involved by 
ORRNLQJLQWKHSDWLHQW¶VPRXWKWRVHHZKDWWKHUHLVWR
ZRUNZLWK´  
 
Trainee dental technician working with3rd year 
undergraduate dental students in clinic 
 
24/10/2007 
 
Follow up/Action plan 
 
³«%RWKWKHXQGHUJUDduate and I consulted the x-rays 
and discussed the bone loss, resorption and design of 
WKHSDWHQWVQHZGHQWXUH´ 
 
 
Trainee dental technician working with 4th year 
undergraduate dental student in laboratory 
 
17/12/2008 
Additional comments; 
Possible comments about 
How I felt on the clinic/laboratory 
How the patient felt 
³« 0\ FRQILGHQFH ZLWK ERWK SDWLHQW DQG
undergraduates has increased, which makes me more 
comfortable on clinic. This week I feel more of a team. 
The undergraduates asked for my help in marking the 
mid-OLQHDQG,ZDVDEOHWRDGGLQJZD[WRWKHULP´ 
 
Trainee dental technician working with 3rd year 
undergraduate dental students in the clinic 
 
26/11/2008 
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APPENDIX: H Table for tabulating data from focus group interviews.  
 
Question Quote Context Date 
 
What benefits did you gain from 
the exercise 
 
³«:HIHOWLWUHDOO\XVHIXOWRKDYHWKHWHFKQLFLDQ
present going through the various stages with you 
because we were learning. They seemed to know a bit 
more about things than we did at times so that helped 
XV,GRQ¶WNQRZLILWKHOSHGWKHP,IHHOWKDWZH
SUREDEO\EHQHILWHGPRUHWKDQWKH\GLG´ 
 
 
 
3rd year undergraduate dental student 
 
 
 
4/03/2009 
 
:DVWKHUHDQ\WKLQJWKDWZDVQ¶WRI
benefit from the exercise 
 
 
³«7KHRQO\RWKHUWKLQJ,IHOWZDVKow much did they 
know about the clinical stages and how familiar they 
ZHUHZLWK WKHPVR ,GLGQ¶WNQRZZKHWKHU , VKRXOGEH
H[SODLQLQJWRWKHP´ 
 
 
4th year undergraduate dental student  1/04/2009 
 
Were you conscious of any 
barriers to learning during the 
exercise 
 
³«6RPHWLPHVIHOWWKDWP\RSLQLRQZDVGLVUHJDUGHG 
HVSHFLDOO\E\WKHFOLQLFDOVXSHUYLVRU´ 
 
 
 
3rd year Trainee dental technician 
 
23/06/2008 
Do you feel the patient benefited 
more 
 
³«<HVWKH\IHOWWKDWWKH\ZHUHJHWWLQJDORWPRUH 
choice and better treatment, the patient could tell the 
technician directly what he or she wanted without it 
KDYLQJWREHH[SODLQHGLQZULWLQJ´ 
 
3rd year undergraduate dental student 
 
23/06/2008 
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